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FOREWORD

COL JOHN R. McLEAN

Commandant,

U. S. Army Management Schbol

t The guest speaker program of the U. S. Army Management School

is a significant fe43ture of the school's curricula. It has been invaluable

in presenting to participants a realistic view of current management

concepts, practicet, experiences, and thinking. Much material covered

by the presentations of our gjest speakers is not available in existing

published media. To enlarge the audience and increase the potential

managerial benefit to be derived from these presentations, it has been

the school's policy to pub:ish a representative sampling in annual vol-

umes of Army Management Views. The present book constitutes the

continuation of this series.

Book I of Volume XIII, published earlier this ycr, was devoted

to presentations delivered by guest speakers during the first half of the

1967-1968 academic year. This second book completes the series for

that year.

The book is distributed to graduates of all classes of the current and

one prior academic year; other Army service schools; guest lecturers

referenced therein; and a selected list of government installations and

activities.

It is our hope that those who were unable to hear these lectures

when presented will derive equally as much benefit from reading this

book. We of the school, together with the participants of our courses,

are most grateful to the speakers who have shared their ideas and

experiences with us.
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COL. JOHN M. SCHWALJE

Director, Plans and Research

U. S. Army Management School

The articles published in this second book of Volume XIII are

adapted for the most part from presentations delivered by guest

speakers before classes during the second half of academic year 1967-

1968. In addition, in compliance with the school's goal of furthering
the advancement of Army management, we have included in this vol-

ume several of the essays from the 1968 Advanced Management Essay

Contest. Selected essays in future years will be similarly published.

Further details on this contest will be found at the beginning. ,f Section II.

We are grateful to our guest speakers for allowing us to prepare

manuscripts from their talks and to additionally impose upon their time
in requesting their review and approval of these manuscripts before

publication. It has been ot,r conviction that a diversity of views reflects

that managerial techniques cakinot be expected to be the same in all

situations. Accordingly, as has been the practice in the past, we have

made no attempt to eliminate controversial issues or views.

It is our hope that publication of these articles will serve to help

propagate proven managerini experience, as well as promising new

managerial thought, within the Army establishment.

Additional copies of this volume and all previous volumes are

available through the Defense Documentation Center.
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Lieutenant General Bunker became Deputy Cammaoiding General of the Army Materiel
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and Commander of the Transportation Materiel Command.

(This article was adapted from a presentation given by Lieutenant General Bunker f.t
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LT. GENERAL WILLIAM B. BUNKER

t DEPUTY COMMANDING GENERAL

U. S. ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND

There are a few things I would like to discuss from the point of view

of my personal experience in this area. And to begin, I would like to

say that there is no question but that the technique (discipline, fad, or

what have you) of systems analysis has become of primary importance

to all of us in the military over the past several years. It has gotten to
the point that we cannot make even the most simple recommendation
without supporting it with an elaborate cost effectiveness study.

Some knowledge of the tools of systems analysis and a reasonable

proficiency in their use have therefore become essential for a modern

military executive. The essential thing to do is to maintain a balanced

petspective in regard to the matter - somewhere between th-. larry-eyed

enthusiasm of the true believer and the pragmatic distrust of the old

soldier.

As far as our malor programs are concerned, the amount of money

we are spending in the systems analysis area runs into the millions of

dollars. To cite one example, we are rurrently launching a study costing

over 41/2 million dollars on a main battle tank; this study seems to be

primarily aimed at assuring that such a tank weigh only 46 tons. Four

arid a half million dollars to determine whether that is feasible seems

rather expensive.

I think we have come to appreciate the degree of flexibility these

studies c(n manitest and also their very importance. I am reminded of

the time when we first established our system of user inputs in the Army

development process after World War II. I remember well that there

was a lot of criticism. But then it seems that those of us in the technical

services were sitting on the sideline, developing eqt..ipmer.t that fascinated

ourselves but didrn't satisfy the customer.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

FROM THE MANAGERS VIEWPOINT
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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS FROM THE MANAGER'S VIEWPOINT

Later we developed a system whereby the customer would be the

determining factor as to what the equipment should be. We set up the

Combat Developments Command as a representative of the user that

would describe what the soldier needs to fight the battle, after which

the developing services would develop the needed piece of equipment.

If the Army is to get any of the new equipment it wants, the request

must be backed up with a study, which, of course, is of vital importance.

And what is the purpose of such a study?

The purpose of a study is to present the pros and cons of the alter-

natives. All too frequently, it is assumed that a study is just to measure

a specific item. But, fundamentally, these studies or analyses are

supposed to have at least two alternatives. Yet, all too frequently, the

good and bad points of both alternatives are not presented.

More important, we must determine the sensitivity of these pros

ar•d cons. This, again, is often overlooked. Just how sensitive is the

analysis to the various elements that prove that one alternative is ketter
than the other? Irt this connection, just recently a group was conlidering

the substitution of a Chinook for a Huey as an assault helicopter; while

this group made a good case on tie cost effectiveness sicd-, the Chief of

Staff was concerned, If we substitute a bigger vehicle for a smaller one,

what happens to the vulnerability of the troops? Well, a quite elaborate

study was conducted, complete with simulated landing zone operations

and flights; the conclusion was reached that vulnerability was doubled

when the same operations were carried out with the Chinook as opposed

to the Huey.

Then a different study was made, using statistical data from the

operatiofis currently being conducted in Vietnam. Here, through a

rigorous anolysis, of regression and correlation, conducted inidependently

in three differe,-t statistical ona!yses by different people, the r'xact reverse

conclusion was reported. Thus, there would be far greater losses with

the Huev than with the Chinook.

I made an attempt to find out how these studies were made and to

fit them together so that they complemented each other. They do not

complement ePch other in many cases. They only prove that neither
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LIEUTENAN" GENERAL WILLIAM B. BUNKER

study, pro or con, con be the conclusive basis for the decision that the

Chief of Staff wants to make. If either study, by itself, gives him a

recommendation for a decision, both studies together seem to indicate

not to rely on either study For a decision. And then there may have to

be a third way of making the analysis, with a different set of assump-

tions and a different way of gathering the data, or we may have to go

ahead and conduct the operation and see what happens, making a

decision on the information previously presented. This illustration em-

phasizes the importance of sensitivity and degree of risk.

Another important element in these studies is the implication of

hierarchical processing. It seems that these studies start way down in

the bowels of the organization - in the Combat Developments Command,

Army Materiel Command, and other agencies - and are processed

gradually until many of them wind up in the form of a briefing in front

of the Chief of Staff and Secretary of Defense. As they go higher up

the chain of command, they tend to become less and less intelligible and
the decision-maker is more and more dependent on the conclusion made

on recommendation of the analyst. This I think is a mistake. The

decision-maker may not really be making a decision on the problem;

he may really be making a decision on the personality of the analyst.

And the analyst has not performed his function as an analyst if he is

more interested in the decisi'on-maker's opinion of him as an analyst

than in the decision-maker's independent judgment of the facts presenting

the pros and cons.

We still encounter a tendency toward this type of thing today in

connection with some studies. I received one not too long ago in which

the analy.t said it could be readily proved and then supplied a very

long equation without even bothering to defirne the parameters much less

explain the equation. All this did was cause me to be completely dis-

trustful of whatever the equation was supposed to prove.

A serious problem we face today is that of over-refined models

along with shallow analysis. Some models are becoming quite exotic,

some are becoming unbelievably comp'ex and detailed. The resuii, -.7
many cases, has been that the basic study cannot reoilv be comprehended

by anybody, so thai wher t goes through the cycle there are constant
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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS FROM THE MANAGER'S VIEWPOINT

r,,ivisions and add-ons until it resembles an elaborate computer-controlled

inventory program.

Herein lies the difficulty: time is spent making the model, the model

is shoved into a computer, so to speak, and the resulting answer then

sent to the Pentagon. Now, the model is really only a tool; the analyst is

supposed to apply analysis, and that the model doesn't do. The model

only gives the information on which the analysis is based. I think it

should be an established practice thot at least five times as much time

be spent on the analysis of the results of computer runs as is spent

building a model in the first place. Otherwise you are wasting your time.

Anybody can build a model, and there is always the temptation to

make it bigger and bigger as you try to take in the whole world. But

as you do this, it becomes less and less intelligible and amenable to

analysis, just as an analysis of the whole world becomes completely

unintelligible. The model is built to isolate a phenomenon in order to

study it, and a zealous effort intended to rnake the model realistic gets

you back to where you were in the first place. Why construct a model

which doe4 not increase your understanding?

To trace, briefly, the evolution of economic analysis, we started

out years ago in engineering schools with what we called engineering

economics. The classic prcblem for students, as I recall, was for thern

to fiocie out how to buy a new generator for a power-generating plant.

They would make a forecast of how many kilowatts they were going to

need and how much it would cost to produce the power. They would

make an analysis and the solution was usually to buy another generator,

but then it would be found smaller than they thought it was going to be

when they first looked at the problem. In any case, this is the basic type

of analysis that is being taught in such courses as the Operations

Research System Analysis Executive Course.

Now, as we started to use the techniques of trade-offs in our

business, the basic parameters of the situation have changed. If is no

longer a matter of unidimensional dollars on both s;des of the equation.

An effort is being made, by means of so-called cost and budget studies, to

keep one of the measures unidimensionao, but I submit that oven dollars

do not remain the same down the line. Thus, a dollar representing part

of the pay of an infantry soldier on the front linc has no relationship
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LIEUTENANT GENERAL WILLIAM B. BUNKER

to the dollar representing the pay of a stevedore unloading a ship in

Cam Ranh Bay. They just don't have the same value, and you wouldn't

trade one for the other on a one-to-one basis.

So the cost figure may no longer be a nice, fat, homogenized dollar

but may contain a lot of diversities and complexities. And we may no

longer have a simple trade-off of things that can't in fcct be traded off,

because in most of the trade-off analyses the things that are locked at

are incommensurable.

Today, in engineering economics, we have gradually come into an

area that is really one for the hehavi.,ral scientist - welfare economics.

It makes for interesting readinq, for its literature is filled with a great

many two-bit words and almost no figures. it concerns a phenomenon

that we face today in regard to the problem of poor people in a rich

economy.

Now, a problem of choice, such as how to sum the values of every-

"body in a room filled with students, for example, is difficult because

they will all have different value structures and, furthermore, the values

.. are not linear. In the case of one martini before lunch, our values may

be procisely the same, but when it comes to two, three, or more martinis

before lunch, the value structure takes a rapid plunge; and when it

comes to six martinis, there could probably be no more than two drinking

them and still have linear value. In any case these, are the types of

vatues that we have to sum in welfare economics.

This is really nearer the problem we have on the effectiveness side

of the Army's problem of value, because to the Army the valu- of one

infantryman is nothing. He can't do much by himself. The value of one

tank, on the other hand, is pretty high, and when you start to accumulate

them, that brings a jump in value, but sooner or later four of them

do not make a difference and many even beco,,ie a liability. At some

point, you would rather have another stevedore on the beach than

another soldier in the front line.
Thus, our cost effectiveness models constitute complex, multi-

d.nensional problems, which often are seemingly impossible for the

human mind to fully conceive. We like to draw nice, simple charts,

usually two-dimensional. Occasionally someone tries to be brave and

will a'tempt a three-dimensional model. But I have never heard of
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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS FROM THE MANAGER'S VIEWPOINT

anyone brave enough to drcuw a multi-dimensional medel. And all the

problems that we are facing are really multi-dimensional problems.

So in systems analysis I feel we are faced with the continuing ques-

tion of the place of military judgment and experience. I think the fact

that there is a multi-dimensional problem means that there is no simple

solution to the problem. There is no simple crossover from a point where
something tells what the decision is. Rather, it is u complex area in which
the decision lies. For the final analysis you weigh most heavily the
military judgment of the people who have to make the decision. And if

their judgment happens to be wrong, then the answer i~self will turn out
to be wrong.

In the first place, the analyst generally takes the position that he
can make a study and an analysis and come up with a recommendation

for, say, the M-16 rifle. All too frequently, what is done is to identify
the most effective crossover point. This can lead to considerable em-
barrassment. The most famous example or which is the TFX, in which
case the decision turned out to be the exact opposite of the recormen-

dation.

There is also a difficulty in that the analysis does not clearly state
which of the elemeits of the problem the analysis will answer and which
it will not; and that it does not give the consequences these elements may

have on the ultimate answer.

We were once asked to n--ke a study as tco whether we should
specify a twin-engined troop-cirrying helicopter for a certain action.
This was a problem that remained around for quite some time. This is
also a pr-)blem with commercial helicopters and rates are conditio.,al
on all aircraft being multi-engined. As soon as the state of the art caught
up, they took care that there would be no more single-engine passenger-

carrying helicopters.
We were asked to analyze, from the cost effectiveriess point of view,

whether this was the thing to do. It was a laborious exercise, as I recall,
that took about one year before we were able to come up with some

nice figures. What we basically came up with was that, within the
parameters of the problem, the probability of uncertainties, and so
forth, there was really nothing to choose from between the two as far

as cost effectiveness was concerned.
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LIEUTENANT GENERAL WILLIAM B. BUNKER

The study correctly concluded that if there is any mi!itary reason

for preferring one engine or two, the decision should be made com-

pletely and solely on the basis of that one criterion because all the other

criteria balance with one anothes.

With two engines, as opposed to one, ,'r vice versa, what are some

of the physiological and psychological reac, ions when troops are dashed

into hillsides or pilots are not being as sale as they should be? What

are some possible political repercussions? Does the pilot behave more

relaxedly in the instrument condition with two engines than he doet;

with one engine? There are still other phenomena to consider. For

example, is there any unusual engine noise at night or in bad weathe,?

Such phenomena are significant for military effectiveness and yet can

be outside the scope of the study. Analysts can tell the one who applies

military judgment where the rigors of 'he mathematics of systems an-

alysis cap't help.
I recall a study on the general con'l-iguration of new mechanized

infantry combat vehicles. This study came up with a beautiful conclusion b
on the basis of a whole series of graphs. But I was to choose a vehicle

based on what percentage of the period between 1985 and 1990 we

were at war.

Well, military judgment is all very good, but all the analyst said
was to guess how many years of war we were going to have. All he

I %' ... " .. .I.I...... I tf ..nobdy gets mad at anybody
else, we could build a papier-mache combat vehicle because nobody
would shoot at it. This could begin to become evýpensive, and, depending

on whether the enemy were using big guns or little ones, it could get
worse. If we were to have one war every 10 years, we might prefer
to make them all out of papier-mache and have them all shot up: if we

were to have two wars every 10 years, we might want to have them
made out of light steel and have only some of them shot up.

Needless to say, the foregoing provides an example of an incorrect

basis for military judgment and an improper separation of the elements
of the problem. It is just not the right way to go about it.

I think t.1e leverage that military judgment can arply to there studies

has got to be clearly kept in mind, starting wtih the assumption, the

methodology, and the holes that are left to be filled in. They should
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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS FROM THE MANAGER'S VIEWPOINT

be put thsgre positively and ncot apologetically. In general, we have the

temptation to apply the military judgment factor as we did in the TFX

case - apologetically after the fact. No wonder, then, that it :s the

fellow applying military judgment who is wrong and the inalint who

somehow turns out to be right.

In his latest book, The Discipline of Power,* Mr. George Ball has

something to say about the Pentagon's past relations with the sacredness

of these studies. I think this is the trap you have to avoid. The study is

rot sacred- it presents the pros and cons but does not in t.act render the

decision. It ;s not, in other words, scientific decision-making. These

studies are analyses, and their purpose is to present analyses, not solu-

tions to problems.

What are some of the challenges of systems analysis?

First of all, in teaching the trade, there is some confusion implanted

in students in that they are led to believe that it is simple and non-
technical and non-mathematical. Well, it is not simple or non-technical

or non-mathematical. You could spend the rest of your life studying the
various techniques and tools that can effectively be used in this trade.

So it is a challenge just to learn this trade.

I am somewhat apprehensive of a principle established last year

and which I think constitutes a danger to the Army. It has been said
that, because the five-year force structure of the Army meets the threats

we may face for the next five years, any introduction of new equipment

which increases the cost of the Army and which has been made on the
basis of a cost effectiveness study showing that this is an efficient way

to spend money, must increase the efficiency of the Army beyond that

which has been specified. Therefore, what are we going to give up that

is less efficient and will pay for this new equipment?

This is really an example of welfare economics that seemingly

defies defeat. It will continue to bowl people over because the cost of

some new equipment might do away with, say, an entire artillery corps.

Now, there are cost effectiveness studies that show the new equipment

to be more efficient. Then, if it is more efficient, we should arm for

peace. If perace is established, that's the price we pay. It has not been

"George W. Boll, The Discipline of Pewer: Esontilgh of a Modern World Structure, Boston:
Little, Brown & Co., 1968.
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1 LIEUTENANT GENERAL WILLIAM B. BUNKER

generally accepted ,,id recognized thav this piece of logic could com-

pletely ruin us.

The study of the infantry weapon is a case in point. A great deal

of money was spent on that study. It hod lots of figures about relative

hit/kill probability, overage aiming errors, and so forth; the object was

to select a weapon that appeared to be the most efficient. Today, in

Vietnam we fire aver, a half million rounds of well-aimed ammunition

every day. If wo could say that all the people on the other side were

killed by small arms, this would mean that we kill one person for every

10,000 rounds of ammunition.

Now, we have to consider everything: the man, the weapon, the

enemy, the weather, the aircraft. Then the whole thing is totaled. The

question is, does it make a whole lot of difference which weapon we
F choose?

I recall our substituting the M-16 for the M-1 rifle. The order hcd

I been out to lighten and improve the M-1, which led to the M-14, which
in turn led to the M-16. The M-16 was tested by the Combat Develop-

ments Command and everybody was happy with it until it got over to

Vietnam, where we decided it was a little slow. But what was the real

problem? The real problem was that it was no longer an infantryman's

rifle. It was a personal machine gun. Only it wasn't really a machine

gun. It got dirty and clogged up and was subject to stoppages. All

machine guns have stoppages and the M-16 had regular machine gun

difficulties.

k[ The difficulty lay in failing to recognize the environmental condi-
tions. If we get too involved in the nitty-gritty oi building our model

and not enough in analysis, this is the type of mistake that can be made.

Fundamentally, I think the big problem that 'aces us is that the

total operation in which we may be involved in inefficient. In many areas,

it may be so inefficient that the relative efficiency of competing decisions

is not important.

For example, take the Huey-Chinook case. Only one aircraft in a

thousand ever gets hit by a bullet. Under no circumstances do we make

our decision on the basis of what happens in one mission in a thousand.

We mae our decision on the basis of what happens in a greater per-

cer.tage of the mission.
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With that, I would like to conclude this article, in which I have

contributed a few thoughts about systems analysis, a trade that %v!:i

have to be learned by more and more of us but one that will help us

immeaburably In our endeavors..
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LIEUTENANT GENERAL F. J. CHESAREK
ft- ASSISTANT VICE CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE ARMY

We are fighting a limited war in Vietnam. This type of war is not

subject to a standard definition but is defined by the participants
through their actions in the field, in the international arena, and on the

home front.

The United States fights to prevent the subversion or subjugation

of an allied nation and has not, in the process, sought to destroy the

nation or nations engaged in the subversion or subjagation effort. We

limit our objectives because we do not wish to challenge the great

powers supporting the enemy and thus become involved in a direct

confrontation with all its likely consequences. At home, our government

has chosen to conduct this war without disruption of our everyday life

and has -nt attempted or been required to place the nation's business,
industry, and mobilization potential on a wartime footing.

The enemy in the field fights a war with no holds barred. He violates

frontiers, ignores the rights of neutral nation-, and is governed by no

rules save those he himself chooses to enforce. His objective is another

nation's demise. His allies are most of the Communist nations in the

world who provide the ecornomic support necessary for him to conduct

the wor.

Limited wars are relatively new to the United States, and we are

seeking to learn how to wage thiem as we fight.

Shortly after Premier Khrushchev enunciated the Soviet Union's

concept of "wars of national liberation" in 1962, President Kennedy

visited the Pentagon and addressed an assemblage of general officers.

HiS interpretation of the meaning of the challenge called for innovations

and imagination in the applicatio.• of military power to defent the kind

of wars he envisaged would fcllow in the wake of the Communist

declaration.

LIMITED WAR

"-STRETCH MANAGEMENT'
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The Army first turned toward its Special Forces. These are men
trained in guerrilla and psychological warfare, capable of operating alone
in small groups far removed from their base areas. We multiplied their

size and broadened their scope.
At the same time, we began serious experimentation with the heli-

copter as a vehicle to deliver combat-ready forces onto the battlefield,

as a close-support gunship, and for logistic support for the combat forces.

We also reorganized our division structure to permit independent

operations of battalion and brigade as well as division-size packages.
Training programs were improved, and we partially reoriented our re-
search and development effort, with more emphasis on counter-insurgency

versus the big bang of missiles.
When President Johnson decided to comrmit ground forces in Vietnam

in July 1 965, many of our tactical innovations were still in the test stage.
The demands created proved once again that war, like necessity, is not
only the mother of invention but also acts as a burr under the saddle of

decision.
For instance, the rising tempo of action in Vietnam forced us to

hasten our decision-moking process in regard to the airmobile division
which had ju.t completed its field test. We named the test diision the
1st Air Cavalry and deployed it along with its 440 aircraft directly into
',ction in Vietnarri. its tactical concepts were soon proved and refined Oin

cLambat.

The 1st Air Cavalry 0Živision did not have a monopoly on the .K.., ideas market. Others of our deployed forces have made hundredb .,f

tactical innovations, many of which call for special equipment. In the
Delta area, for example, we rnow4, have the Riverine Force. It possesses

such items as artillery mýounted on barges, floating barracks, and h,-oviiy
armed and armored personnel carrier boats, none of which existed in
1965. An at.iswer to the enemy jungle base areu tu.rned out to be a
modified version of an old tool, the plow. This one is mounted on a
heavy bulldozer with a long, sharp cutting i•isirument attached - U Lom-
bination thul can f-!ll almost any size tree. Used in conjun~tion with

huge harrows, ir has laid bare thousands of ncre:, of the enemy's jungle

hideouts und has made highway ambushes more difficult by clearing the
roadsides ;o c width of several hundred meters.
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We have flight-tested a new helicopter gunship, the Cheyenne,

which carries tremendous firepower of various types, with a 360 degree

field of fire and a capability of all-weather flying. It employs the latest

technology of television, larer direction finding, and air-ground control.

It will be in operation in 1970.

We are mindful, however, that in the final analysis, the soldier with

his rifle decides the fate of battle. We are working hard to lighten his

load in every respect. We are re-equipping our soldier in Vietnam with
lightweight gear from rifles to bandoliers, and, in the process, have
taken five to seven pounds off his back. We need to do much better.

We are providing him with night vision devices that are ten times better

than anything he has had before. We transport him by helicopter to

the scene of battle, provide him hot meals while there, und help protect

him with unprecedented firepower.

He is also provided the best medical service we have ever had.

Within an hour a seriousiy wounded mat) is in a field hospital. The

mortality rate of casualties reaching hospitals is aboiot 1 percent -

a truly remarkable accomplishment. The return.to-duty rate in Vietnam

is 67 percent. A number of factors contribute to this, chief among them
being rapid evacuation of casualties and advanced surgical techniques,

such as blood vessel surgery, resuscitation, and treatment of shock.

Like all wars, the one being fought is different from all others. It

is a war without front linet -- without key terrain features - without a

Remage. bridgehead to seize, a Guadalcanal to asscult, or a Pusan
perimeter for a vuliant stand and a di'amutic breako~ut. We entered the

combat arena when our South Vietiamoste allies were buing over-
powered by the enemy. In Communist lexic-rn, Phalie 1,1i !ad begun, and

sii.able enemy conventional forces wero deployed !o t endler the coup de

grace.

As allies ot the Scuth Vietnamese, we do not control their govern-

ment, nor do wc have a single 1oint military command in control of all
armed forces. At the time of our commitment o• militcarv force, we had

only advisers in that country and little knowledge of its people. The

South Vietnamese government was only ten yeors old and did not huvo

time to consolidate its power or crccte an inteihgence apparctus to seek

out and destroy the Communist underground infrastructure.
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Our Army traditionally has used firepower promiscuously -is a

tactic of reconnaissance and battlefield engagement and, in the absence

of good intelligence, proceeded to employ this tactic in Vietnam. We

have been charged with using a butcher knife appronch, rather than a

surgical scalpel. While the differences in approach accentuate the dif-

ferences between the two situations, we must learn how to shoot the

sniper from the church steeple without destroying the church, killing

the bishop, and wiping out the whole diocese.

We are far from happy with the result! achieved thu3 for. Many

questions that apply to limited war anywhere are still unanswered. What

can we do about controlling the free movement of civilians? What can
we do about sanctuaries? What can we do to block the support provided

to the enemy, both physical and psychological, from external sot'rces?

How can we take better advantage of the enemy's obvious limita'ions?
In short, how can we isolate the battlefield? We are urgently addressing

these questions. Their resolution will play a major role in determining

the length of the conflict.

Some cold facts emerge. Limited war in support of an intetnational
commitment is viewed with alarm by most nations removed from the

struggle regardless of their ties of friendship or alliance. The fear of

ever-expanding use of force, the recognition of the dangers of great

power confrontation, and the effect of war on the world economic
structure overshadow the importance of fulfilling a treaty obligation and
the need to confront the Comm..nist challenge wherever it may surface.

Turning nrw to our home front, we find I-mited war a traumatic

experience, complicated by modern communications, an affluent way
of life, c voracious press und television industry, and the difficulty of

articulating the reason why against a national backdrop of domestic

introversion, self-in-erest, and competing priorities.

Our approach to limited war is expensive in both manpower and

money. It either draws funds from domestic; programs or requires in-

creased taxes. Neither is a popu!or alternativi. Thus, limited war

means limited provision o0 resources - men, money, and materiel. This

requires what I call "stretc1• management" - jetting the most benefit

from ;he manpower and finds provided the Army by our government.

This tt*k is my primary duty as the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff.
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My office is only 15 month!. old. It was born out of necessity to

meet a challenge posed by our Defenre Secretary at the time concerning
the management of Army resources. When Mr. McNamara took office in
1961, he brought with him a group of young analysts, schooled in the
techniques of operations research and systems analysis. While they
knew little of military affairs and technology, they knew how to ask
questions, dissect problems, and lay out alternatives for analysis. They
brought their own kit of tools, and soon we were deep in such matters
as cost effectiveness and were becoming familiar with the newest ad-
vances in management science made possible by high-speed computers.

While our General Staff system is a good one, it lacked one in-
gredient - a mechanism to integrate the total effort. We in the Army
had a much greater vat of talent than the. analysts at Defense level,
but we had not concentrated this talent to address the problems we
were facing at the headauarters level. In short we provided too little,

too late.

We were not faring well in the battle of the budget, which was being
reflected in our authorized manpower and equipment levels. We were

unsuccessful in selling our strategic concepts and the forces necessary

for their execution.

So we set about to create the machinery to do what was required.
Since 1962, our population of computers has increased fourfold, the
number of officers with graduate degrees is up 50 percent, and attendance
at operations research systems analysis schools hcs increased tenfold.

We have designed sophisticated equations or models for computer

solution to help us in our force planning, force accounting, and man-
power and logistics control at the headquarters level in Washington.
Next year we will provide computerized systens for the division, corps,
and army levels to do the same things in the field We are designing a
management information system to correlate and analyze data and to
iso!ate problem areas. Statistics generate some interesting answers, and

we must apply judgment as always.

Let me illustrate what I mean. Assuming the average age of the
ý:adet' at Sandhurst is 20, in one year they will have aged 5 percent.
whereas I at age 54 will h.:ve aged only 1.9 percent, The conclusion is
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clenr: The older we grow, the less we age. In fact, that is a correct
conclusion, as everyone past 40 can testify.

We have made many mistakes along this road. We have tried to
introduce complex systems too fast and have seen them produce chaos

rather than improvement. We have learned the hard way that high-speed
computer output is no better than the accuracy of manual input. We
have seen great emphasis on cost reduction but little objective measure-

ment of effectiveness.

Mcichiavelli, in 1513, recognized the root problem. He wrote:
"It must be remembered that there is nothing more difficult

to plan, more doubtful of success, nor more dangerous to man-

age, than the creation of a new system. For the initiator has
the enmity of all who would profit by the preservation of the

old institutions and merely lukewarm defenders in those who
would gain by the new ones."

I believe we are now on the right road. Today, we have much
better data on which to base decisions. This improvement in our data
base provides the decision maker with more visibiiity of our problem

areas, which are akin to icebergs. As o,,r data base improves, we can
compare the effectiveness of like activities, such as depots, with each
other and challenge our commanders to do better. In other words, we
can use our improved visibility to further Froductivity and thus get more
product for less input. We have reduced thK. huge stockpiles of equipment

which were the hallmarks of prior wars, although there is a case to be

made that this time we have erred on the side of poverty rather than
plenty. Our communications have improved to the point of nuisance,

as our field commands can attest. We have a much better utilization of

our most precious and expensive asset, marpower, than in any prior

war.

Of all the problems concerning management on the h.ome front,

manpower is the toughest. We operate under a set of rules designer
to insure fairness in assignments to Vietnam. All personnel, except gen-

erals, who are assigned to Vietnam serve there for one year. Even during
the Tet offensive our soldiers were departing on the day their year was

up. We also try to assign our career soldiers in the United States or

Europe for ct least 25 months before reassigning them to Vietnam.
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Wh![e these policies are good for morale, they are a nightmare for

our personnel managers who are trying to provide the qualified junior

leadership so necessary to maintain unit esprit and integrity. These

young leaders must be highly skilled in their specialty, whether it be

infantry, artillery, logistics, or other support function. In Vietnam, our

combat forces consist of over eight divisions, most of whom are infantry.

In the United States and Europe - our sustaining base -, we have ten

divisions, eight of which are armor or mechanized. Thus, we have a

dual challenge: How do we train junior infantry leaders in the units

available to us in our sustaining base? And, conversely, How do we

utilize our infantry-oriented career veterans when they return to the

sustaining base for further assignment? We must plan on these leaders

being returned to Vietnam in about two years, and therefore it is to

cur benefit to give them an opportunity to "train up" in their basic

skills. This requires on-the-job duty in appropriate type units. We have

not seen fit to rcztructure our sustaining base and make it totally

Vietnam-orierted because our treaty commitments in Europe, which

have our highest strategic priority, require an armor heavy force.

We have done some restructuring of the base, and we are training

the best prospects received through the draft to be junior noncommis-

sioned officers. Our officer candidate schools provide us with an ade-

quate numbe cf second lieutenants. These measures, while helpful, do

not provide a fuil solution, and we are seeking innovations to meet the

challenge.

Aside from the pr'sblem just dcscribed, our training program has

proved quite successful, In our Army, approximately 500,000 soldiers

are people who were drafted to serve two years. We send these young

men to camps for basic combc raining for a period of eight weeks.

They are then enrolled in advanced individual training courses for nine

weeks. Those scheduled for Vietnam as individual replacements receive

an extra week of special training.

The training is concentrated and the trainee is highly motivated.

In a generation which is popularly alleged to be in full retreat from

responsibility, we are finding a level of esprit, responsiveness, and

intelligence far above anything we have ever experienced before.
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As a consequence of these factors, our field commanders are high

in their praise of the quality of training being produced, as reflected by

the performance of the soldier in the field.

This brief description of limited war in the field, its effects abroad,

and its attendant problems of management at home leads toward the

obvious question: Where do we go from here?

I should like to cite a few trends which appear to have far-reaching

consequences.

Advances in airlift, sealift, and containerization will result in

dramatic improvement in transport and sustaining capability. For ex-

ample, the new C-5A aircraft coming into inventory next year will lift

110 tons of cargo a distance of 3,100 miles. It would have taken only

twelve C-5As to conduct the Berlin Airlift of 1948-1949, an operation

that required 224 of that day's aircraft. One load of military cargo for

the C-5A could be two helicopters, an M60 tank, five armored personnel

carriers, and several lorries. In addition, the upper deck will carry two

spare crews plus 75 soldiers.

We have begun packaging the paraphernalia of war in special

containers to simplif;y airlift, sealift, and the unloading processes. In

effect, we will soon be transporting segments of depots in an orderly

fashion. Containerization is one of our fastest growing new industries.

It will soon be dictating the configuration of ships, planes, railroad cars,

and automated handiing equipment. We must reorient our logistical

thinking to capitalize on this new and marvelous potential.

These changes suggest that our readiness to meet contingencies in

the next three to ten years will be constrained principally by the level

of training of the forces to be deployed and the immediate availability

of equipment. From a doctrinal and conceptual standpoint, we must

further streamrril, training and logistics methodologies and we must

place greater reliance on existing inventories rather than on our pro-

duction base capability,

Today, we encourage every officer in the Army to be trained in at

least Iwo specialties, one within hi' basic branch, such as artillery or

infantry, cnd the othcr in some specialized field, such as logistics,
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management, or operations research - you can think of many others.
Tomorrow, the degree of specialization will probably increase both in

scope and in depth.

As I have previously mentioned, an objective in the United States

Army stemming back to World War I has been to lighten the load on the

back of the infantry soldier. I say objective because we have not yet
done nearly enough in this area. I commend this to the attention of you

leaders of the future.

Looking just a bit further ahead, a whole new spectrum is unfolding
in electronics and communications. For example, there is a iigh battle-

field potential for lasers as a range finder and target designator, for

missile guidance, for night vision and batflieIld illumination, for com-

munication at short ranges, as a surveying device, and as an identifica-
tion device. The use of satellites for improved communication opens

opportunities and dangers for the leaders cf the future.
in the period ahead, I believe i.-e military professional will be called

upon to do more with less. His "stretch management" problem will be

more severe. New hardware coming into the inventory over the next

ten years is terribly expensive and will demand offsets in the form of
trade-offs. The future leader will have to refine and use cost /effectiveness

trade-offs.

For example, since a helicopter can move people or things ten times

as fast as a lorry, its turnaround time is ten times faster, and its flexi-

bility immeasurably better on the battlefield; since it needs no -oads,

avoids ambushes, and is in instant communication will commanders,

what is an appropriate trade-off between helicopters and ;orries? How

do we relate computers, programmers, and operators to ledgers and

clerks? Heavy-lift aircraft to ships and trains? In other words, what is

the equiailence of a new item *,) an old one in terms of mission?

In this trade-off business, we must address total systems, not just

pieces, and this require-s a much better knowledge at systems than exists

tcday.

Our governments need to know the answers to these questions,

because our natic..iol re.iourcos cre not unlimited nnd many claimants

are queued up at the ration ccunter. frade-offs have become a tough

way of 'ife. They run coutiter to our naiural instinct of being pack rats.
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SIt is in our professional interest that we understand trade-ofs and that

we develop sound measures to guard against false economy or loss of

capability.

You gentlemen are moving toward leadership in a world of fantastic

evolution. While I am proud of the leadership of my generation, your

problems are more complex, more demanding, and more urgent..
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CHIEF, STUDIES AND ANALYSES DIVISION,

OFFICE, CHIEF OF RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT,

DEPARTMENT OF THE APMY

DEPARTMENT OF ARMY ORGANIZATION FOR

MANAGING OR/SA STUDIES

At first glance, it may appear from Figure 1 that everybody seems

to have gotten into the act from the Secretary of the Army down

through the major commanc'4rs. But all echelons are concerned with

operaticns ai-search and systems -nlysis studies and need them to sup-

pcrt their programs. Whereas operations research and systems onolysis,

especially in connection with cost effect veness siudies, were once viewed

with ,usp*cion in the Department of Army, they have now become a .4

way of life.

Let us see what the vorious echelons do. At the level of the Army

Secretariat, there is a Deputy Under Secretary for Operations Research.

His job is to monitor operations researcn studies from a broad perspec-

tive. He is also concerned with the technical quali~y of studies and the

capability of those who perform them. The present incurvibent in this

position is Dr. Wilbur Payne. The Assistant Secretory of the Army for

R&E' is concerned with studies having RDT&F implicatiuns. He personally

approves such operations research studies costing over $100,000.

The organization of thr: A.ssistant Vice Chief of Staff's Office reflects

its concern with studies. Three of the four offices with-n the AVCofS's

Office are directly involved in studies ond studies monairement. The

MANAGEMENT OF
QPERATIONS RESEAI:AFCH AND
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS STUDIES
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Director of Studies is the chairman of the Army Studies Advisory Com-
mittee (ASAC). He monitors and integrates the DA Study Program and
prepares the Army Master Study Program to reflect on-going, planned,
and completed studies. He coordinates unprogrammed contract opera-
tions research studies that cost $100,000 or less, and does so in conjunc-
tion with OCRD or the Comptroller, depending upon the source of fund-
ing and the issues addressed by the studies. The Office of Force Planning
and Analysis is authorized 42 officers and 18 civilians. Its concern is
with studies involving force structure and deployment. The Weapons
Sysoem.n Analysis Office has an authorized strength of 29 officers and 27
civilians and is concerned with the development and analysis of future
weapons systems. 1 hese offices interface with the Office of the Secretary
of Defense.

The Comptroller of the Army monitors and coordinates management
and automatic data processing studies, just as the Chief of Research and
Development performs this function with ielation to those involving
RDT&F. He provides guidance for management studies and recommends
actions on proposals to the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Financial

Management.

The Chief of Research and Development monitors all activities with
RDT&E implications. He reviews and recomniends for approval to the
Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research and Development all re-
quests for operations research studies of over $100,000 regardless of
source of funding. For those studies of less than $100,000 funded by
RDT&E funds, he has approval authority. For lhose funded by O&MA or

other funds, he coordinates if they hnve RDT&E implications. The Chief of

Research and Development also evaiuates studies and proposals for the
Federal Contr•,ct Research Centers (FCRC). In the case of operations re-

search, this applies to the Research Analysis Corporation (RAC).

Withim -ch ,flenty of the DA staff there are designated study co-
ordinators. In add-tion, an agency may have on in-house group to con-

duct stuies or tc, coordinate the agency-supported efforts. The Office
of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel works closely with the Office

of Perý,nneo Operations (OPO) for operations research studies. Within

DCS;'ER there is a Di-'ctur of Personnel Study and Research who con-
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ducts some research and, in addition, coordinates personnel and man-

power studies in support of DA efforts.

Within the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence there

is a Threat Analysis Group, with an authorized strength of 16 officers

and 10 civilians. This group conducts, monitors, and coordinates studies

regarding threats to the United States within the purview of the DA. It

also monitors threat aspects of studies in support of other Army programs.

The Threat Analysis Group albo serves as an interface between an agency

in the Army Materiel Command and another in the Combat Develop-

ments Command to coordinate studies in support of interagency pro-

grams.

Within the Office of Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations the study

coordinator is primarily concerned with strategic studies and those in-

volving sf.enarios around which DA studies will be based. The Strategic

Studies and Analyris Group (STAG), located at Bethesda, Maryland, with

an authorized strength of 62 officers and 54 civilians, has a cc-sicierable

war gaming capability and additionally performs some operatit)ns re-

search and systems analysis. An agency of the Lh~ef of Enginefirs, the

Engineer Strategic Study Group (ESSG), consisting of 12 officers and 30

civilians, located at the Army Map Service, also has a war gamirg capa-

bility and some operations research and systems anclysis supporting

ability. It responds primarily to DCSrOPS. It is within this agency that

the spectrum scenarios were developed.

"Within ACSFOR the study coordinator is located in the D'rectorate

of Doctrine and Systems. ACSFOR works closely with Office of Force

Planning Analysis in the AVCofS Office, as well as with CDC,

Similurly, in GDCSLOG there is a study coordinator in the Directo-

rate of Doctrine and Systems who monitors studies performed in support

of DCSLOG operations. This office works closely wiih the studies pro-

gram of the Army Materiel Command.

Within tho Office cf Chief of Research and Development there is the

Behavoriai Science Research i.aboratory, consisting of 4 officers and 652

civilians. Although primarily oriented toward behavorial science re-

search, it also has an operations research staff that is currently conduct-

ing a study in support of the Office of Personnel Operations.
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Throughout the AMC, we find many organizations for operations

research and systems analysis. At Headquarters AMC and within the

Directorate of Major Items, there is a continuing OR/SA study program

addressing overall DA logistics systems in the field. At each commodity

command there is a staff organized to perform operations research and

systems analysis. At the Ballistic Research Laboratory at Aberdeen ,the

Army Materiel Systems Analysis Agency (AMSAA), with an authoriza-
tion of 119 professionals, performs OR studies in support of AMC on-
going programs. There is currently forming the Advanced Materiel Con-

cepts Agency (AMCA) to study problems related to Army materiel and to

provide the interface between the DA staff represented by the Threat

Analysis Group and the CDC. The Aviation Command, the Munitions

Command, the Missiles Command, the Army Tank and Automotive Com-

mand, the Electronics Command, and the Weapons Command all have
a staff of operations research and systems analysis personnel currently

operating. Each plans to almost double in size.
At the Combat Developments Command, studies are the most im-

oortant product. There are two formal organizations to perform in-

nouse operations research and systems analysis studies, independent of
contractors. First is the Institute for Systems Analyses, which is now
forming at Fort Belvoir, •.ith an authorized strength of 12 officers and
105 civilians. There is also the Institute for Land Combat, with an au-
thorized strength of 78 officers and 110 civilians, to perform studies fol
the CDC and to provide the CDC interface with AMC, represented by the
Advanced Materiel Concepts Agency, and with the DA Staff, represented

by the Threat Analysis Group.

With the aid of Figure 1, I would now like to discuss the organiza-
tion for the management and monitorship of studies within the DA. The

Army Study Advisory Committee, ASAC, is the principal DA advisory
group. The chairman, as I mentioned before, is the Director of Studies
from the Office of the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff. The ASAC consists

of representatives of the Army staff and major commands. Its mission
is to review, evaluate, and assign priorities for Army-wide studies in

the Army Master Study Program. It is primarily oriented toward those

studies supported by the RDT&E Studies and Analyses program element.
It meets annually to review and approve the annual Study Program.
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The chiif of the agen./ of primary interest in a study is designated the
sponsor. The sponsor prepares and initiates study requests. He super-
vises and moritors study initiation, progress, and completion. It is his

job to coordinate with the staff and various commands that have a
vested interelit in the outcome of the study. He is also responsible to
review and evaluate study results and the contractor's performance.

Within the Office of the Chief of Resear...h and Development and,
specifically, in the Army Research Office, we fiiod the contracting officer

and the contracting officer's representative. The orimary role of the
contracting officer is to contract for studies periormed in support of the
RDT&E effort or those paid for by RDT&E funds. The contracting officer's

':1 representative is the Chief of the Studies and Analyses Division at the

Army Research Office. I am the present incum1oent of that position. On
behalf of the Chief of Research and Development, the Studies and Anal-
yses; Division also monitors all studies performed by RDT&E funds and
those conducted by the Research and Analysis Corporation for the Aimy,
regardless of sc~urce of funding. The Divisiorn also provides military ad-
visors and effects coordination between sponsors and contractors. The
Project Advisory Group (PAG) is a study group or steering committee
with r~epresentation of all interested agencies. Its purpose is to guide
study progress from initiation to completion and to provide input to con-
tractors for the progress of the study. More will be said about this goup

Icier. An integral part of study management is the reviewing, the re-
cording nand the action taken, based upon the study performonce. As

mentioned earlier, the sponsor is responsible for these actions as directed

by the Ar 'y Regulation 1-110.

DEVELOPMENT OF WORK STATEMENTS AND STUDY REQUIREMENTS

I should now likri to turn to some specific points relative to the init'i-
tion and development of the work statement and study requirenment.

The quality rf a work statement reflects the degra.e of planning and
thought that hjs been given to formulation of the study requirement.

D'evelopment of a• study requirement is little different from fcrmulating

the nission or purpose of a staff study or operation plan; yet it is amaz-

ing how many people overlook, or pay little notice to, this important step.
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Many studies have gone from conception to conclusion without the

sponsor really ever having a clear idea of the purpose of his study.

The most critical phase of a study effort is a very first step wheni the

sponsor determines exactly what use he will make of the study when it

is completed. (Note Figure 2.) Perhaps the point seems so obvious that

it is neglected, or perhaps utilization of results in the distant future

seems so remote that the author of a work statement finds great diffi.

culty in visualizing it. Nevertheless, if this critical question cannot be

answered adequately, the remainder of the study effort will flounder for

want of an anchor to hold it in place. Adequate description of the prob-
lem will eventual!y lead to conclusions on which the military sponsor

will make decisions at take appropriate action. As he visualizes the kind

of results he sh*)uld expect, the auti~or considers alternative actions that

should be addressed. Backward planning is essential.

FACTS

T K S QUESTIONS ALT CRS

AI3SS DECISI ON

END

POLM0 B PRDCP IzIII~.,IcII P DUC

E. IL C ACTION

4

ASSUMI'I iONS

Figure 2. Development of itudy requirement .2nd work atotement.

He visualizes the form in ,. ',:zh those alternatives will be presented

to him. Considerution of those alternative courses of action demand

-that specific questions be answered. The answers to these questions will

!:nd relative weight to considerations of the alternatives as they are pre-
sented. These questions are answered by st.,mrary and analysis of facts
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and assumptions through analytical techniques. It is here that the ana-

lyst makes his contributions to the study. The study sponsor must be
equipped to appreciate how the answers are obtained and how much
weight he can give theri in support of the alternative course to be pre-

sented. Many answers can be oLbained in advance by the sponsors
through literature search. It is at thi:i stage of developing the work re-
quirement that much duplicatory effort can be avoided. A thorough
search of the scope of past or on-going studies that bear on the subject,
will do much to aid the spon'sor in knowing what he needs to know and,
equally important, will make him something of an expert on what has

been done in the field.

Numerous agencias exist to aid the drafter of a study proposal in
this regard. The Army Study Documentation and Information Retrieval
System (ASDIRS), located adjacent to the Army Library in the Pentagon,
has a complete listing and copies of studies that have been included in
the Army Master Study Program as well as others. The Defense Docu-
mentation Center (DDC) has an extensive file of thousands of studie.i that
have been conducted for the DOD and provides an outstanding biblio-
grophic service to summarize past studies in any given -- ea. The Army
Research and Development Information System (ARDIS) also has records
of on-going and completed studies that can contribute to this purpose.
Various staff agencies publish inventories and bibliographies of work

that has bcc done to support their agencies such as the DCSPER Quar-
terly Inventory. The Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange
(DLSIE), located at Fort Lee, Virginia, also offers a bibliographic service
for logistic studies. In addition, there is the Army Master Study Program
produced by the director of !.tudies. Most otfices maintain local files as
well. Too often we receive proposals with the statement that a thorough
literature search has been made and there is no record of duplicative
studies. At times one is inclined to assume that the literature search has
been made in the author's desk drawer.

Because all critical questions cannot normally be answered in a

single operation, the work is usually divicied into tasks. The results of
these tasks sho,,Id answer the critical questions that the author of the

proposal is nob able to answer prior to initiating the study. Proper exe-

cution of each of these toiks, of course, relics upon the use of data,
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facts, and realistic assu~mptions. Their use is guided by objective criteria

and regarded in a setting that is necessary and suficient for the real

issues to be addressed. The criteria, data, facts, and assumptions, of

course, must be made available by the sponsor of the study to the con-

tractor and analyst who are to do the work The criteria will sei the

standards and limit the scope of the study, and the facts and assump-

tions must be available in order to insure that the analysis w II be re-

alistic.

With these steps and considerations carefully thought out and in-
cluded in the requirements, the problem can be placed in the proper
perspective. The problem will now be projected in the desired direction

and the scope delineated clearly by appropriate Facts and assumptions

that address essential issues. Until all of the zonditions are satisfiecd, oiie

cannot say that a work statement truly represents what is desired to be

done. Unfortunately, there are times when a chief prescribes a general
area that someone ought to take a look at. Indians busily form a com-

mittee that designs a camel instead of a horse or a bassett hc,,jnd instead

of a beagle. A technically sound but misdirected study is a wa.;!e of
precious resources in high demand. If requirements are vague, we ,ýiust
have the courage to go back to the chief to have them claiificd or we

should return to him with our interpretation for app-oval.
Once the study proposal or work re.quirement has been prepared

as thoroughly as the author can, the work statemcnt or proposal is sub-
mitted for approval in accordance with AR 1-1 10. If it is an RDT&E funded

study, it will be submitted to the Office of the Chief of Research and

Development and go specifically to the Studies and Analyses Division.

The w•rk statement will be reviewed to check its feasibility as to
whether the study can be accomplished by OR SA methods. !t will be

also checked for duplication of effort, funding availability, and contrac-

tual consideration.

CONTRACTING FOR PROCUREMENT

The contracting seauence is showc; in Figure 3. Based on submis-

sion of the work statement and approval for contracting, potential bid-

ders are %olicited to submit proposals and bids for consideration. At this

stage of development, the contracting officer is the man in authority, for
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it is he who is finally responsble for selection of the contractor to per-

form the work. There ire two general categories of contracts for studies:

open bid and sole source contracts. Open bidc are solicited by advertis-

ing in professional and industrial publications or trade journals, such

as the Ccimimerce Weekly, or by mailing invitations to submit bids. Nor-

mally, 15 to 20 contractors will be contacted to submit proposals for[ consideration.

A. SOLICIT FROPOSALS

1. Open Bid or Sole Source

2. Friefings (Clear Work Statement)

3. tunding

4. Review Bids

Sponsor & Contracting Officer
5. ,Selection

B. ANNUAL STUDY PROGRAM

1. Review Proposals

2. Consolidate, Submit to ASAC

3. ASAC Review
4. Contract Negotiation

Figure 3. Contracting sequence.

If the stiody is quite involved, it may be possible thut briefings will

be held to orient the contractors as to what is desired and to insure that

the work statement is under.ctood. One can readily see the importance

of defining the -cope of the work to be done by preparing a c!cr and

comprehensive work svatement. This will be the basis for orienting con-

tractors to submit proposals. It wil guide them in their estimate of cct

and evaluation of their types of skills needed to perform the work. I

want to emphasize that during the course -if orientint- prospective con-

tractors, available or proposed ftondi ie levels will not be divulged.

Each contractor must make his own estimate of how .-nuch he feels #'e

effort will cos', him and add his priofit.

Reviewin% the bids and proposals i4 a joint effort between the spon-

sor and the contracting officer. Frequently the sponsor will form an ad

hoc committee consisting of rt.presentatives of interested agencies. They

will select the potential contractors on a priority basis considering dhe

degree of responsiveness and estimated quality of work of each bidder.

The contracting officer will make the final decision aidezt by the priorities
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assigned by the sponsor. The criteria for selection is to choose the lowest

cost-responsive bidder. I emphasize that the sponsor should not be

aware of the cost of contractor's proposals nor should be discuss relative

costs with potential contractors. This is the purview of the contracting

officer who awards contracts based on responsiveness and cost.

Sole source contracts are restricted to those rnorcies that have a

particular expertise i an area to be addressed when that fact can be

de',aitely established. We have an annual study program that depends

upon sole source or open contracts. Open contracts are those whdre
tasks can be added without going through the complrte negotiating

cycle. Sometime in the late fall, each staff agency and major command
is solicited to submit proposals or work statements that define studies

anticipated for the next year. Study proposals are reviewed by the

Office, Chief of Research and Development, to select those appropriate

for RDT&E funding. These are consolidated and submitted to the Army

Study Advisory Committee (ASAC) for consideration. The ASAC reviews
these proposals and determines the priorities and acceptability of each. 4

It, in turn, prepares a consolidated program for the Army Master Study

Program.

For work year 1969, the senior ASAC met in May and established

priorities of effort for the coming year. This work ý !an is presently being

negotiated with the Research Analysis Corporation. There are two open

contracts presently in force at the Army Research Office. One is with the

Research Analysis Co-;,:. •tion. The Research Analysis Corporation (RAC)

is ar outgrowth of the Operations Research Office (ORO) which was

founded in 1947. RAC has a13o been designated an FCRC, that is, a

Federal Contract Research Center. Federal Contract Research Centers are

not-for-profit organizations that have a special relationship with the De-

partrnent of Defense. They are allowed to keep classified files and are

supported on a relatively constant funding leveL. The open contract is re-

negotiated annually. Individual tasks or projects can be added to the

contract without contract renegotiation. Another open contract with the

Army Research Office is with the Stanford Research Institute (SRI). This

particular contract primarily supports DCSOPS in studies pertaining to

the %trategic defense posture, air and ballistic missile defense, Nike-X
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S• em ploym ent, com m aad control and com m unications, and national entity

• survival.

/

Sr ,
8 PAG L•$T TO •'AG

S. ,, AG TO MEE;

-..,>, /
•ON'IRACTOR

Figure 4. Prrces•ing •,t,:dy request.

Figure 4 shows soma 9eneral procedures for processing study re-

quests between rjgencies of the DA staff, the Army R•'•earch Office, and

the; "•tractor. The study •'eouest i• sent from the DA star agencies to

= • • A•.L:. When accepted, the revue.st is sent to cont.rccl,,rs for bid. The

bid is ,ecei,•'ed ar.J the cor, t, acv is let. The OA •taff agercy spensorinq

the •tudy is r,•que•ted to nominate a chairman for the Proiect Advisory

Group (PAG) that wi!l rnon•tor the •tJdy. The •pon:,or is also asked for

nominees for memLership 'o the PAG. The PAG is then selected based

on submissions frcm ec•.h interest•,d star agency. The co•ter of PAG

member• is sent •o the PA :hairmo•, to b•gin i•.•er•ction wit••, ,he

contraror.

Separate commands have open contra•t •elations with resecrch

organizations much as •he ,a, rmy Research Ot:.ce does with RAC ar'd SRI

At the present 6me, CDC hc•s open contracts ',,-ith Bocz-Alten, Tech

Operc•tiens Inc•,,porated and their re•reentative CORG, h.Rq. Singer,
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and the Planning Research Corporation. These contractors develop a

background of experience and expertise and thus compile a compre-

hensive file and accumulation of data. They also establish close working

Y• relations with staff members and learn to know the desires of the Army

and be most responsive to them. There are limitations on these organiza-

tions, however, in that they are constantly under scrutiny and criticism

by Congress and are subject to imposed Congressional ceilings. There

are certain management problems inherent in them as well.

MANAGEMENT OF INDIVIDUA. STUDIES

Individual study management is performed primarily by the Project

Advisory Group (PAG). The PAG is a steering committee or a stag study

organization with operations research and systems analysis assistance.

The PAG provides the official link or dialogue between the sponsor and
the contractor. It also provides informal but official coordination between

the staff. It is organized with a chairman, members, observers, con-

sultants, a secretary, and a military advisor.

The chairman is the project officer. He should be selected because

he is the action officer to follow up on the results of the study for the

sponsoring agency. He hould be in #he grade of colonel or GS-15 or

higher The members of the PAG should be true representatives of the

agency to which they belong. Their primary duty in that cgency should

involve questions and (equirements to be addressed by the study.

The military advisor is the contracting officer's representative and

he will probably be a member of .he Studies and Annlyses Division of

OCRD, There are also representative% from the Assistant Vice Chief of

Staff and the Deputy Under Secretary of 'the Army for Operations

Research.

The respon.i6bility of the PAG is to insure that the study ;s develý.v';
conducted, reviewed, terminated, cnd acted upon in the proper terms of

reference. Its role is to insure that the study is most responsive to Army

requirements. It is also to ;,. that the military objectives are translated

into researc.h ob'ective,, -o that the contractor can respond directly to

military requ:irements.
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(It is here that I feel the OR/SA Executive Course offered by the Army

Management School is most valuable to studies management in the
Army. Participants' knowledge of Army field operations and requi-e-

ments can be coupled with the appreciation they gain of operations
research and systems analysis techniques. They should be equipped
to understand how the data, facts, and assumption! used in studies can

be made parallel to the real world.)
A mathematical simulation can be developed into an awe-inspiring

computer run, but it will be worthless if the parameters used in the
simulation and the values assigned to them are not truly representative
of the teat world. I am sure one can appreciate the importance of the
PAG familiarizing itself with the problems and methodology used by the
research personnel. The PAG should also learn what technical facilities

are available to the contractor and the importance of their use to the
contract.

The chairman of the PAG, like the chairman of any study group,
arranges for and prepares the agenda, and he must do this in sufficient
time for the members and the contractor to be ready tu discjss the
important issues at the meetings. The chairman convenes and chairs the
PAG and prepar.,ts the minutes. The minutes are the official recc'ded
guidance of the study project. The chairman reviews and evaluates the
stuiy's results, briefs the sponsor, who is his boss, and prepares ca
contractor evaluation. Members provide facts, assumptions, and guide-
H!.-es for input to the study and they represent their parent agencies and
keep them informed of the study progress.

Members submit agency comments and minority positions when they
ore indicated.

The military advisor is the OCRD contracting officer's representative.
He is there to insure that the Army gets its money's worth. He assists
both the sponsor and the contractor and facilitates good working relations
and dialogue between the sponsor and the contractor.

Dialogue is absolutely essential to the success of the study and it

must bo. established early. Poor studies usually point to lock of dialogua.
Like artiilery support, it must be close and continuous. Mutual under-

standing is need,,d between the analyst and the Army staff. It should

be a shirt-sleeve relationship with the contractor treatea like a staff
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member with needed information made nvailable to him in a timely

and compiete mcnner. Visits, memoranda, and phone cqlls are required

frequently, on a daily to weekly basis. PAG meetings are the official

convening of the members although decisions should ioot wait until the

PAG meets. These may be described as in-process reviews such as we

have in the various stages of hardware development. The minutes of

the meeting are the official record of proceedings and decisions. rhey

should be prepared so that critical decisions, changes, and so forth are

officially recorded.

Figure 5 shows the recommended format for PAG minutes. I believe

it is obviou that the minutes could not be prepared properly unless all

concerned have care-fully thought through their own roles and responsi-

bilities toward proper study progress.

1. STUDY OBJECTIVES AGREE[) TO BY THE CONTRACTOR AND THE PAG AT 1HE LAST MEET-
INC

2. PROGRESS MADE BY THE CONTRACTOR TOWARD THE ACCOMPlISAMENT OF STUDY
OBJECTIVES

3. DISCUSSION

4. STUDY OBJECTIVES AGREED TO BY THE CONTR#.CT OR AND THE PAG FOR THE NEXT
SCIIEWU LD MEETING

5. SUMMARY OF EACH PAG MEMBERS'S STAFF POSITION
6. CONCLUSION

7. RECOMMENDATION
8. TENTATIVE DATE FOR NEXT PAG MEETING

Figure 5. PAG mintetos format.

The input of data, facts, and assumptions for the study begins at
the very outset of the study progress itself. The first stage of input

exchange is problem defiri- ion. An agreement on the problem definition

between the contractor and the study group must be made as soon as

possible. The same applies to a clear definition of the tasks that will be

undertaken to support the pr )blem solution. The PAG should be dedic.Ited

to identifying ih ,roblem znd tasks and providing input just as if i;

were a group performing an Army staff study.

Documentatio,, involvec in tutdies management teils the story of

the study progress and also comprises the final results. It consists of

reports and publications, guicance, software, arid records of the man-

agement of the study. Software may consist of compvter programs,
tapes, card decks, and ot!& , related equipment for documenl•ation. Goide
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books and instructions will accompany software to describe how the

programs and related accessories are to be used.

The PAG formally reviews th. study documents and comments on

II the results. It should not wait until a study is completely finished to

do so. Informal reviews are made throughout study progress and cor-

rective action taken when necessary to insure that the study stays on

the track.

Formal evaluation of the study is made in accordance with AR's 70-31

and 1-110. The sponsor should submit an evaluation of the study and

contractor within 30 days following completion of the study. Actiors

taken as a result of the study are left to the Army. It is here where the

analyst and the Army part company. Contractor recommendations could

possibly be solicitod on an informal basis but they are not appropriate

as an integral part of the study.

Let me review the milestones or phases of study management for

the supervision of an OR/SA contract study.

Ii ILI IV V VI

HFPCRT
CONTINUOUS REVIEW

MILEsrONE --- LIAISON--- --- Dec ',ME::TS
-• COORDINATION DISTRIBUTI')uN

• FINAL

W ORK ACT! ION

(TASK DEF) 'I ASK III

CCAIPL FINAL
V "V A L U 'TI 10N

Figure 6. Sitvy phasos in milesto.e mane•'emer.t.

In Figure 6 we see six phases indicated by Roman numerals across

the tor. Note that in the first phase, the final work statement and task

definitions are made. It is absolutely essential that the work staterent
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and the definition of the tasks be made as early as possible in the study
effort. Regardless of how good %.e work requirement prepared by the
author, there are certain agreements that will have to be made between
the analyst and th( advisory group to insure that there is mutual under-
standing on all issues and that the requirements are necessary and

sufficient.

Phase II has been designated a milestone. This might be a meeting
shortly following the first one in which each party has gone back to
do a bit more thinking and to firm up the issues to guide the study along
a NvelI directed track. All must understand what role each is to play in
the study project. Phases III, IV, and V represent a completion of specific
tasks that have been defined earlier. They are interrelated and in some
cases interdependent. The completion of these tasks in some sequence or
concurrently will lead to the final study product, at which time the PAG
reviews the completed effort. I would like to also point out that during
the entire course of the study there is input by the members of the PAG
and continuous coordination between PAG members and between the
PAC 3nd the analysts. At phase VI a line is drawn to show the reports,
reviews, documents, and distribution action to be taken as a result of
the study. Evaluation of the contractor and the work itself is the responsi-

bility of the Project Advisory Group or the Army, and not the contractor.

SUMMARY

In summary, I would like to make a fina! appeal for an understanding
of the importance of problem definition. This is essential early in the
study phases and must be clearly defined and understood by all conr -ned.

Stud,, requirements mus' be carefully scrutinized for their potential
and for the capabilities and limitations of OR SA techniques. One should

ask the question, Can operations research ar.d systems analysis solve the
problem? Perhaps they cannot.

There must also be some appreciation of thi methodology to be used.
What can operations research and syste-ns analysis do that a gooo staff

study could not?
Is there a need for the study? It it really necessary or could we get

along without it? I car. cite several examples where this question was
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not seriously asked for even one or two years after the study was

initiated.

The effectiveness of the PAG or the project officer relies on many
things. We must have proper membership or the proper personnel
designated to do the job. Requirements must be anticipated. How is the

study to be used? There must be close continuous cooperation and
dialogue between the sponsors and the contractors. There must be
timely, accurate, and critical reviews to insure that the study stays on

the track and that it meets the objectives for which it was designed.

Study evaluation must be critical and useful..
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MANAGER,

HIGH-SPEED GROUND

TRANSPORTATION PROJECT,

TRW INCORPORATED,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Introduction

At first blush, a review of transportation systems at an Army Man-
agement Course may seem to be at odds with the general subject matter

and intent of the other discussions presented to this group. If the subject
of my paper were military transportation, this obviously would not be
the case. However, a discussion of civilian transportation system char-
acteristics will provide an interesting background to military system con-
siderations. The transportation systems are extremely complex in the

multitude and variety of their ccmponent elements. They involve large
fleets of equipment, stationary fucilities, numerous operators of all kinds,

and complicated operating procedures. The system analysis procedures
which are being used to design transportation entities and serve as a
basis for the decision-making processes that result in the impiementa-
tion uf such systems are similar to those used in the military technology.
In fact, modern techniques of system analysis, which ore being used
with increasing frequency in planning processes for transportation sys-

tems, are derived from methods and procedures which were developed
fairly recently in the context of military or space programs.

As distinct from their military co.interparts, transportation systems
o4.cupy a rather unique position in our relationships, as engineers or
scientists, with them. This arises from the fact that, unlike in other

situations, most of us are thoroughly familiar from firsthand experiences

with the problems, if not the intricacies, of transportation systems. To

a certain extent, we all possess some expertise in this oren. But we

gain tWis not as a result of professional interest or study, but simply aIs

"TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
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a -esult of living with and within an environment populated with vari-

ous forms of transportation systems. While, on the surface, this may

seem helpful, it in fact tenids to becloud the significant aspects of the

systems, which results in overcrmplicating the simple solution to truns-

portation problems or, on the contrary, oversimplifying our view of

very difficult situations.

Thorefore, this discission will briefly describe some of the complex-

ities of typical transportation systems. We will use some examples to

illustrate how classical techniques of system analysis can be applied to

the study of and search for solutions to some transportation concerns of
"great current interesi. These examples will be drawn from a study pro-

ject on high-speed ground transportation which we are currently under-

taking for the U. S. Department of Transportation. This work supports

the activities undertaken by the Department of Transportation in re-
sponse oo the high-spe'rd ground transportation legislation passed in

1965. In the context of our studies, the immediate application of our

analysis is tied in with the improvement of transportation conditions in
the Northeast. As is well ktown, the U. S. Department of Transportation

has devoted a considerable amount of interest to transportation prob-
lems in the northeast corridor. In partictlar, the laborious process for

getting the first high-speed trains running between Bosto.1 and New

York and Washington has been p'ominently displayed in the daily press.

However, these developments represent only a first step in developing

better transportation services in the area. Where possiblo, my discus-

sion will focus on the broader planning problems which must be con-

fronted in developing the kincis of facilities and services that will meet

the area's needs during the next 20 to 50 years.

The Transpor-.-ion Problem

It is a characteristic of transportat on systems, and to no small

measure of many other socially oriented systems, that no unique view

exists of their nature, their problems, the methods of solution, the roeed

for such. solutions, and the imt-oct whi. •i any idopted solution is likely

to have on the rest of society. Therefore, -n attempt to sort out these

different views should be made before embarking on a diicussion of

the methods and procedures which might be us, in dealing with such
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problems. Traditionally, transportation was viewed either cs a class of

engineering problems or a particular branch of economics. We are all

familiar with many engineering accomplishments and endeavors relat-

ing to transportation. Bridges and tunnels, and railroad tracks, and

traffic management have been activities of heavy engineering conceii-

tration. The design and construction of transportation structures and

conveyances have been a mainspring of engineering development

through the ages. Witness the Roman highways, the railroads of the

19th century, and so forth. More recently, the growth of our urban

society, with its unique and new transportation problems, has spurred
the development of new forms of engineering with particular applica-

tion to traffic control and management. It is in this context that the first

applications of operations research methods were applied to the move.

ment of vehicles and pedestrians. However, it is clearly a narrow and
fallacious view to describe transportation solely as an ,ngireering prob-

lem.

On the other hand, for some time the economic view of transporta-
tion has held sway in many quarters. While it is true that the economics 4

of the systems, including the financing aspects and the problems of profi-
table operation, are vital to the existence of any type of transportation

form, this limited view tends to ignore the jurisdictional, sociological,
and technical aspects of he system.

It wculd seem that one of the critical conceptual problems that
must be dealt with in approaching transportation considerations is the

manner in which these various and often conflicting needs can ue
brought together and considered simultaneously. It is fashionable at
this time to describe any comprehensive approach to a nroblem of many

facets, such as we find in transportation, as a systeni-oriented view.
It is quite obvious that this view does not presume -;o uncover aspecds

of the problem that were until now hidden, nor dotzs it prosume to svg-

Yest that the solutions and decisiors to be made ns a rtrsult of this view

could not have been olherwlke obtained. What the systems approach

to transportation problems does suggest is that the complexity and n.uI-

tiplicity of interests involved require a systematic approach for its unier-

standing and for finding so!utionr wher. needed. Through th* process

of system analysis, we inte.-d to inclu,4.¾ In our -vd,'." t•s many of the
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influencing factors as is possible. Hfe tty to reflect the objectives of thd

planner, the user, and the community at large, and, at the same time,

try to be responsive to the constraints which shape not only the trans-

port in systems that surround us but also those which we are creating.

In effect, the system analysis of the transportation system attempts to

meld tne technological, economic, jurisdicticnal and, if possible, socio-

logical factors which must bb ccnsidered in any real-world problem.

Human, economic, jurisdictional, and technical constraints are ob-

served in whatever solution is evolved to a given transportation prob-

lem. As an example of what is meant by these terms, let us consider
the process whereby transportation systems of some mugnitude, such

as might be encountered in the northeast corridor, are developed. It is

clear from the outset that the questions that must be answered in mak-

ing the decision for the system involve a selection of the technology, or

facilities to be developed, the location within the area to be serviced,

and the means - financial and otherwise - which are necessary to im-

plement the decision. .ut when the decision-make," is confronted with

a multiplicity of alternatives from which he is expected to choose that
which best meets his objectives, the process of selection or the criteria

u3ed become more complicated than might first appear. Thus, it is not

possibl? to select transportation sy•ttims strictly on the ba;is, say, of the

costs involved in buying and installing the p,-oposed serv.ce. ALio, care-

fuW atteulion must be given to the impact the- given choice may have

on the economics of the region and on those who would directly or in-
directly become users of the sev,,ice. When considering the cost of oper-

ating the system ard the returns to the operator, it is important to rec-

ognize that each of the possible alternatives will have a definite impact
on less obvious uspects of the economy, which is as importw-,t as The

impact of daily receipts and disbursements associated with the optra.

tion of the system.

When, in addition, the nvestment in the major transportation ven-

ture may pursue some lofty objectives -- beyond those of merely provid-

ing a desirei transportation service as would be the case when the in-

vestment to be made in the new system may b•i designed to assist the

sluggish or stagnant economy of a region --- the social and economic

consequences of the choice made become inexorably connected with the
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selection and decision-making processes. Moreover, this process is comn-
plicaited by the necessity to base the selection on the existence of numer-
aus constroints. These include constraints on the availability, extent, and
nature of the financing available for developing the system. Often,
jurisdictional restrictions which may limit or force the location and no-
ture of service to the actual design of the system must also be dealt
with. It is well known that questions of passenger safety and servircsI reliability ha~ve sign~fkcant design consequences. No less importani, ýrorn
the standpoint of the system design, are the constraints imposed by the
need to provide passenger comfort and convenient service in order to
acquire and maintain the necessary patronage fc - rendering our yen-
ture profitable or self -sustaining, as the case may be.

Clearly, then, the transportation planner is conf$-ontedl with a vedi-
table maze of requirements, constraints, objectives, and technological
choices. They all represent various facets of what we know as trconspor-
taticin systems. The job then is to apply systematic procedures, some of
which are derived from classical system analysis techniques, to help
organize the problem in some rational way, thereby allowing us to.
identify the meaningful answers, if any, to our problem.

The same family of pai-areters apply to many kind% of transpor-
tation systems. As we %vel know, the development or improvement of
transportation facilities and services is a major problem con~ronting most
metropolitan areas in this country, and tocr thot matter, in the world.
The prob~erms of regional or national trcrisportation are -io less urgent
in this country than they are in many of the dleveiciping new nations.
Whi'e the level and type of service which are needcd differ from cale
to tase, the problems and the end objectives are fcirly closely reicted
in all the si,!-stos, Figure 1 attempts to put in perspective three of the
major types of systems that are of interest from a planning viewpoint.

This table presents o succinct view of transportation systems on the ur-

ban, revional, and notional scale. The geography or locale within which

the syst--m wovid operate-, as wel! as the interfaces it must effec %wýith

other modes oi tro.-ispnorttion, ore iridicated. Thtýe will have as signifi-

co-nt an -rnpoct on the form and operation of the syitei~ as th~e parti-
*-t.Ir hordware characteristics and the facilties which are being utilized
the fabilt also itdicotes brood policy and economic oblectives w~'-ic~h
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could be used in the planning or developmint stage of such systems.

Also indicated are potential socio-political objectives wiich could be

exercised at the highest level of government in the planning stage of

such systems. Finally, the table suggests which economic sectors are

affected by the quality of the service being provided and, in the last

column, typical network characieristics which dictate the form of the

transportation service to be provided are indicated. The meaning of the

term "connectivity" in this instance suggests the ability of direct access

from one point of the network to any other. High connectivity implies

the ability to reach any point directly from any other point in the net-
work. Obviously, this is the case with many urban transportation sys-

tems, but the degree to which this can be accomplished diminishes as

the geographic scale within which the systems operate becomes gre6er.

While one may still reach most major cities in the country from any other

maior urban area, the ability to physically transport oneself directly

without intermediate stops or transfers is much more restricted as the

size and, therefore, the economic and population importarnce of the cities

in question decrease.

Methods in Transportation System Analysis

Let us examine now, at least conceptually, what elements must be

considered in the analysis of the transportation system. At this stage,
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we are most interested in identifying the relao'"nship between the vari-

ous aspects of the system and, in particular, any feedback l.xps which
i • might affect the analysis at any stage, with the results of stud'ies which

would normally take place at a later time or at a different point in our

endeavors. In order to make this discussion more understandable, refer
S~to Figure 2.

The process generally starts with a definition of the social and

economic environment in which the transportation system will be de-

signed to operate. The environment as it now exists and any projec-

tions we can make on its growth will indicate a certain demand for the

system. As we will see, the mere presence of a new or improved trans-

portation system will have a side effect of modifying that demand. We

ore a'I familiar with the situation in many of our urban areas where

the construction of extensive highways or freeway systems has resulted

in significant increases in the utili-ation of these facilities beyond the

best expectations of the planners. The demand for the system will gen-

eral', be ,roiected in terms of trips per year, or day, and if possible will

reflect seasonal variations ard diurnal flu.-tuations if they are signifi-

cant. It is clear that such variations are important considerations in

planning when one considers, for instance, the fact that in 1967 the

seasonal fluctuation in trcns-Atlantic airline passenneri resulted in a dif-

ference of a factor of 4 between the lowvest average number of daily

trips in February as compared with the peak daily loFds at a height of

the vocation season in August.

In addition, one frequently has tc' consider governing policies GrId

constraints which dictate the developmrent for the purpose of the trans-

portation system. These may range fi-Im such critical issues as provid-

ing transportation in economically.depri.tod areas to restraints on the

location of the transportation system lines We are also familiar with

many aspects of the latter, as a result of controversies which arise dur-

ing the, plan-oing stage of freeways and highways in urban areas. Ad.

ditionai c2rerning policies which must be considered may reflect the

ability to raise funds for the venture, and the interest rates to be paid

in the time span over which the capital would have to be recovered.

Also, one may include here policy decisions of vital interest regarding

the profit nature of the system and, as is becor , increasingly cleao•
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in many forms of public ?ransportation, the need and extent for public

subsidy.

All of these considerations, which in Figure 1 are shown in box D,

give rise to what we might call the system requirements. From these,

technological and operafional consequences evolve which best meet

these requirements. On the one hand, as is shown in box A on the left

in F~gure 2, the system requirements result in a definition of technology

at the unit level. What do we mean by this? We use the3e terms to

indicate to some extent it is possible to convert the system requirements

,*nor a limited definition of the kind of transportation hardware and/or

facilities that would best meet the objectives and policies which resulted

in the requirements for the system, For instance, in one case, this unit

analysis may result in a derision, to develop a high-speed mass transit

system of the railroad Tvpe. The unit definition would simply yield a

description and a specification of the vehicles, tracks, stations, under-

ground support facilities, and, if electrified, the oower distribution sys-

tem.

However, this description, as we can well imagine, is not sufficient

to determine how well the chosen technology meets the operational

system requirements. In order to do this, one must determine the oper-

ational characteristi.s of the system as shown on the right side of Figure

2. This includes a definition of the schedules and frequency of service,

the network over which the system would operate, the fleet sizes, and

all r-Mer operational features of the selected system.

Naturally, tieither the definition of the operational characteristics

shown in box B on the right in Figure 2, nor the definition of the unit

system, shown in box A on the left side of Figure 2, can take place

separatey. ', fact, the search for the technology and its associated

operatin,,! olicies must go hand in hand in order to determine the

best combir, ion to meet the requirements of the system. Both the defi-

nition of tht. L nit technology as well as that of the operational character-

istics of the stsem contribute to the definition of the total system cost.

On the other hone. tle same elements of our analysis allow us to con-

struct a definition of the service quality to be provided by our system.

By this we mean the ability of the system to provide safe, comfortable,
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and convenient service to its patrons. We know, however, that the de-

mand for the sys'em is a strong function of both the costs to the pas-

ssnger and the oervice quality which the transportation system provides.

For instance, as a service gets to be more expensive in terms of the pas-

senger fare, the demand for it decreases. On ilhe other hand, even if

the cost for the service is relatively high, if its quality is appealing to

She public, the demand increases. The histories of the airlines and rail-
roads in this country in the last 20 years are classical examples of this

interplay. For this reason, the output of the analysis A and B in Figure

2, which is shown in box C, feeds back through a loop directly into the

demand definition from which stem the requirements for the system.

The figure also indicates the need for a system effc.€iveness meas-

Ai ure in the analysis. By this, we mean some criterion for judging the
goodness of the system as we have defined it, both in terms of the hard-
ware which it uses and the cost and quality of the service which it pro-
vides. Unless such a measure is used in the analysis, it is sometimes
hard to reccnize when a given solution is indeed the best, and it is

difficult to see the extent to which it meets the broad socio-economic
and political conditions or objectives of the environment. The question
of the effectiveness of a transportation system, however, is a rather
complex issue, difficult to define even fr -n a conceptual standpoint.
This, unlike the situation in most military systems, is typical of one of
the major conceptual problems confronting the design of many socinlly

oriented systems.

We have noticed from this discu5sion that full consideration of a
iransportation system with all of its implications is a problem which
involves simultaneous study and analysis of many facets, as well as a

consideration of significant feedback loops. We may designate a prob-
lem of this kind as c coup.ad one. While it is relatively easy, from a

conceptual viewpoint, to discern what the coupling is, the manipulation

of such problems with a view uf obtaining some real numbers to help

in the decision-making process is rather difficult. To make the solution

possible, it it necessary to uncouple the problem in order to allow that

successive solutions be evolved which provide a %imple way for reflect-

ing the results of any given stage of the analys. in a subsequent one. A

typical approach of this kind is shown in Figure 3. In this case, it 4s
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suggested that the feedbaok loops be considered only at discrete points

after e,•mpleting each stagje of the analysis. For instcince, one may

evolve a set of policies and demand requirements which would give rise

.01h
WV I

Fig. 3. Sequenflol (ite~rative) evaluation procesl.

to the system requiremen~s of our Figure 2 and eventually to a descrip-

lion of a t-ansportation syctem, in terms of both technology and opera-

tional features. This rna,,, he considered as stage one in our Figure 3.

At that point, the impact of th•e design service on the demand and poli-

cies governing the, system couk4 be reassessed and, if necessary, the full

analysis cycle can be resumed in order to determine what, if any,

changes to the defined syst~rn1 and its operations would result from the

improvement in our understanding of the demand and td~e impact of

revised policies.

Northeast Corridor

The northeast corridor is a good example of the kind oA ,complex

system ancilysis which is necessary in advance of the commitment of

major financial resources fo- the development of far-reuching trans-

portation facilities. The study is concerned with the determination o'•

major alternatives in transportation serv;:es and facilities to servo the
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neecds of the northeast during the next 20 to 50 years. The corridor

encomposeýs an area stretching from Massachusetts throug;: Virginia

and from the Atla,.tic coastline, inland for u distance of some 100 miles.

The area has been selected for this analysis as a result of the heavy

concentration and population industry cnJ commerce within a relatively
14M small geographical region. Being one of the most settled segments of

the country, it is also in the throes of a major transportation problem

which has gradual-y developed as the demands on the systen have

exceeded its capociry. This situation is trie in all modes of transporta-
tion including groliC and air. The hardships experienced by the ,oil-

roads ,vhi S serve the area as well as the congestion of highway and

air lanes during frequent per;ods of high demand, are well known.
The general approach pursued in tnis analysis is to determine a set

of alternative developments in services or facilities as a result of a pre-
dict.,d demand for expanded transportation. The impact, or feedback,

which such alternatives might have on the economics and population of
the region is to be taken into account. The selection of these alternatives
is to be coupled with a search for possible ard/or desirable financing

and management possibilities whereby these potential transportation
developments could come into being. A schematic of the generai or,-

proach is shown in Figure 4.
The study envisions seven different tasks. The first involves a selec-

tion of systems and services which would constitute the transportation

alternatives that would be selected fc, final evaluation by a decision-
making body. Th, study recognizes the presence within the region of
extensive and well established transportation systems, such as railroads,
highways, and air lanes. Any change or improvement in the transnorta-

tion picture must take into account the existing faciities and whatever
nctural developments they m'ght see during the period of interest for

this study. A• a result, the search for sysoems and services envisiorns

that each mr~jor alternative for the regio, could consist of c possible

mix of three major ingredients. The fir~t o' these would be changes and

improvements In the types of services ihat are now available to the

public. IH this category, we might nclude such developments as im-

proved opF-ation of railrood along major transportational hinks in

the area. These :r ove,,•ents rniit encompass better schedules, quicker
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Fig. 4. Schematic of northeast corrldor project.

trips, more reliable arrival times, and so forth. The second moior ingre-

dient in the system and service selection is conce A' to '.o derived

from improvement in existing facilities. These nk.-,a , such possi-

bilities as additional highways, expcridee ,?se !f g t.ighway'.,

modifications of existing air routes, airport, oe railw,.y focihI:,.

proposed demonstration of high-speed rail sorvire between W.- ,

New York and New York Boston, which would make usc 1-i it'- i ..

electric train, the Metroliner and the new turbine-driverz traim, ore "ýk

amp!es of such imp ovemest in facilities. Lostlý, the anut"sis envision-

that te-hnologicc.i developmenrt- presently availablE cind to be expectf'd

duw'ing the years to come will contribute a third major ingredient Ito

the mix of nossiliC candidate systems ond service-,. Some of these proni-

bilities will be reviewed shortly.

At this point, wo can ,z'fer ,•gain to Fiju-e 4. Notice that the selec-

tion of services and systems is envi~lon~d to be ciosely coupled with the

impart it may have on the social ard economic uspecti of the region

which has to be serviced. Task 2. The present s- .'! ana' econ-)mic
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framework, as well as that forecasted for the years to come, is expected

to provide a strong forcing function on the selection of the systems and

services. We can envision this by recognizing the close coupling between

existing industrial and commercial complexes and the requirements

which they make or the constraints which they impose on the develop-

ment of new transportation services.
Finally, it may be seen from Figure 4 that the selection of the

systems and services is affected by, and in turn affects, thie demand for

the service. The demand, as might be expected, is in turn determined

by the socio-economic framework of the region, n.. veil as by the service

which is provided. For instance, the income leveis and income distribu-

tion within a given locality will have a strong effect on the patronage

of a proposed system, just as the fare and the quality of the service

which that system will provide will determine to a large extent the

number and distribution of its users.

In order to evaluate the improvements and other consequences

on the general transportation picture in the region, the results of the

systems and service selection are utilized in a subsequent task - number

4 - wherein the proposed services are being studied in a network sim-

ulation which takes into account the utilization of all transportation facili-
ties, existent us well as proposed, within the region. This simulation

allows a quick evaluation of the number of users, the total utilization
of the system, and its revenues.

The results of this analysis, coupled with the outpu° of a parallel

study in which management and financing approcches are being deter-

mined, are then used in Task 6 for an evaluation of the candidate
systems. It ii assumed that those candidates which pass the evaluation

criterica are further dceined in Task 7 wherein the means for implement-

ing such systems are being considered. These plans might include

techniques and approaches for raising the necessary capital for develop-
ing the system, and th. development of enabling legislation, and zoning

regulations where required, as well as ie more classical formulations

for engineering implementation plans.

Typical Stucdy Data

The previous discussion suggests the multiplicity of parameters

which must be taker, into account in a large system analysis of th-s kind.
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These include not only the obvious technological and geophysical para..

meters, but also a multitude of policy, economic, human factor, and

sociological descriptors, Figure 5 suggests the broad %cope of the data

which must be manipulated in this type of analysis. We notice that, in

* POLICY DATA
SERVICE
COMFORT
COMMUNITY OVERALL SYSTEM

TIME LAPSE AND OBJECTIVES

EXPECTED LIFE
PHYSICAL LOCATION

PHYSICAL DATA __

HARDWARE

VEHICLES MATRICES OF
GUI DEWAYS SUBSYSTEMS
ENER GY AND PERFORMANCE
CONTROL FACTORSM"AINrENANCE

'EOPHYSICAL
ICUTES SURFACE AND/C.
fERRAIN SUBSURFACE

'.GfOLOGY ROUTE
H'- ')ROLO GY DESCRIPTION I
4 LIM TE 1

* SXICAIECONOMIC DATA
U".AGE MODELS

PASSENGER DEMAND LDEMAND
MODAL SPLIT
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMEN1
POPULATION MIGRATION

AND REDtSTRIBUTION

COST MODELS
HARDWARE COST
SOFTWARE CST
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EILATING
CAPITAL RELATIONSHIr;
OPERATIONAL

Fig. 5. Study data.

general, data is required in five maior categories. To begin with, overall

system specifications and objectives mus* be defined. These may fall,

generally, in the category of policy data which would provide some

indication of desired levels of service, comfort, commnunity reCCtoCn or

acceptance of interference, safety objectives, financing constraints., t;me

lapse for the development of the system, the expected life for facilities

and moving equipment, and some general idea of the ph>slcal location

of the system.

The next group of data describes the kinds of hardware systems

whikh might be considered in the analysis. This is an as.emblage of
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physical data describing available vehicles, guideways, both in their
physical makeup as well as their performance. In addition, forms of
providing energy, control, and maintenance of the systtm miust also be

described.
The third major category of data relates to the surface and/or

subsurface route descriptions. This is fundamentally a package of
geophysical data. It includes a description of possible toutes, the ter-
rain to Le er~countered on these routes, the geology which might be
necessary for consideratizon in the construction of surface or subsurface
fk,'lities, the hydrology, and the climatic constraints.

The fourth type of data category required for the analysis is socio-
economic irt character. It includes ',,e set of models which describe the
demnand for the service by pc~asengers and industry. In cuddition, it may
contain models that describe the complex processes whereby a passenger

or shipper elects one form of~ transportatior over another when more
than one mode is available between any two given points. These are
known as modal split models which are obviously .iecessary to describe

the comnpetitive posture of the propo-sed systern as agciinst od'ier systems
available in the area, In addition, the socio-ece.r'omic data may include
forecasts of economic and population distribution and development
Wiihin the area.

The lost grovp of data requi-ed fa,- the c~nclysis is made up of cost
information. This- is g3nero~ly pruv~dcd in t+e form of cost estimating
relationships which attempt to aescribe costs of significant system ele-
ments in- term! c; critical acrumeters which determine them. For instance,
ccst estirtawing relationships for hardware could be pres.ented in terms
of the9 picifrracrioc*, %,Lgh-t, relijbimiy, or expected life-time of a given
unit. These tobts, wnien cipp-opricte, must also include provisions for
the necessary research c','d drevecpmerut stages ~vhich would lead to
the aiu~lobioity ol e~uiprier.. 01 equal significance (ire the capital
costs, including the copitiul recovery program, Obviously, other cost
relationships must ir~cltde :hb ziperution'al charges, both for f quipment

-is well as for thie necesscory labor.

What about the kinds oi hordware. systen'-s that are cly~lable f-,r

an analysis or search for tfanspootati~,)i iiyý,ernl4 ond services? 'heie

may cover the gamnut ranging from atll forms oý at. transportction
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through various developments of conventional automotive systems to the

mere eAoiic rnnd advanced concepts of high-.speed ground transportation.

RATIONALL* CLAM& CLASS

______________________________ I NAME DESCRIPTOR

e ANY SYSTEM WHICH EMPLOYS AN ESSENTIALLY CONTINUOUS cc$
CON'IK.UOUS CO1JTINUOUS AND U415OWE14 SUCCESSION OF CAPACITY

C..OACfTY CAPACITY, - CLASSICAI EXAMPLE IS THAI SYSTEM
OF A MO~tP"'. R.L;

AUTOMAIED ANS
eAUTOMA'fON OF CON VEt4I ION HIGHWAYSHI*A

Al AD VEHICLES HIUSA

DOOR

*MULTI.MCU'ýL VI~rlICLFS3 USING SEPARATE MULTI- MMS
AND NEW AUTOMATED GUIDEWAYS 0FOR INTER- MODAL

TG. CITY POR~TION 0' 1 RIP. ý'STBAS

JDOORATO AS
*PASSENGER CARRYING VEHICLC IS FZkERRYIO- A

ON INTFRCITY PORTION OF TRIP FERYSTM

*GU.IDEWAY ENCLOSURE * GUIDANCE & SUJPPORT

CONTCT AO'OR INHERENT

;AIo DPNE GENERATED SYSTEMS

INEEDN OLLiNG/'SLIDING ROLLING ;Is$171DEPENDENT_ GENERATOO LEVITATE

*ANY 5PECIFIC SYSTEA iS TO BE CLASSIFIED IN THE APPLICA&LE CLASS1
NEAfREST THE TOO OF THE T 43LE

Fii 6. CI-.ssificotion of high~-speed ground tranisportation systems.

Figure 6 is a succinct breakdown of possible ground systems to be con-

sidered for regional transportation. The systems have been divided into

two major categories: continuous aind batch capacity systems. In the

first group are contained systems which could provide transportation

thiat is essentially available at ni'l timies to the passenger. Classical
4oxamples of such systems are found in the, family of moving belts or

people movers that inre seaen in many airports and in svi ie shopping
areas. Such devices, by their very nature, would be found to be most

desirable for use in cases of heav~y de~nand for service over short 4is-

tances and at relatively low speeds-

But in the batch capacity type of systems, -ve cani distinguish two

major classes --- the door-to-door s)estems and the stavion-to-station alter-

native.-. Ihe cloor-to-dlocr cziter.t(,tives are fundamentally techniques for

better utilization of !he pri ate~y-ownecý outomobi~e. We can distinguish
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three stages in the development of such systems. In the first and least

sophisticated, we can envision tho transportation of automobiles on rail-

road cars which would allow the effortless travel over long distances

while still retaining advantages of the automobile at the origin and de.-

tination of the trip. Such systems are designated as auto-ferry systems.

As a next step in development, we may ernision the utilization of the

automobile along separate and automated guideways. Such facilifies

would make it possible to freely use the automobile at the origin and

destination for street travel, while allowing rapid and safe transporta-

tion between urban areas without the restrictions of schedule which are

iripased by the a~ao-ferry systems. Such concepts are best grouped in

the category oi multi-model systems. Finally, with sophisticated tech-

nology, particularly in the area of control, we can envision developm?'nt

of the systems which would allow automobiles to be driven on specially

automated highways fully within the control of some centralized mechan-
ism. These developments are fundamentally distinguished from the

multi-model systems in that they require the least modification to the
typical hardware but also the development of the most sophisticated

electronic subsystems. Obviously, because of the required sophistication
in technological development, these systems are farthest down the road.

In the second category of batch capacity systems, the station-to-

sTation concepts are developments along the traditional lines of railway
service. That is, they emphasize scheduied service for mass use on

fixed guideways. One cin distinguish three general types of hardware

possibilities in this area, depending on the type or need for a guideway

enclosure and the manner in which the system is supported on the track.
In some developments the systems are required to operate within a tube

in order to be able to attain high speeds which would be otherwise

impossible, or uneconomically achievable on the surface. Such con-

figurations are designated as tube inherent systems. In other cases,

systems are expected to operate on tracks and be supported much in

the manner of present railways or monorails on meallic wheels. These

configurations fall in tho category of rolling and or sliding systems.

Finally, when the metallic wheel ;s i-eplaced by some other form of sup-

port and guidance, such as is found ini the case of air cushion vehicles,

the systems are designa'ed as tracked levitated systems.
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The most realistic example of such a hardware concept is the air

cushion vehicle, a test model of which has been successfully operated

in France. These devices operate by blowing a cushion of air against a

hard concrete track which serves to support as well as guide the vehicle.

Propulsion is achieved by various means, either electric or by propellers

and fans. Some of the test models have been operated with thrust pro-

vided by small rocket motors.

Within each of these classes of transportation systems, the analyst
may find a variety of concepts ,roposed and in some instances taken
to some stage of development. Some of the wide possibilities available

for the study are shown in Figure 7. In this matrix an attempt has been
made to show representative concepts within each of the suggested
classes of transportation, and the guideways, vehicles, and energy

sources that have been proposed for each of these systems are also
indicated when made available by the proponents of the systems.

Techniques for System Analysis in Transportation

Up to this point we havc attempted to show the complexity of
the transportation systems problem and the multiplicity of data which
is available and necessary for performing a meaningful analysis. What
about the tools which are available and can successfully be used in
performing this analysis? Obviously, classical techniques of -perational
analysis can be used to describe the operations of such systems, the flow
of goods and vehicles along certain lines in the network, and so forth.

Econometric analysis is the mainstay of the development of demand
models and economic impact models. These will not be discussed here.

Instead, a brief review will be given of some techniques of optimization

which have been successfully applied to various aspects of the trans-

portation systems design problem.

The reason for looking toward techniques of optimization as a main
tool in the analysis can be 'ound in the fundamental need to be able

to objectively assess the morits of each candidate system that is being

investigated. This objectivity, which will be useful for a non-biased

comparison of candidate systems, can be attained by evaluating them

at their best under the given circumstances, requirements, constraints

and objectives. The question which might be asked at this point is,
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Under what conditions are such optimizations possible? It must be

realized that the optimization can take plc.e ai various levels; ir some

cases, it is possible to find the optimum state of the hardware system,

while in other cases, the concept of on optimum state only makes sense

when the entire operat;onal system is considered. For instance, if one

were to consider the optimum speed of a railway system, it is highly

unlikely that this could be found merely by a study of the hardware

systems, since it is obvious that higher speed requires highet costs and

that the optimum, from the cost stundpoint, would be found at zero

speed. In this case, an optimum can only be found by considering the

entire operational picture of the system.

,?o 04

105 1

TOTAL SYSTEM 75 PASSENGER
COST (MPH)

(0 M/YR) 600

45

30 01

0
0 100 ?0( 300 400 500 0)

V1ICL EL VELOr I V MPH)

Fig. 8. System cost as a function of velocity.

In othe, instances, it is quite reasonable to expect that optimum

states of the hardware systems can be determined. A case of this type

is illustrated in Figure 8, which depicts the total cost of a tube system

in terms of the operating velocity. In this case, since the vehicle is travel-

ing in a tube which is buried below the surface in a tunnel, a conflict

develops between the cost of the tunnel and the cost of the driving

energy. Frun an energy standpoint, the tube of largest diameter is

most deslrable, while from a construction cost standpoint, the tunnel of

smallest diameter is the cheapest. When the two costs are combined,

it is found that a minimum cost exists and, as illustrated in Figure 8,
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this occurs somewhere in the vicinity of 200 mph. The constantly rising
line in that figure suggests the increasing energy cost associated with

increasiig energy speed in a tunnel of fixed diameter.

PASSZNGER TRIPS

r • PER YEAR

35

30- 2.5.106

120 ~Jua
15- 10.106

to 20- •1o 6

0- 8 INTERMEDIATE STOPS PER TRIP
0.= 4 INTERMEDIATE STOPS PER TRIP

0o 1--- . A- I )NTERMEDIAJE STOP PERJTRIP

0 10 20 30 40 s0
TRIP TIME, HOURS

Fig. 9. Optimum cost/benefit relations.

Another example of the results of an optimization study is shown

in Figure 9, which presents the results of calculations made for tracked

air cushion vehicle systems. In this case, the analysis considered the

design of the entire system including vehicle and guideway. The opti-

mum state of the system was sought at minimum cost including the acqui-

sition and operating charges. Figure 9 shows the results for a large
variety of conceivable design for a wide range of passengtr trips per

year ard for a range of intermediate stops between origin and destina-

tion. The costs per passenger trip are plotted against the trip time in

hours. It is seen that the best cost and or best design is a function of
the patronage oi the system, as well as the number of intermediate

stops. However, for any given case, no strong optimum is discernable

as the speed of the vehicle is increosed and tme trip time is cut from

5 hours to 1 hcur. These results are all illustrative and do not represent

an actual system. Results of a greater engineering interest can also be

obtained in the same analysis, as shown in Figure 10. These results
show for each of the cases stUcied in Figure 9, the increase in vehicle

weight aslociV, .i• different operating speeds as well a- certain

parameters o11 soe ,-s i-,eo
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SUSPENSION PAD AREA (F i 2 10-3)

4

3

2

VOLUMETRIC VEHICLE
FLOW RATE WE IGH T
Q; (FT 3 SEC) 300 25'n 200 100 300 500 700 1LB - 10-3)

0 T2 TT 2 TiPTIME, HOURS

A TT.-5 t
0 TT .20 TRIP TIME, HOURS

GAP HEICHT (IN)

Fig. 10. Vehicle design parameter.

Another example of the problem whose application of optimization

procedures can be effectively used is illustrated in Figure 11. In this

case, the question of interest was related to finding an optimum route

between several interconnecting points in a network. The optimum is
defined strictly as that which results in a minimum cost for acquisition.
To solve the problem, it is necessary to compile the costs of ocquisitio,1,
construction, and other implementation charges associated with such a

route. An illustration of such data is shown in Figure 11. The composite
of all cost factors involved which ore shown on the right can be Aescribed
in terms of contour lines as shown on the map on the left side of the

figure.

Figure 12 depicts this method's upplicotion to a fictitious case. The

pro'blem in this case was the optimum routing between three points, as
indicated on the map. Fictitious cost contour lines ore plotted, as is a

forbidden area which might suggest some urban development or heavy
industrial concentration through -which the routing cost would be so
prohibitive as to make ;he area impenetrable for transportation. The

thick dark lines indicate the minimum coir routes between the thret

point, wr,;ch vvere colcuicted.
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OUTr ZOC4471O*'0

0 /

Fig. 12. Problen.,,' .•'~ ;,;mumu routing between three pois .s.

Conclusions

An attempt has been mode to re.iJew the extensive catalog of issues

and questions which must be addressed in the system analysis of large

transportation problems. The dis, ussion has tried to emphasize •ot

only the complexity and miJl'iplicity of c, lternatives and facets of the

problem, but also the need for obi,,ctivity in performing the analysis.
It is only throagh the deoelopment and use of techniques which allow

an unbiased consideration of all loctors invoived in the selection pro-

cess that meaningful recommend,'t;tns can be modc by the analyst to

tha decision-making body. Obviously, for the snalysis to be meaning-

ful, a decision-making body mus, make known, in time, the policies and

constraints which would govern its oventual stlection of the re'omm'ndo-

tions. The major contribu*'on which system analysis technique .can

make in this ;nvolve. process is to find a wof, te chteirqte hil cf the

aspects of the prolem into a single package and to assuee that alp

questions and ail alternatives hove been propely dealt with. Whnly

this is desirable, we find that in many cases the complexit) of the ap-

proach required and or the lack of data or tools necessury tc carry
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through the analysis have prevented its use. It is also true that in some

instances the uncertainties asscciated with analyses of these kinds and

the lengthy periods of time required to develop a good uniderstanding

* of the transportation alternatives have forced the decisiov into more

conventional, pragmatic, and politically-dictated channels.

We can only hope that a brooder recognition of the potentia; of

the application of system analysis techniques to mass social problems
wiVl in time bring obout the acceptance of more rational alternatives

in the decision-making machinery.&
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SENIOR RESEARCH ANALYST

INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSES

ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA

Despite a strong injection of intellectual endeavor into Defense De-

portment d%.ision-making and management at the level of the Office of

the Secretary of Defense through the promulgation of the Planning, Pro-

gramming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) and the use of its associated

cost effectiveness analysis, only limited progress appears to have been

mnde by way of applying these tools to address systematically the sub-

ject of the planning, designing, and structuring of general purpose forces.

The greatest impact of the intellectual approach to decision-making has

occurred with regard to strategic forces. The Army and the Marine Corps

and tactical air forces have remained relatively untouched by the poten-

tial impact of cost effectiveness analysis and operations research, which

have constituted the hallmark of Defense Department management dur-

ing the past seven years.

One should not commit the error of assuming that several significant

decisions which affected the size and capability of our ground forces, and
hence our conventional war capability, provide evidence that the new

approach has had or will have a strong, permanent impact by way of
injiecting more rationality into the process. The expansion of the Army

arnd the increase in the number of Army divisions and tactical air wings
in 1961, and the associated increases in materiel procurement, were a

result of broad national policy changes which implied that conventional

war capability should be increased; and on this ground, they could have

occurred even if cost effectiveness analysis had never been heard of.

Tvo important qualitative changes affecting the land forces were

r.sults of actions initiated in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and

both oi them have probably had a salutary impact upon the effective-

n.;;s o4 the forces committed lo Vieinom. These changes were the crea-

THE STRUCTURING OF

GENERAL-PURPOSE FORCES
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tion of the Air Mobile Division, along with the procurement of the

"* ',additional helicopters to enhance the mobility of all ground units, arnd toe
J •actions which led to the procurement of the M-16 rifle. Although these

decisions may have derived strong support from analytical or cost effec-

tiveness endeavors, it is useful to recount something about the process that

actually transpired regarding both of them in addressing the question of
what the future may hold for the contribution of operations research

and systems analysis to general-purpose force planning.*

There was in the Army an articulate but not very powerful group

of officers who advocated increased and imaginative uses of aircraft,

- particularly helicopters. However, their advocacy was kept in check
within the Army by desires to avoid a major political confrontation with

the Air Force on roles and missions and to avoid strife between different

factions within the Army, lest an expanded procurement of expensive
aircraft jeopardize the development and procurement of tanks, artillery,
and other equipment. Consequently, the Army's actual requests f.'sr avia-
tion were modest relative to claims regarding the effectiveness of air-

craft.
Into this unstable equilibriur the Secretary of Defense injected some

question-raising which instructed the Secretary of the Amy to examine
systematically and imaginatively the Army's aircraft requirements.** The

establishment and deliberations of the Howze Board, its recommenda-

tions, the creation of the provisional 11th Air Assault Division, its con:ver-
sion to the 1st Air Mobile Division, and the 1st Air Mobile Division's de-
ployment to South Vietnam all followed within slightly more than three

years.
The rationale for the decisions which led to the present Army force

structure, with particular reference to aviation, was based on only the
crudest sort of cost effectiveness considerations. In a large part, events

*These two changes were not the only ones affecting general-purpose forces which also
involved the Office 'f the Secretary/ of Defense. Pertinent to land forces was the auestic-n-
rcaising that led to increasing forward-area air-defense capability by means of the Vulcmn
Chapparel programs. The choice of equipment and character of programs affecting tactical
air were importantly influenced by OSD. Finally, the strategic rapid deployment capability-
through airlift, sealift, and pre-positioning-was markedly influencid by the Secretary's
question-raising and decisions.

"See "Memorandum for the Secretary of the Army," April 19, 1962, and "Memorandum for
Mr. Stahr." April 19, 1962, publishedl in Neorings before the Subcommittee on National
Security and Internatior.l Operations, U. S. Senate, Part 2, September 27 and October 27,
1967 (Covernment Printing Office: 1967) pp. 125-127.
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themselves determined these decisions. The impact of thtse decisions

was to provide a more effective Army. But it also created a much costlier

Arm!. The net result, in terms of cost effectiveness or efficiency, remains

ope, at this time. It can only be determined by very careful evaluation

of Soukh Vietnam operations. Related issues that will have to be faced

in the iext several years regarding the post-Vietnam force structure will

be partic, larly sensitive in the relationship among branches and services.

These issues include the respective roles of fixed wing aircraft (operated

by both the Air Force and the Marine Corps) and more sophisticated heli-

copters (as exemplified by the Army's Cheyenne), and. the role of aircraft

relative to non-aircraft weapon systems (artillery, tnrlkL, and other ground

combat and support vehic!es). Intertwined with these questions are the

merits and demerits of alternative operational tactics, such as 'earch nnd

destroy as opposed to clear and hold. A few of the opening shots in this

forthcoming doctrinal war have already been fired by ) retiring Marine

Corps general officer who warned that the Marines will have to guard

anginst other services after Vietnam is over.* Thus, the excitement,

',nxiery, heat, and bureaucratic in-fighting that these issues promise to

create within defense circles during the next several years should match

Vietnam in all but the latt!r's sanguinary aspects. It is to be hoped thut

analysis may bc- substituted for emotion, conflicting judgment, and poli-

tical compromising as the means of resolving these vital questions.

The M-16 rifle was a different story. A series of studies and field
tests: stermminri frm khe n v ,0f- •, . exe e-

.. ...... r - pi e- - CR -sUsoe SALVOI VIJ cuiF.1

tal work in the 19 50's, suggested that small-caliber small arms were

more effective infantry weapons than larger-caliber systems. The Army

in the late 1950's, however, chose to procure the 7.62-mm ;ysterns, as

exemplified by t•he M-14 rifle, which differed from the World War II

M-1 by virtue of having a 20-round box magazine instead of an 8-round

clip. One of the candidates at that time was the M-16 (then the AR-I5).

The M-14 rifle decision was reversed in 1963 by suspension of further

M-14 contracts, which followed from question-raising initiated in i,.-

Comptroiler's Office of the Secretary of Defense in 1962. Reluctantly, as

an intetim measure, the Army committed ;tself to a limited buy of M-16's

to equip Special Forces and airborne troops while it studied the smial

"Seo New Ycrk Times. May 19, 19L8, p. E 5
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arms subject further and sought to develop on a crash basis a weapon

of its own conception which was designated the SPIW (Special Purpose

Infantry Weapon). It should also be noted that initial procurement of

the M-16 was delayed by some changes made in the original AR-15:

t* they include the addition of a bolt-closure device which had a limited

utility but which increased cost, a barrel twist change which reduced

the system's lethality, and an ammunition propellant change which

reduced the weapon's reliability. In brief, the intrusion of the Secretary

of Defense into the subject of small arms was deeply resented in Army

circles. There was apparently no strong faction in the Army that was

willing to advocate a different approach to small arms, as wo. the case

with aviation.*

But again, events dictated by Vietnam overtook prior decisions and
forced new ones. The first Army troops committed to Vietnam were Spo:-
cial Forces and airborne troops, who were equipped with M-16's acquired

through thy interim buy. The relative merits of semi-automatic and fully

automatic rifles in dealing with an enemy equipped with fully automatic
AK-47's wa3re "3pparently toc, evident to miss when actually confronted

with the prospeict. (The same point, however, followed frori both prior

OSD paper sl,)dies ancd Army field experiments.) Without consulting

either the Irnfantry Agency or CDC Headquarters (let alone CINCPAC or

USARFAC or the Army Staff), the Commander in Vietnam in early 1966
requested additional M-16's to 2-iuip all U.S., as well as some Souh

Vietnamese, forces.**

What conclusions regarding the structuring of land forces may be

drawn from the Army OSD decision-making as related to air mobility

and small arms? On the who!e, they are not favorable. In both a:eas,

OSD--employing the cost effectiveness approach--was a catalysv. In the
case of air mobility, a vigorous faction within the Army reacted in a
positive way, mhich brought about an implementation of change. How-

ever, the final decisions on the margins (where efficiency is essentially

"For further discussion of the M-16 decision-making process, see The Army's P;flo Piocurement

oaid Distribjtion Program, Committee on Armed Services, U S. Senate, May J1, 1967; to
a treatment of te-hnicul changes affecting the system, see "'Report of the Specll Sub
committee on the M-16 Ri'ie Program,' Committee on Armed Services, House of Represento
tives, October 19, 1967.

"*Currently, it is planned to equip the rest of the ARVN with the weapon, thue., phasing out
their M.1 rifles and carbines and BARs.
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achieved) remain to be made. The future decision-making process may

end up being divisive both within the Army and, especially, between the

services, particularly with regard to air mobility and airborne fire support.

In the case of small arms, much divisiveness has already occurred within

the Army despite events playing their powerful role. Also, there remain

some major small arms questions related to machine guns and grenade

launchers, including the relative mix of grenadiers and riflemen in small

infantry units. Thus, the changes made in the critical areas of air mobil-

ity and small arms (however fortuitous they may have been for the

conduct of operations in Vietnam) were the product of a large element
of chance and good fortune.

The really interesting question that these experiences in force plan-

ning suggest is: what may the future hold? The general answer is that

unless some basic changes are made in the way both military planners

and the military analytical community stud,' and approach land forces
problems, decision-making will contain an uncomfortably large element

of capriciousness and chance.

It may appear rash to make tuch an assertion in the face of "ie
fact that the military departments (particularly the Army) support exten-

sive studies and conduct much technical testing designed to pass as cost

effectikeness analysis in the Pentagon dialogue. However, most of the
effort either is conducted as a tool of political advocacy or is poorly con-

ceived from a methodological viewpoint. These two deficiencies reinforce
each other in stch a fashion as to ensure that truth will not be pursued

and uncovered in a detached way. As for ourselves, since we are a
group of scientists and operations analysts, let us fc,.us on the method-

ological problerl.*
It should first be noted that cost effectiveness analysis achieved its

greate.t impact in the area of strategic force structure design. This sub-

ject has two important characteristics. First, the performance of a stra-

tegic force structure is dominated by a few -weapon systems whose re-

spective individual performances in turn are dominated by technical

charcocteristics, sucK as warhead yield, CEP, systorm reliability, and hard-
ness •f one's own sistems and ,h• enemy taQget:-. Second, the effe-tive-

"Thre is also a politiced roroblem, which cannot be treated her@ Essentiolir it is the
subiect of bureoa -rcuiný be, iivior involving the effort of bureaus oa operoaing line agencies
to ioek aulonoeny and indeipoidcnte from higher decision maker
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ness criteria are relatively simple, if not monistic, i.e., assured destruction

in terms of enemy casualties which have a high economic content, such

as population or manufacturing value added. The subject of strategic

force structure design (embrccing all systems) thus lends itself nicely to

modeling and its associated computer simulations. Fortunc;tely for man's

survival, but unfortunately for the cause of scientific treatment of the

subject, there is no body of human experience which permits verification

or refutation of the findings of strategic war models. At best, one can

only apply scientific methodology to strategic systems by verifying and

ensuring through operational testing that such inputs as the CEP and

-, reliability used in the modeling are in fact the relevant ones. Beyond

this, the justification for the intellectual approach rests on the belief that
the modeling ersu7-es that decisions will be internally consistent.

For general-purpose forces and, especially, land forces, there is no

dominance of large system performance by a few technical equprnent

items. Nor is large system performance described by a few unambigu-

ous effectiveness criteria. Ground forces are essentially combined arms

teams-from infantry companies through battalions to divisions and en-

tire field armies.* Such groupings are very highly organized. (This is

an ancient and vital necessity, since the nature of the business is to get

large numbers of nmen to do Things which entail a high risk of getting

killed or injured.) The constituent parts of these organizations are highly

interdependenw. Finally, the performance of equipment (and, in turn, the
impact of te:hnolo,' fs especially sensitive to the limitations and strength

of men-partickjlorly large numbers of men**-and the organizing ccpac-

ity of planners and deciscon-makers which permits the development cf
new tactics.

Despite these differences between ground forces and strategic forces,

the main tnrust of contemporary cost effectiveness analysis, as extended

to ground and tactical air forces, hcs been to try to apply model building

"It might e#,-- be argued that an Intantry platoon, with i4s weopr.ns squad containing
macnine aqns and recoilliss roitos, is also o combined arms team. Clearly, a compary

containing p'otvons with the above weapon:, plus mortars and heavier antitank (or assou.tl
weapons in its weopons platoon. quoli;fie as a combined orms organization

"T*'u, ground forces do not hove the advantage ior luxury) of being tiigH) selective in

choice of pirsonnicl in the ma ning and operation of ýeopors. as does, for example, the
Air Force.
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and its associated computer simulations as they have been developed

for strategic analysis. . variety of models have been developed which

have the following major characteristics. First, they are two-sided simula-

tions of combat. Second, the two-side-' equality of the simulation lends

itself to - if not necessitates - specifying kill ratios or derivations of kill

ratios as the principal effectiveress criteria. In this fashion, the exercise

has much in common with the simulations treating strategic war. Finally,

technical performance characteristics of weapons (as they are specified

for engineering and procurement purposes) are the principal (if not the

sole) numerical inputs for weapon and system performance. In varying

degrees, target acquisition, terrain masking, logistic or weight limitations,

ground or soil bearing, troop stress and tension, and other constraints

may be introduced so as to "degrade" equipment performance in some

fashion. Termina; ordnance effects (about which there is great uncer-

tainty) are also employed when appropriate and are duly obtained for

most weapons from a single source: the Army's Ballistics Research Labora-

tory. In accordance with current sophistication, most of these simulations

are stochastic or probabilistic, despite the fact that there may be a poor

or non-existent empirical basis for specifying the higher moments of the

relevant frequency distribution (to say nothing of the first moment).

Thus we have c hierarchy of models designed to treat the range from

small units (e.g., the Carmonette model) to units as large as entire

divisions (e.g., the Eagle model); models have also been designed to

treat categories of weapoos ranging from tank and antitank through

artillery to aircraft and antiai.rcraft systems.
What have been the results of this rash of model building and

computer simulations? By and large, nothing useful. Most frequently,

the analyti:al results have not been credible. In some cases, systems

advocated by the Army have not shown up well. In those instances

(after additional replications) the models are rejected. In other instances

new systems do show up well. Generally, when !hey do, it is not

surprisi•g, because 1f one goes bock to the technical or engineering

innuts one finds that Blue's specified system (which hos not yet been

developed) has better technical performance characteristics such as

sperd, range, rate of fire, and so forth than Red's or Blue's existing

system. (Usually, the obiect of the exercise is to justify a new R&D
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Sprogram.) But the issue of how much better the pr,. :•sed system will be

remains murky, because no one is confident th•-• thr superior technical

performance characteristics can be transformed into an operational effer-
i! tiveness advantage. That is, the kill ratios are still not credible. Systems

• analysts in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, playing their antecedent

conptroller's role, are especially alert to this point Thus their skepticism,

i! combined with th'eir position in a higher headquarters, prevail.• in such
t a fashion that little comes of the service's attempt to play the cost

effectiveness game.
•'• And it is a game. Although it has the fccade of science and

intellectual rigor, it is no': science but a new brand of rnetaphysical

advocccy. The reason is not hard to find. Combat models and computer

simulations such as those previously described do not yield schentific

knowledge or, for that matter, any kind ot knowledge. Rather.. they

generate hypotheses about relative system effectiveness. As hypotheses

they are either right or wrong. But whether they are right or wrong can

only be established by an independent test. That test should be either

an experiment, conducted under conditions that simulate as far as

possible operational or field conditions, or a statistical test which draws

upon data available from past actions and battles. Very little such

operational testing or statistical analysis is done in our military establish-

ment. Until it is done, there will be inadequate or irrelevant data as
inputs for those simulations whicl" are conducted. Nor will there be any

confrontation of theories (arnd models) with independent tests - a practice

which is necessary in an~y respectable scientific endeavor.

The atttumpt to formulate models for large, complex ground forces

systems is questionable on further methodological grounds. As noted

previously, ground forces are composed of highly inter-dependent sub-

s;,stems. Moreover, they are highly organized. A mathematical char-

acteristic of very highly interdependent systems is that there is a priori

no distinction between independent and dependent variables. Yet decision-

making •and indeed the concept of causation) implies that there are

indepenclent variables which, when manipulatea, will produce desired

effects on dependent variables The analytical task becomes one of

identifying self-contained subsets of relationships which can be treated

independently of the i•rger interdependent system. If, in fact, there is
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some degree of sparseness in the quality of interdependence characterizing

the larger system, the larger system can be tackled in such a way that

meaningful cause-and-effect relationships can be identified.*

Thus, for example, we know that the effectiveness of armor is

critically dependent upon infantry, if only to protect one's tanks from

enemy infantry employing shapeJ or plastic charges or gasoline-filled

pcp bottles. In turn, the effectiveness of one's infantry depends critically

on the quality of its small arms. Thus, in a sense, the effectiveness of

tanks may also depend on the effectiveness of small arms. However, it

does not follow thal it is necessary to develop a model (and to conduct
an experiment) which simultuneously treats small arms and tanks. Tanks
and small arms can be evaluated separately. Further, unambiguous
and economical field experimentation will likely require that they be

separately treated.

This point, of course, is implicitly recognized in much current model
building which does separate out major systems for analytical scrutiny-
e.g., tank versus tank or antitank. However, the two-s;ded quality o'
such simulations and ihe focus on kill ratios couch the model in terms
of a combined arms operation. Other important contributing combined
arms elements are either ignored 3r aggregated; the effectiveness criteria
as expressed in terms of kill ratios cannot themselves be directly verified
or measured by independent tests or experiments. Such efforts are thus"p,-,- ,c• • ^• ,. ..... :l -_ .- . .I ,,h y .. ~

....,,a .. u. alriuru analysis. They may have a facade
of generality (or "-ealism"); bit they are incapuble of being subjected

to the gamut of scientific rigor, including independent tests. Furthermore,

since the action, Jnlike trot of the strategic war model, is not heavily

dcm.r.-nted by technical performance of equipment items, such simulations

are ,odditionally suspect. It is strongly urged for these reasons that they

be discarded for -he time being as a bad scientific joke.

What is the alternative? The answer lies in taking seriously, and

taking intellectual advantacle of, the fact that ground forces re combined

arms organizations. Moreover, it is vital to recognize the further fact
that a man s performance dominates equipment performance, rather

than the other way around,

"*S.* He.rbert A. Sirmon, Coa;gtotton, Interna'ional Encyclopedita of the Social Scincev. Vol 2
Ne-w York Macmillan- 1962. pp 3523355
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The two facts lend themselves to the notion that purposeful, con.
irolled field experimentation provides a means of evaluating single

systems oneO at a time. Thus, target systems can be designed to simulate

reali3tically what riflemen, machir~egunners, and grenades will likely

be conifronted by in combat. From actually shooting at such targets, one

con measure hits arnd near missas as a function of fime. If enough such

field tesing is done, we would have adequate dato to provide the basis

for decisiori-making which would ensure both the best selectiun of small

arms and knowledge on how best to use small arms in various tactical

situations. The s,-me sort of work cocId be done with crew-served

weapons, and to address critical parameters of tank design. Field tests

can also be run to measure cr~ticul vaiiables affecting the effectiveness

and design of recon naissa rce, antiaircraft, and aircraft systems, including

tactical air. Not only would a better basis be provided for seiecting from

among current options, but also such a process would resoore some

sanity to the business of specifying the technical performance character-

istics for new systems that developers might create.

Such ark expancled process of intellectually rigorous field evaluation

would not directly answer oIV questions related to force structure design.

For example, the relative rrn;x of armor, infan'try, specialized infantry

(e.g., airborne and amphibious) and artillery, and tactical air is a

quiestion which is sensitive to "scenorios" and svch otiei matters as the

rnix a; forces that is wanted in active versus reserve units, which in turn

is sensitive to both cost arnd -apici strategic deployment capability. But

here there is another source of dc;.:-- 5,0O\j years of experience with

wars involving the use rif generalI-purpose forces, with recent and current

wors generct1ing rich ard enormoLus armounts of ope-rotional ci-ta in

which a wide variety of force mi.Ae? have been employed. Vnerea.s

f'ielci expetimentotion permints and requires fine grairned comparisons. be-

twetn I!kie systems, historical data permii the testing of rnore ag -regotive

inoc~ek. By the tu~e of rnukip~e regrz~sicn and other stotistical tckiriques

c~r--ý cun. get tough e~timcute5 of nc-rtial productivities anrid refute or v'erify

thu, the pr,ýd'vcts of importoelt e!ernetts of combined arims ci69-egotion>

are whajt c-'vo,-7ýtes
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An emphasis on field or operational testing and rigorous use of

historical data will not guarantee that major tactical innovntions com-

parable to the German creation of the Panzer concept will always be

discovered. (However, there is nothing in the current approach which

will guarantee such outcomes either.) But it is likely that, by revealing
the full capabilities and limitations of existing weapons and support

systems, the chances are better that such discoveries con be systematicnlly

made. Finally, more relevant operational data and better empirical
knowledge of the structural and causal relations affecting smaller sub-
systems (and submodeis), will provide a firmer bose upon which to
build the larger fine-gained models, In brief, what is proposed is
necessary to inject sufficient empiricism to transform cost effectiveness
analysis to a scientific endeavor fror" speculative philosophy.

One may wonder what these proposals have to do with slructuring
general-purpose forces. The problem of structuring land forces is over-
whelmingly that of equipping men. Instead of programming and buying
wings of Minuteman missiles or Polaris submarines with land forces, one
equips men with rifles, machineguns, and grenade launchers. One also
buys artiliery tubes and missiles, antiaircratt weapons, tanks, and heli-
copters. There is a large assortment of communications, surveillance,
and target-sensing equipment, as well cs trucks and jeeps, construction
equipment, and generatorr. Finally, ooe buys tactical air tc support land
forces or to do unpleasant things fo the other fellow's land forces. (rhis
latter effect also includes toctical interdiction.) The very divers ty of these
eqclipment and major subsystems (including the highly varied niixes in
which they have been employed) permits extensive and intensive operu-
tional evaluation through field testing. The large variety of mixes of
mcior force elements employed in actual operations lends itself to :tatis-

tical testing.

Success or failure in land warfare has oveýwhe~minqly turned on

discovering interesting new combination% of div'.rse equipment and sys-
tems. Luck has often played a role in such discoveries. But history also
slggests that their frequency was importantly a f-inction of knowinrg

what tho operationai strengths and weaknesiet of equipmenT and mooor

systems were. Making acquisition of such kr .ovodge a purposefuf

eroeov..o- shot.ld E nsure that force structure pianning. (s well as the
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formulation of R&D strategies, could be conducted more on the basis of

knowledge and less on the basis of advocacy and counterassertion.n
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MAJOR GENERAL KENNETH W. COLLINS
COMMANDIN1 GENERAL

U. S. ARMY TRAINING CENTER (INFANTRY)

FORT DIX, NEW JERSEY

My remarks will encompass some of the problems that I encountered

in the management of the Fort Dix installation during the first four

months that I was in commnnd.

First, so that we are all thinking on the same wave length, let me

give a brief thumbnail sketch of Fort Dix and the principal missions we

perform.

Fort Dix and Missions

Fort Dix is located in central New Jersey and covers 33,000 acres.

Our post population, including civilians, is approximately 50,000. The

post is practically bisected down the middle by McGuire Air Force Base.

Our primary mission is training- Basic combat, advanced individual, and
combat support. Our current trainee population is 18,600 in all phases
of training. In additiun, we have a complete United States Army Per-

sonnel Center, with a reception station, oversea replacement station,

and a transfer station. The reception station has the mission of receiving
the new trainees, conducting their initial processing, and shipping them

to the various basic training units. The oversea replacement station

processes personnel to overseas assignments in both Europe and South-

east Asia. The transfer station processes personnel for separation from
the Army. I will cover management problems in the Personnel Center in

more detail later.
We have a Special Processing Detachmert under the Special Troops

commander and a stockade under the supervision of the Provost Marshal.

I will also cover these two activities in mure detail later. Walson Army

Hos,vital is at Fort Dix. This modern 9-story medical facility has a 500-bed
capacity, 175 of which are filled with Vietnam casuah'ies.

MANAG(EMENT QF THE
CLASS I ANSTALLATION
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* Additional missions include support to ARADCOM units in the New

York-Philadelphia air defense sector; responsibility for ARADCOM main-

tenance shops at Edison, N. J. and an aircraft maintenance shop at

Lakehurst, N. J.; and Engineer R&U support to Army reserve and re-

cruiting centers throughout New Jersey and Parts of New York. In

addition, we provide support to 26 ROTC units.

Facilitywise, we are in fairly good shape for normal operations.

There has been an excellent MCA construction program since 1963 and,

with the completion of a brigade complex this coming December, all

permanent party and most of the trainee units will be housed in modern

construction. However, there is still a considerable amount of World

War II construction which is currently in use and, from the looks of

things, will continue to be used for some time to come. We have 2,500

sets of government quarters on the reservation.

"The first subject I will d;scuss is the funding operation - better

known as the Fort Dix poverty program.

Funding Operations

While still learning where to hang my hot, I was hit with the

information that we did not have enough money to operate for the

next two months. In October the post had been notified that it must

reduce expenditures by $2.5 million during the re nainder of the calendar

year. The Program and Budget Advisory Committee sat down, rolled

up their sleeves, and went to work on how we could live with this drastic

reduction. This involved an analysis of past performances, a comparison

of requirements versus availability, and the establishment of priorities

,Vhich would permit continued support to all missions at a reduced

funding rate. The point of this is that no course of action shc-uld be

adopted without permitting the major activity directors an opportunity

to state the impact on their particular functional a-.-i. The ret result

is that a workable solution is developed by the people who are most

knowledgeable as to the requirements. The solution probably will not

satisfy all concerned, but it is the best expression of the capability of

the entire installation to support its missions. Naturally, our solution of

this immediate problem was one of reduced funding support to all areas.
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Funding cperations at installation level are characterized by four

major areas: civilian pay, contractual services, supplies and equipment,

and Engineer R&U projects. The first two, civilian pay and contractual

service., are fairly well established fixed costs and must be funded for;

therefore, mis leaves the supply and equipment area and R&U projects

to absorb any shortfall of funds. The members of the Program and

Budget Advisory Committee determined the amount of availability of
*,funds for each major area and established the cost ceiling level under

which the activities would be required to op.. ate for the two-month

period. In order to come anywhere near reaching the levels established,

it was necessary to take some pretty drastic measures. These included

the following:

(1) Placing a freeze on the hire of new civilian employees, even

for replacement losses.

(2) Issuing supplies and equipment only on a selective basis,

to include necessary items for the health and welfare of the command.

(3) Placing $20,000 of engineer R&U projects already out for

bid in a deferred itatus until after the first of January.

(4) Deferring the initial issue of field jackets to new receptees.

(5) Deferring the se-ven-day-per-week operation that was

have commenced at the transfer station until after first of December.

(6) Reducing the funding support to ARADCOM activities in

their proportionate share of the shortfall of funds.

(7) In gene,-I!, placing the use of appropriated funds in oil

operations on an emergency requirement basis only.

We did manage to :;.y ulive. However, it was not an easy task

and there was a general tightening of all belts throughout the installa-

ton. Some additional furnds were finally mode available, but we

actually saved about $1/2 million.

With the advent of 1968, we hoa. very little opportunity to sit back

and relax. General Woolnough visited Fort Dig in early February. He

reaffirmed the information that there was an extrerely critical shortage

of budget program 2100 money throughout CONARC and he expected

no addilt;onal funds to be made available. Budget program 2100 is the

mission budget progrom of an installation. It supports all training and

operations. We found ti.ot we hcd to go through, again, the some
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procedure as followed with the cut in fuknds just discussed. The Program

and Budget Advisory Committee met again and analyzed all require-

ments vers-r, availability. A complicating factor was that we were told

to continue to support our civilian personnel requirements and not to

resort to any reduction in force action. Our problem was this: we had

$25 million available in the annual funding program for budget program

2100. Our costs through January of 1968 totaled $19 million, which

left us a balance of $6 million. All activities computed the minimum

dollar requirement to support the civilian workforce to the end of the

fiscal year, based on the continued hire freeze and the non-replacement

of losses.

The dollar amount required left us a balar ce of $12,000 to support

all other financial requirements. You know what you can get for $12,000.

The other requirements -- supplies, equipment, and contractual services -

required an additional $5 million to support minimum essential opera-

tions to the end of the fiscal year. A critical iook was then taken at this

$5 million unfinanced requirement. It was determined that, by con-

tinuing the emergency-type operations which we had adopted during

the previous famine, thf, basic dollar unfinanced requirement would be

$3.4 million for emergency costs only, with the requirement for the addi-

tional $1.6 million still remaining valid.

The procurement of all non-esen'ial supplies and equipment, al-

though on inventory in the slock fund, is continuing to be heid by the

stock fund because of the shortage of funds. This presents warerousing

problems for my G-4. Again, our only recourse was to put all actions into

effect for operating on an emergency level. We knew, too, that there

were not enough funds available to support even this level of curtailed

operations. We submitted to first Army an impact statement, setting

forth our program and calling their attention to the critical position which

Fort Dix had witl, 0- budget program.

We know that similar problems exist throughout all of CONARC.

So, in thi' respect, we are not alone in our misery. At this stage of the

game, though we have been promised additional funds, the only other

recommendation that my comptroller is ablv, to provide is, "Pray for

moneyl" Our entire funding problem is one which we will be unable io

solve completely ourselves, despite the strict economy measures taken.
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(Let us hope that the President's supplemental budget gets favorable

and expeditious handling.) The main point I want to emphasize is that

managers at the installation level must be constantly aware of dollar

requirements for their activities and must be quick to react when a
'tightening of the belt situation" arises. The impact statements which

are provided to the next higher authority have to be based on the best

judgment and ability of all activity directors.

Special Procesing Detachment and The Stockade

Next I would like to discuss the SPD (Special Processing Detachment)

and its "partner in crime," the stockade. The SPD, under the special

troops commander, has grown like Topsy over the past few years. Any

soldier picked up as AWOL in New York State or New Jersey is assigned

to the SPD at Fort Dix. In 1966 it was handling an average workload

of 100 AWOLS per month. Their average workload of elimination board

cases totaled 17 per month. By August of 1967, this workload more than

tripled. Last December it had increased to a point where an average of

400 AWOLS were being processed per month, with a backlog of over

250 elimination board cases that had built up. The total assigned

strength was now over 900 on the morning report and still rising. Need-

less to say, the type of personnel received by the Detachment was

causing an impact on another activity of the installation, namely, the

Post Stockade. The stockade, with a normal capacity of 620, was be-

ginning to bulge at the seanis with a population of over 800 prisoners.

More on the stockade as soon as I finish relating the problems we

encountered at the SPD.

A large build-up in the Detachment is the type of proolem that must
be solved internally iby an installation with local available resources.

With the lock of sufficient personnel in the Detachment to process the

constatly increasing rate of AWQL's backlog s had developed and some

thing had to be done, quickty. The initial step was the establishment from

in-house assets of o provisional company with a strength of 12 officers

and 68 enlisted men. In addition, two JAG officers and 12 full-time

counselors were assigned to the Courts und Boards Section of Special

Troops for the preparation and conduct o' court-martial and elimination

board proceedings.
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A management survey was conducted to develop and establish

procedures and methods which would assist the Detachment in its process-

ing requirements. Our immediate objective was to reduce the existing

backlogs in court-martial and elimination board cases and to establish

methods which would give the Detachment the caFability of handling

what is now the normal workload of over 400 cases per month. Some

of the procedures which were developed are as follows:

(1) The commander of Special Troops was given the authority

to cut assignment and reassignment orders on personnel, including direct

access to OPO, DA. This was previously accomplished by my Adjutant

General. The new arrangement expedited the processing of personnel.

(2) Equipment, such as magnetic typewriters, which would
handle workload of a repetitive nature, wa. procured.

(3) Prisoner interviews are conducted at the Post Stockade in

conjunction with those conducted at the Detachment. This policy elimi-

nated the need for considerable guard details.

(4) Status cards and records were developed for the simplifica-

tion of administrative processing.

(5) Authority was rece;ved for the military police in New York

City to issue transportation requests to return AWOLS of less than 3U days

directly back to their units rather than transport them t, Fort D-:.

Let me give a brief summary of the results of our overall program.

The Special Court-Martial Section of Special Troops is hearing cases on

a six-day week schedule, with the two JAG officers acting as summary

court-martial. So far this year, the sectior has processed 725 court-martial

cases and 2o0 elimination actions. The Special Processing Detachment

has bc-en reduced in population from over 900 men to its present strength

of 690. In addition, the time spent in pre-trial confinement has been

reduced to well below the overall Army average. Since February of

this year, the Detachment has doubled its output and is now capable of

h-'ndling its workload on a daily bask. I sincerely hope that the Special

Processing Detlchment pobtlem is solved permanently, but I have

some doubts. The overstrengths which most ,UNUS installations have

enjoyed throughout the p-st year are rapidly awindling through levies

and more levies in Vietnam. This is beginning to cause us problems in
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all activities at Fort Dix. Short term overstrength personnel have filled

a very necessary requirement for us in mrany areas.

As I previously mentioned, the Special Processing Detachment Work-

load had a direct effect on the Post Stockade. Our stockade was con-

structed during World War II and consists of a complex of wooden build-

ings clustered with a barbed wire enclosure and attendant guard towers.

The stockade has a rated capacity of 620 prisoners, based on 72 square

feet per man. An analysis of our population over the past four years

makes it obvious that we are presently unable to provide this footage

per man. Impressive as these population figures are, they do not tell

the story completely. Attendant to the increase in prisoners has been an

acceleration in the turnover rote. This compounds the control and ad-

ministrative problems with which we must deal on a daily basis. We

are turning over 50% of our stockade: population each month. If we

were unable to do thi- we cou', .- I' cope with the numbers problem.

The prisoner population at Fort Dix is one of the largest at any CONUS

installation, ranking second only to Fort Leavenworth. From a manage-

ment point of view, an obvious question is, What action have we taken

with the stockade problem?

(1) On occasion, we utilize all available space without fejard

to the recomme'-ded custody grades.

(2) We make extensive efforts to extend clemency to those

confinees showing any promise of rehabilitation.

(3) We expedited board proceedings to eliminate from the

Army those recalcitrants who couid not be expected to respond to re-
habilitation.

(4) We organized a provisiona' guard company to handle pris-

oners outside the stockade.

(5) We prepared and submitted a modification TOE which will

provide a stockade complement of 3 officers, 3 vwarrant officers, and

516 enlisted men. This is opposed to tht- presen~tly authorized comolement

of 3 officers, one warrant officer, and 244 enlisted men.

(6) As a t-mporary expedient I cm using elements of a STRAF

MP battaicin to aostst in running the stockadz

There have been some major and deleterious effects resu~ting from

the inordinate overpopulation and accompanying workload. The Post
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Stockade correctional treatmrent plan, which is outlined in AR 190-2 and

is tailored to each iadividval confinee and his unique problem, has been

seriously hampered by the sheor numbe: s and turnov.~r of prisoners.

The physicai structure of the stocku.de, because of its age, is constantly

in n~eed of mainitenaincel. particularly with respect to plumbing. As a resuit

oll the manpower dlemc'rd for the Vietnam conflict, school-trained con-
finemnent parsor ul are in short supply. We have been forced to utiliz3

custodial personnel with rno previous experience. Despite the magnitude

of our problems, we are getti.og the job dlone. When Matt Dillon retires,

-~ I'm ready lo take over.

IhKve cited the. pooblemn of the Special Processing Detachment and

the Po~st Stockade bec~avie they serve to shiow the utilization of what I

!)eliavi are good rmc-nrgement procedures, w~th no increase in available

resources.

The Personnel Center

Another critical arou which I would l~ka to discuss is the Personnel

Center. The Personnel Centf is basically a receiver and m-over of people-

into the Army - to overseas - and out of the Army.

The Reception Station, where a~ll new personnel are processed into

the Army, has consistently received two to three thousand more person-

nel per quarter than programmed. If we had used the programmed

data as the basis for rec;Jiisitioning rnecessary clothing and supplies
4 ~(mainly, the initial issue of clothing itemnsl, we wovdd have been for short

of meeting this basic necessity. Generally, the solution of this problem

has been obtained thr.;-,gh daily phone call! to CONARC and DA fcr the

current data. ',he actual numbers of personnel received have not had

too great an impact on the training mission of the post, because CONARCI has been informing us as to exactly how many of our basic training corn
panies to fill each week and the sirength of each company. If the input

into our reception stotion per week is greater than this number, then we

ure directed to ship the overstrength to ar-other training center in CONUS.

In thtu Oversea Replacemernt Statior, we tend to experience. the op-

posite side of the picture -- planning f-, workloads that do nct rnoteri-

aiize. Hcweyer, we must make plons w~ handle the projected loads, and

lost January they morte than materialized. We are currently stoffed to
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process 13,000 overseas, replacements per month but lost Jvciuary we

processec 23,000. it was necessary to utilize t.e barracks spGce of out-

of-cycie training compai.ies to handle a peak load. However, no matterV what the load may be, it requires a very close liaison and coordination

with the Eastern Military Traffic Management Terminas service for the

allocation of necessary spaces on aircraft. This is most necessary to ns-

sure that no large backlog develops at the overseas station, nnd the ter-

minal service is most cooperative and flexible in providing additional

shipping spaces.

Th.e Personnel Center operation is a problem of, Just what do you

plan for? and, How do you handle the load when it cppear! at the front

gate? Let's say that it takes a co-stant grasp of the current situation and

a great amount of swift reaction '-v all activities to meet each challenge

and to get the ;ob d.one.

Training

My lost topic of discussion is trairing, the primary mission of Fort

DiA. I bring this subject up because it shows not only the gyrations that

my staff must go through to accommodate all phases of this mission, but

also to .!,ow the impact on the t-oining units and the expansion and con-
traction stages shat they go through. At Fort Dix, we have four training

brigades - two basic combat, one advanced individual, and one combat
support. A year ago, the Advanced Individual Training Brigade was a

iwo.battaiion unit with a weekiy input of one company. It is now a four-

battalion unit with a weekly input of two companies. The Combat Sup-
port Tram;ng Brigade alao increased a year ago from a two-battalion

unit with a workload of 2,7C0 trainets to a five-battalion ur•;t with a

workload of 5,880 trainees, However, it is presently reduced to three-

battulion unit wi'h a strength of 2,790. Y-u can weli imagine the back-

ing and filling that goes on with such fluctuating training requireMrints.
The two basic combat training brigades rec:ently increased from five to

six bcittalion each, with a total of 60 training companies. At ,reseni, we

are filling six companies per woek at 230 men per company, or a weekly

input of 1,380 trainees. In Jue we are scheduled to fili seven co'i-

ponies per week at 220 men par t.ompany, or a weekly input of 1,540

trainees. We have just been inlormec' d.at this may not take place,
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In addition to these ncrmal training missions, we are reciured to
establish a 'reading course program. We are in the process of establish-
ing Project Transition for training military personnel for civilian work.
I cm still trying to rationalize this program with my recruiting effort. No
new ossets have been provided for either program. kesources are being
stretched thin in all areas, but we are still called upon to produce more
and more miss;ons.

At installation level we must manage, and we must stay loose. The
class I installation is where all of +he necessary resources .... men, money,
materiel, and facilities - must be massaged, manipulated, and welded
together in orcher to accomplish a given mission. In my mind, this re-
quires practical management, where the requirements must be reviewed
on a day-to-day basis so that the fullest utilization of all available re-
sources can be obtained. We must always look for better ways to do
things. Your personnel must know their jobs and take positive action to

accomplish their tasks.
In spite of our problems, ! do feel that we at Fort Dix are by positive

management accomplishing our primary mission in a highly satisfactory
manner. The young men who hcove completed their training are the
fineit in the country today. It gives me much personal satisfaction to
know that these men, who ,epresent the vast majority of our youth, are
combot-ready, highly motivated, confident of their weapons, physically
fit for the rigors of the bettiefield, and enthusiastically eager to make

their contributions in serving their country m
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MAJOR GENERAL JOHN M. WRIGHT, JR.
COMMANDING GENERAL,

U.S. ARMY INFANTRY CENTER.

AND

COMMANDANT,

U.S. ARMY INFANTRY SCHOOL

I welcome the opportunity to discuss management at Fort Benning.

But I should stress, right at the beginning, that I do not have an article

prepared for me by my comptroller or my staff. This obliges me to

discuss my job as I see it, and I think that installation management is

something that I am well qualified to discuss.

Before I can talk about the size of our management job or the

problems involved in it, I should give some impression of what we do at
Fort Benning. The obvious starting place is the mission, since that defines

pretty specifically what resources we get, and how we apply them, and
also go,,.,rn- -,,-r,,thing we do at the installation.

Quite simply stated, or at least as we at Fort Benning define it, our

mission is to produce the finest combat infantrymen in the world. Thus,
as I see it, our job is to ensure that all the efforts of the people at Fort

Benning - all of our resources, in fact - are applied toward producing

just that: the finest infantrymen in the world. That is really what Fort
Benning is all about.

Le+ me now give some indication of the size of the management
task. I would like to do this by using a few numbers to show the

magnitude of operations at Fort Benning. I think this is necessary in
order that some of our management problems might be appreciated as

derived from the very size of our operations.

SIZE OF MANAGEMENT TASK

First we can measure size in terms of people. At Fort Benning we

have approximately 50,000 soldiers, we employ about 10,000 Depart-

ment of Army civilians, we have some 40,000 dependents of military

MY SHARE OF THE
INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT PIE
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personnel, and we have around 11,000 retired personnel with their de-

pendents. Thus, our supported population is about 110,000 people.

Let's look at the job in terms of area, which is certainly an important

part of the management job, since we must ensure that every acre on
the installation is used most effectively for the accomplishment of our
mission. Our reservation encompasses 285 square miles, which is not
nearly what we really need to accomplish our mission most effectively.

But we have additional leased lands which total 335 square miles, so
that our overall training area is 620 square miles.

Let's look at the job in terms of a few financial figures. Our monthly
military pay is 13 million dollars; our monthly civilian pay amounts to
3 million dollars; commercial accounts add up to another 3 million
dollars; our total disbursements run about 22 million dollars a month.
In fiscal year 1968, our procurement program, which was one of the
largest of any installation in the United States, ran 36 million dollars.
Our total disbursements for fiscal year 1968 were 296 million dollars.

There are, no doubt, still other ways of getting across I•'-- *dea of

size. We have 14,000 telephones on the post, and we are now trying to
get the money to put in more switching capabilities and more centrals
so that we can have still more telephones. We consume 3 million loaves
of bread a year, 12 million pounds of meat, 2 million gallons of milk --

and that's a lot of groceries! Or. the installation we have 5,700 military
vehicles whose annual use amounts to 25 m'llion miles. This, of course,

requires large motor pool and maintenance facilities and, of course, very

careful management.

Still other measures of the size of the operation are our 10 separate

craft shops, 7 libraries, 6 theaters, 23 chapels, and one 9-hole and two
18-hole golf courses. (One of the biggest management headaches we

have is paying for the operction of these golf courses.)

MW JOR SUBORDINATE ACTIVITIES

All of the items I mentioned were simply for the purpose of providing

background and a certain frame of referer~ce. Let me turn now to some

of the activities that are going on at Fort Benning. I would like to discuss
what each of the major subordinats activities dii 2ctly below the in-

stallation level is doing.
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First, the U. S. Army Infantry S:hoel is one of our major activities.

Day in and day out, we have a student load of 10,000. We will graduate

60,000 students from various courses this year. We have Allied students

from 57 different nations. There are 22 different courses in all, conducted

for 250 classes at the Infantry School, requiring presentation of 2,400

different instructional problems.

Another major activity is the U. S. Army Training Center, Infantry,

where we conduct basic training. Every Friday we graduate from basic

training 880 soldiers; and while those 880 are graduating, 880 more

are being processed at the reception station, with their eight-week

training scheduled to start the next Monday morning.

Also a major activity is the 197th Infantry Brigade whicl'., besides

being a STRAF unit, has as one of its primary functions that of supporting

the activities of the Infantry School. Although ; have already been using

a lot of superlatives, I do not hesitate to say that this unit is the largest

infantry brigade in the U. S. Army.

The 10th Aviation Group trains ,viation units for deployment to

Vietnam and also carries out oviation transition training. As you would

expect, it is one of the largest tactical aviation units in the U. S.

Lawson Army Aviation Command operates our Army airfield at Fort

Berning. h- 8,200 foot runway can take the largest airplanes in the

world and the field controls some 200,000 take-offs and landings each

year, which makes it one of the busie:t airports in the U. S.

Martin Army Hospital is a modern 900-bed facility. Ten percent of

its patients are Vietnam scturnees reauiring hospitalization. The birth
rate at our !ocal hospital is running at about 2,000 babies a year.

The Center Troop Command is still another of our major activities.

Here we assign personnel directly involved in ,upport-type duties for

operation of the center itself and operation of Fort Eenning as an installa-

tion. Here we find all the Military Police companies, the bands, Engineer

units, and maintenance units requirrA for post operation. Most of the

personnel assigned at Fort Benning as part of the station complement are

a.signed to the Center Troop Command, which is on organization of some

7,500.
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Also at Fort Benning we have the Combat Developments Command

Infantry Agency. This is the agency responsible for the development of

infantry doctrine and materiel; it determines how the infantry will be

structured, how it will be equipped, and how it will fight.

Also there is the Army Materiel Command's Infantry Board, which

is responsible for testing all new infantry weapons.

MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY AND CONCEPTS

Now, I have used a lot of figures, but my purpose has simply been

to tell enough about Fort Benning so that there might be a better apprecia-

tion of the management problems involved. There are, of course, a

certain number of things that have to be done in order to manage any

instollation. I imagine you would find them pretty much the same if you

were to analyze the management functions ihat have to be performed.

Looking at the entire management job as a whole pie, I think one could

suy that the commander carves out that portion of the pie corresponding

to the amount of work he is going to do. Having determined what the

commander's own portion is going to be. thot leaves the rest o.; the pie

for everybody else in the installation headquarters.
I think it is appropriate, here, t-o mention the management philoso-

phy of another installation commander that I know. It so happens that

he is a good friend of mine, one for whom I have the greatest admira-
tion and respect. He is a man who gets into considerable detail in the

management of his instal!ation, so that he has carved out for himself

about 80 percent of the management pie. The remaining 20 percent of

the pie is the part that his staff has to deal with.
At Fort Benning, on the other hand, we carry out our management

functions n little differently. Of course, every commander is conditioned

by his own experiences and background, and my own have led me to
take an approach to the command and management problem that differs

from that of my colleague.

Let me say that my own portion of the management pie is about

15 percent. The remaining 85 percent falls to my Chief of Staff. In this

connection, I should stress that this headquarters is a big operation and we
have the usual directors. But if anybody were to ask me the difference

between the Director of Personnel and the G1, or between the Director

of Intelligence and tlre G2, I really could not soy. We do, though, have
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the G1, G2, G3, G4, and Comptroller, as well as all the other special
staff people, responsive to ihe Chief of Staff, who is the only one I look to.

I think it is important to note that, if that portion done by my Chief of
Staff were only 20 percent, as in the case of the other post, and that done
by me represents 15 percent, then 65 percent would be unaccounted for.
However, we must account for the whole pie. In so doing, I want to
outline the things that interest me as far as management is .oncerned.
I should add that I probably put in as many hours on my 15 percent
of the management pie as my counterpart puts in on his 80 percent.
I think it is a question of apportionment of one's time and effort.

I would like to limit my discussion mainly to the philosophy and
some of the concepts I follow as an installation commander rather
than go into a lot of specifics and details. I really want to discuss
how the management job looks to me personally without trying to con-
vince anyone 'hat my way of going about the management job is the

only way to do it.
As can be imagined, I receive a great many directives - which re-

quire action - from my headquarters up the line. I have not mentioned
those headquarters, but they complicate my !ife a little, because as

Commandant of the Infantry School, I am responsible directly to the
Commanding General of the U. S. Continental Army Command. And a.r
Commanding General of The Infantry Center I am responsible hc the
Commanding General, Third U. S. Army. Sometimes I find it hard to
determine which hat I am supposed to be wearing at any one time, and
this adds to my management problems.

When I do get a directive from either of my higher headquarters,
the first thlng I do is ask myself a very simple question. Is there anybody
in my headquarters subordinate to me who has the capability of tuking
the action required? If the answer is yes, then I am through with that
piece of paper This may suggest why I am concerned with only 15 to 20
percent of the pie and give some explanation for our headquarters
organization and functions at Fort Benning.

There are a number of reasons why I apply such a technique. One

is that one day scomeone -",%,•,rdinate to me is going to hove to command

Fort Benniog or carry out some other important assignment, I think that

one way to develop young officers and the people on the staff is to give
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*• them any action they are capable of handling so that only a very few

* actions have to stop in my office.

Now, in theory, this may lead to 0 instead of 15 percent of the

management pie as far as my own management activity is concerned.

But the fact of the matter is that if one of these papers gets into my office

and onto my desk and . have to look at it, I will usually have some

ideas or questions on it and will probably provide some guidance. And
if it is important enough to get to my desk on the way down, it is important

that I see it on the way up. If it is !-ot consistent with what I have in
-. mind, then I become involved in it to the extent of giving further guidance

to the staff so that the action is completely consistent with my concept of

management und allocation of resources.

I try to have a relationship wit- my Chief of Staff much the same

as my relationship wivh my co-pilot. I do quite a Ht of flying, but I

reserve for myself all the important decisions regarding it. I have a
warrant officer who has been flying with me since I was a student pilot;

he knows all my limitations, and I feel quite confident with him. But I

make aol the important deci3ions about a trip and leave the !'iser

decisions to him. i decide where we go and when I want to get there;

my pilot does the planning. He determines if weather will permit flight,

starts the engine, maintains the radio contacts, and does all of the other

things that must be done.

It is pretty much the same with the Chief of Staff. I try to keep my

mission in mind. I have always been mission-oriented, and if it looks

like we are devirting in any direction or amount, I give guidance

to the Chief of Staff. but when it comes to solvlngw our pro..lgms, the

Chief of Staff has a 3taff and he works out those problems with them. He

then tells me what the solution is, and if it inakes sense, thc-- we are

ready to go on to the next problem.

As far as my reiat;anships with the rest of tOe staff are concerned -

and here I refer to the G), G2, G3, G4, and the Comptroller, my re!ation-

ship with them is, in a sense, more social, because I would not tell any

of them to do anything. I tell the CShI.f o( Staff and he would have who-

ever is responsible do it. If the Chief of Staff, who meets with the staff

every morning and knows what is go ng on, is to guide his si-:F mnd
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keep everybody coordinated, he could not remain very effective if I were

to give instructions directly to any member of the staff.

So I can say categorically that I hardly ever tell a staff officer to

do anything. In fact, only very rarely would I, as installation commander,

tell the Chief of Staff to do anything. If I were to do thi.., I would

immediately deny myself the binefits of thorough staff actions and the

application of the sound judgment of specialists. What I try to do is to

ask q,,estions that will (;omand study and coordination through the staff,

so that when recommendations come back to rne related to the auestion

that I asked, by approving the action we may change emphcsis bucause

the staff convinced me that this was the best course of acliun.

What I am saying is that if I were to tell the Chief of Staff cr any

member of the staff to do anything, 1hen I make the decision alone without

the benefit of very highly qualified and very capable experts taking a

look at the problem first. In sitting at the top and seeing .oie problem

coming up such as, for example, a deficiency in resources, I Think it is a

very dangerous thing for the commander to say, "Well, do something like

this." I just would not run the risk. So I let the staff answer the questions

rather than just read personal directives from me.

I think I have made it clear to the people at Fort Benning that if a

commander is as blessed as I am with a staff as capable as the one I

have, then the commander ought to let that staff, unJer the direct'oti of

the Chief of Staff, run the installation. Now, in many areas I have had

more experience than my staff, and I try to contribute my experience

much in the same way th"-* I .xpect my staff to contribute their experience.

It just happens that I am older thun most of them, I guess, but as a

consequence of that I have had experiences that some of them haven't

had. So I v;4ualize my position as providing guidance where I think

it will contribute to the solution that the staff has come up with. Some

might call this delegation- I am not sure.

After all that I have said, I would make the observation that I still

keep c very tight rein on all operations at Fort Benning. I think I know

what is gcing on; I think I know every area that demands my personal

attention. Again, this is a credit !a my Chief of Staff, with whom I sptind

about an hour every murning. He himself meets with the installa'ion

staff from about 0730 to 0800 each morning. He is still in that mesling
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when I get to work, wh~ich is around OPGO, ana sometime between 0815

and 0845 evtry morning he comes in and spenzh about an hour telling me

al; the tragedies of the night before, the latest budget guidance from

Third Army and CONARC, und the most recently added mission to be

carried out from available fund3. ',Av'- commiserate, I ask a few questions

Or give a few suggestiotis, and w*sh him good luck. He calls a meeting

wit~i his program budget advisory itommittee, and, together, they thrash

C the problems around all day before approving a message going back

to the Third Army or CONAPC.

I Jo not wish to slight the functioningi of the program budget advisory

committee (PBAC), to which ! give a great dez1a of attention and which

is made up of the G1, G2, G3, G4, and Comptroller, and headed by the

Chief of St.'ff. There is also the jL'nior PBAC, which is made up of the

budget and man'agement officers in the offices of the principal staff

ri~sistants. Toward the close of the fiscal year, the junior PBAC is in

icirmra! meetings almost constantly. And at Fort Penniing we insist on

form'il meetings, because only at formal meetings can we ensure that
fliere is thorough coordination and '..on~dderoiion of resource problems.

We started out this year with a program that required 9'1 million
dollars .-or an actual operatin-g program while cur funding program was
74 million 6-jiars. With that amount of unfina~nced requirements w-e
have had oor problems all through the year. As the year goes by,
obviously the u.-ifinanced requiruments cont~nue to diminish, because

1ý*r isn't time to execute the pr~qrams that could have b~.cn exectttud

had we t n the total firc~ncircj -! the beginninoi .) the year. But all
of the!,e r-ailipu..luticons -ire done by the programn and budget aciiscory
Committee.

With ihe furegcoing cs. a kind ci summrtary, I hope that I ha3ve given a

general idea of HwI spend iný time alod the way management lookz;
to ne as the Commanding '3enert'l. As a final thought, I wou,' like ý0
say that I am thankful many tiies r er r~ut ory that I have good people
bu.t also that I have enough conf.der in them to enabli me to f~ammurld

a very iargct installation without a worry in the world.,
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DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF

U. S. ARMY TRAINING CENTER

& FT. LEONARD WOOD

FORT LEONARD WOOD, MISSOURI

Sizing Up the Chief of Staffs Job

Aboui a month ago, I was calead into the chief's office and handed

a slip of paper. On this pcper were essentially the following instructions:

A. Present a description of the role of Chief of Staff in directing,

coordinating, and controlling key staff officers.

B. Give a brief outline of the principal program directors' jobs and

their relationship to each other.

C. Explain the concept followed at our installation in the allocation

and management of resources with an account of the Program Budget

Advisory Ccmmittee's function.

D. Indicate your philosophy of management.

I told the chief th3 requirements ought to be a snap for him to fulfill.

At that time, he stated that the task was mine and would consist of n

pre~ezitatiun at the Army Management School. Well, installation staffs

probably vary, one from the other just about as much as installatans

vary in number. Consequently, when I was asked to acddress the Army

Installc~tion Management Cuurse on the subject of the management of an

instclilation general staff, I soent many soul-searching hours in attempting

to crrive at a logical presentation that would not be too parochial in

nature and yet would not be so generalized as to be meaningless. In

other words, I feel somewhat like the young wife who suddenly finds

hersel4 pregnant and is about to attend a scheduled meeting of her

womens' club. She doesn't want to describe in great detail her dis-
comfiture with morning sickness, since each mother there could probably

top her story. Nor dc'"s she fee; she can get away with a gener,1I

MANAGING AN
INSTALLATION GENERAL STAFF
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statement such as, "I'm expecting," since that would only lead to the ques-
t tion, "so?" Her mental dilemma, therefore, must have been somewhat lMke
mine was. Of one thing only we both were sure - we had been hadl

Before I can discuss any facet of our General Staff operation or
management, certain basic factors must be known. The first, and one of
the most important in the produztion of goods or services of any nature,
is, where are we going to operate? Most everyone has an excellent
idea of the location of the state of Missouri, so let's just pinpoint Fort
Leonard Wood within the state itself. Our area of operation is about
130 miles south and west of St. Louis along U. S. Highway 66, previously
known as the Lincoln Highway. The Training Center is therefore located
in the ncrthern regions of the Ozark foothills, generally in south central
Missouri. Our climate is midwestern, moderated by a rather southerly
location.

The following is our mission:

(1) Establish and operate an effective training program in basic
combat, advanced individual and engineer specialist, and unit training.

(2) Provide command and logistical support to assigned or

attached units.

(3) Provide tr~.ining and logistical support to National Guard
and Reserve units satellited on the installation.

Now that we have established our base of operation, we should
examine the mission of the installation. This mission is applicable to
the training and support forces specifically, but since the General Staff ad-K ministers to both agencies, it becomes primary guidance to our program
directors.

Next to consider is the scope of operaztions that our directors, the

General Staff, influence. In short, what sort of center is Fort Leonard
Wood? It consists of five training brigades, a Basic Combat Training

Committee jroup that serves the 2d and 3d Basic Training Brigades, an
Army hospital of 500-bed capacity, special troops, a reception station,
and a combat engineer battalion, Generally this is a tyr ýal training
center; differences basically exist in subjects taught. Fort Leonard Wood
is the only center that offers advanced individual training in strictly

engineer military specia!ties.
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What is our population and in what categories? As shown in the

table bIlc.,Y, we are a community of over 40,000, most of which are

students, that is, trainees, or are trainers.

POPULATION: TOTAL MILITARY 31,640
TRAINEES 20,570

CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES 4,430

DEPENDENTS 8,660

So much for basic background relating to our directors. Perhaps

ne t to examine are the tasks assigned to each. I will discuss only the

mcijor areas that each coordinates directs, or supervises, since the details

of all jobs for which they are tasked cover a published document of

over 80 pages.

The Director of Personnel

Our first director, then, is the G1 - the individual responsible for

the development, execution, review and analysis of support services,

command administration, and welfare services. Regarding the internal

divisions of this director's section, of special interest, perhaos, is the

Civilian Personnel Office, which has recruited and now administers to

over 3,000 civilian employees within the command. As the supervisc,

of the CPO, the GI must coordinate with all the other program directors

as well as major commawn-ers, since our civilian wo k force is spread

out into every nook and cranny of the post.

Two other divisions that merit consideration ore the Morale and

Personal Services Division and the rather newly established Army Com-

munity Services. in the first instance, considerable funds are irolv..J

(about $25,000 to $30,000 annually for youth activities and ar- id

$200,000 for the Central Post Welfare Fund). The second case does not

involve funds so much as good will, morale, and assistance of a semi-

official nature. We are progressing quite well in establishing a "one-

stop" service for families both arriving and departing. Already tem-

porary billeting services, family housing, a household goods loan de-

partment, Army Emergency Relief, ard family counselirng services are

consolidated under 'he servli director who, in turn, is responsible to the

G1.
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The supervision of the Special Staff agencies that are responsible

to the GI - the Adjutant General, Provost Marshal, Chaplain, Special

Services, Post Exchange - is quite normal to any installation and com-

mand. It may be of more interist, therefore, to review some of the old

facilities still operated by these agencies and compare them to the new.

Our old chapel buildings are still serving full congregations. As a

matter of fact, we hove seven such buildings still in use. Our chapel

attendanc1. can honestly be termed excellent. It might be that our

weekly shipment of graduates to the Far F:•st inspires some soul-searching.

We have four new chapels in operation.

In the Post Exchange area, a World War Il-type PX branch building

has been replaced by a permanent.-type building. In the Special Services

field, our Post Field House, which is rather old, has largely been replaced

by new buildings. New buildings are constructed as each new regimental,

that is, brigade, area is completed.

To round out the G1 area insofar as morale and personal services

are concerned, for both the troops and dependents we have a 500-bed

multimillion-dollar hospital; a large, modern 7-days-a-week commissary,

which has the eye appeal of a modern supermarket; a Post Exchange

of the general department store type; and a new 32-lane bowling alley.

Ali these are located conveniently within what we refer to as a com-

munity shopping center.

Now, all of the mentioned facilities were not constructed this post

year, or even during the past two years. Many were constructed through

use of nonappropriated rather than appropriated funds, as the table

below shows:

2 EM swimming pools $370,000 PX gas station $ 34,900

Another PX gas station $ 97,000 Showers, dressing rooms,
skating rink $ 6,300

Bowling alley $550,000 New theater $705,000

Golf course $ 36,000 Sauna bath $ 20,000

Swimming pool $134,000 Latrine $ 12,000

However, regardless of the source of funds and the ultimate using

agency, the coordination of the program directors was essential from

the earliest plannlng phase to the ribbon-cutting day when the site went

into full operation. In the event no iterm in The above table has caused
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some speculation, I call attention to: "Latrine, Colyer Park - $12,000".

This is perhaps the fanciest and most elaborate latrine in all of the

Ozarks at that price - but, seriously, this park and its picnic area are

utilized by literally hundreds of trainees and their families every week

of the year. This sort of facility becomes essential during the course of

a normal day.

Director of Operations & Training

Let me discuss next the organization of our Operations and Training

Office.

Among its units, the Fifth Army Training Aids Center is actually a

Headquarters, Fifth U. S. Army, activity located at Fort Leonard Wood

and supported by us under the rather generalized supervision of the G3.

Training aids support, however, -s given to all nstallations in the Fifth

/-krmy area, as well as National Guard uý'd Reserve units.

The Operations Division deals with our TOE units, such as the 5th

Engineer Battalion, and the Training Division cf course, is very much

involved with tFhe training brigades - rather routine tasks, although the

personnel in these divisions would probably never concur that any part

of a training center can be routine.

The function oa" the G3 as a director in the normal sense of the

word falls to the share of the Program and Management Division and

the Reserve Components Division. Somewnat to be expected at our

training center, the major share of our annual funding program is

directed into the area of primary ;nterest to the G3. For example, of a

total AFP of 33 million dollars, 26 million is earmarked for training

activities. Consequently, the Program and Mcriagement Div~sjon is a

most important office within G3. Although not involved with large

amounts of funds, the Reserve Components Division at various times of

the year must coordinate support requirements for quite a Few Reserve

component units, For example, w'e anticipate that this summer we will

receive 487 company-size units for training, involving some 17,550 per-

sonnel. Moreover, during FY o8 we will ho.,e supported for weekend

trarning over 80 other -inits. As a director, the G3 must support these

Reserve requirements wl.!h funds, and ,oordinate trcinmra supervision

with brigade and oiher malor unit personnel.
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All of what I hnve discussed is typical of any G3 program director

at an,, trnining center. What, then, makes ours different? Earlier in

this article, I stated that we are the only center that possesses Engineer

advanced individual training brigades.

Take the 1st Brigade for example. Graduates from this unit are
strictly basic engineers, and two of their typical operations are cor

otructing and emplacing panel bridging and making assault river cross-

ings. If you can think of any phase of basic enoineering training - :rom

obstacles to demolitions to plain pick-and-shovel construction - the 1st

Brigade does it. Needless to say, most of the graduates proceed 'o the

Far East area.

Considerably different, the 4th Brigade is our engineer specialist
training unit. By the word "specialist" I mean special equipment thai is

by and large limited to engineer troops.

Many of thq trainees who have operated large earthmovers have

assisted in airfield and port construction in Vietnam.

Other courses of training concern the old familiar bulldozer and

crane, which operate at what we call the million-dollar hole, which gets

its name from the total cosv of some 100 cranes that are used in training.

As might be expected, one class digs the hole and the next fills it up.

Othewise, Fort Leonard Wood might welk end up as one big hole.

Just as a matter of interest, I should mention a special item of

equipment - the rock-crushing machine. This machine, along with

asphalt plant training, hcjs permitted us legally - or perhaps slightly

j.i.gally, in some cases - to improve our on-post roads, parking areas,

recreation facilities, extensive troops trails, and training sites.

Finally, before 'eaving the G3 field, !et me poani out our new

building that functions as both clcssrooin and TV center. From this central

location, closed-circuit TV is tran.r,.;tted periodically to all brigades. The!

initial equipment and its installation cost in the neghborhood of half a

million dollars. Currently, educational TV is supplied over six channels

to 81 classrooms involving over 400 sets.

Director of Logistics

The next program director, the G4, is all-important at many Installa-

tions aid in many commands. On the basis of the amounts contained
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in the Annual Furnding Program, in our case he is certainly on a par with

the G3. Within his section, there are Procurement, Budget and Proglrams,

and Maintenance and Supply Divisions. These three really cover a

multitude of sins.

The table below shows the special staff agencies which the program

director must coordinate.

DIRECTOR OF MAINTENANCE DIRECTOR OF SUPPLY

POST TRANSPORTATION POST SIGNAL

POST QUAr, ERMASTER FAM;L' HOUSING

POST SURGEON DENTAL SURGEON

POST ENGINEER

I say "coordinate" because he certainly does not command the

Post Surgeon or the Dental Surgeon.

What we are really concerned with here is the major support element

of the command with the exception of morale and welfare. The actual

monetary amounts involved would be meaningless, since those of most

commands could be a great deal more or a great deal less. But, gen-

erally, most installations will contain a grouping very similar to ours.

Now let us view the results of our logisticians' efforts. One 16 million

dollar complex consists of a brigade barracks area containing not only

billets but mess halls, supply rooms, headquarters, PX facilities, dis-

pensaries, chapel, and classrooms. This, of course, represents MCA fund-

ing, bu' the cooperative effort of our people in the G4 field and district

engineer,-, local contractors, labor unions, and all others involved with

this major construction effort has brought the installation commander and

his G4 program director very much into the act in successful Lc'mpleticn

and utilization by our brigades. We have two such areas completed,

with plans approved for three more in the not too distant future.

In 1959 and 1960, family housing areas of a permanent type were

completed. The officers' section overall ccn accommodate 650 families.

We have 2,600 enlisted quarters, six elementcry schools, and one junior

high school or nost.

We haven't neglected our bacheior officers, for we have permanent

accommodations for over 200 officeri. Other facilities of the improved

World War I1 type exist as well ona are being uti!ized at present. We

have, however, udopted a most liberal policy 'n permitiing bachelors

who so desire to live off post and draw rental allowances All in all,
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we e>.pendl almost 2 million dollars a year in the operations and main-

tenance of military fumily housing, the sums baing about equo.lly divided

between the two subdivisions.

Now, from time to time I have quoted dollar figures. It is impossible

in this day and age to avoid the subject, and those involved with man-

agement aii any level know this to be very true. S5o, before we even

consider at all the last of our General Slaft sections, specifically our

program coordinatcr, ihe Comptrol~er, I would like to demonstrate the

overall financial impact our installation has upon the state of Missouri

dop and for the most part, on south central Missouri.

ANNUAL PAYROLL -0 82,900,000
ANNUAL PURCHASES $ 35,900,000
PERMANENT CONSTRUCTION (SINCE 1956) $111,490,000
TAXES TO STATF OF MISSOURI (ANNUAL) $ 800,000
FEDERATiON CONTRIBUTION TO SCHCOLS (ANNUAL) $ 1,150,000

This represents quite a hunk of cash, particularly when you consider

that, except for the third item, this is an annual cifair. Not indicatedi

above, but also importanit, is another 2 million dollars in expendiwires

for goods and services by the officer and NCO open messes, and this

definitely is a very local affair.

The Comptroller

You will note I have referred to oU.- Compfrc'Iier as the programK . crilordinator rather than a program director.

You might essumne that his Program and Budget Division functions

as the prnrcipal program coordinator. Th,3 is nct tru~e, for it is the Comp-

troller himself who perfotriis 'hot func-jan. The di-,isiori in quýstion

services only the com-ptro~ler section in estobl~il-hing programs and

operating the budget allocated to suprport the vectj(r).

Th,-ere cire two other divis~or~s wordk noting. 1 he Data Pr oce~ssng

Service Center was estob! ýhvd in n-nd-1964, arc' hcs bevii expandinq

ever $tince. Cur.-ently, our equipmientl is quit:? old or-d riot nearly es

sophi...!cated as that to be found t- the Washington areai We are, how-

ever, scheduled tuý receve IBM 360 machines dlur'!-c1 the Cinal quartur oi`

tb 5ý fls'cli year being the Pirst rn allation jii the 1`4th Armry area t,-,
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receive modern equipment. At this time, we run everything possible

through our processing center and intend to continue to e:cpar~d as

equipment and funds become available.

The Internal Review tUivision should never be overlooked by any

command. In management by exception, this is one of the key agencies

that will turn tip the exceptions. In short, if this divitsion yells "tilt," i's

time to take a long hard look. This agency conducts aud~ts Of Our

numerous itoncppropriated and private e',sociotion fund accounts on a

semiannual or annual basis, as directed by the commander. The size of

+P. fund is not the only determining factor as to frequency of nuclit. A

grew~ deali depends on the experience and training of the custodian, and

on the post history and volume of transactions durirj,- the year.

As thrý commander's principal program coordinator, the C-c;-p-

troller heads a N;working committee consisting of the G1, G3, G4, and

Post Surgeon. This group reviews periodiLa'ly the fund-, aic iki-ble under

the Annual Funir'ing Program to determine the -'latus of obligations,

mission changes, if any, the current funding direction from higher

authority, and a host of other factors which require reevaluation of corrn-

mitmt:nts to various. programs. In mo~it cases, -differences are resolved

at this working level and fund switchin~g, as authorized by regulaticnis,

is accomplished or decided upon. *rher the working group mneets with the

Chief of Staff, +he chairman of the program Budget Advisory Cormmittee.
Residual diffe-ences, 1` any, are hrouqh to Ii teto frrslon

and flncil recomnmendations to the commander are Pstubhlit-hed. Lastly,

the comnittee mieets with the Co nmai tding General' for the final ri-cisions

cC~nCe'n!mg their ri'cornmendat~o,-s. Ger ?rally, a united front 's nle-

,ented at these muetings, since all bzirgaininq or differences 'hovld ih-,I

been iesalvei before. Meotlr,ý., with the .ammoi .J-r Y. ly should

be relatively nreie a'ter -,he cnnouai proq am h as been es-iýDhshed, since

thegr'.;,)routmiek/ m~rec'ts onice o (.,unr.iter ai-d ciý recwored j vher' major

c~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~e haqqsci c, e yh w -ld4*r ertl y c-r ajar ch ufi'

i Jrecflon dice,, orcur s,: *ýicit the mnn de himself C..rt .h.finiie

r 1;o jCs iu Ite sarr-e Jvtoi p riror lo aýF! i(nu' nj C .'nn CIn policy Thit

(~t ay i tc~ttcv itrou to t he yeav s'~ i'v; o

is do ae ori v d ur inq ce'ta, 1arh. "tucc .m--vrycoc'

o
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forget it, It is true that the progrcmmed budget is not changed every

day or even every week, but the frequency of change as warranted by
review might surprise you.

Philosophy of Management

Basically, my philosophy of management is a modification of man-

agement by exception -- examine both the very good and the very bad

closely to determine the cause, if possible. However, if never required

to prove its worth, an activity or agency becomes complacent, reactionary,

and uninspired. Ccnsequently, even if time permits only a fast look-see,

all should receive the attention of the commander h-nmtv'elf or certainly

his chief of staff.,

I1

I o
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DIRECTOR OF ARSENAL SUPPORT OPERATIONS

AND DEPUTY POST COMMANDER,

HEADQUARTERS, U. S. ARMY MISSILE CCMMAND

REDSTONE ARSENAL, ALABAMA

My prime mission as Deputy Post Commander of Redstone Arsenal is

to provide support services to the installation. These support services may

be grcouped into two categories, first, the post, camp, and station type

which are inherent to any Army installation command; and, second, cther
types which directly support the missions of the organizations k4cated at

Redstone Arsenal. And it is this mission of providing these support

services that i wish to discuss, along with some of the management

techniques utilized to assure their accomplishment.

First, however, I feel it necessary to provide a backtjround of Red-

stone Arsenal.

The installation commander of Redstone Arsenal is Major General

Charles W. Eifler, by virtue of being Commanding General of the U. S.
Army Missile Command (MICOM). We have the organizational relation-

ship of a class il activity of the Army Materiel Command (AMC), the
latter being the parent organization, located at a class II installation.

Under AMC is tie MICOM, which utilizes the directorate organiza-

tion. I am the Director of the Directorate of Arsenal Support Operations

(DASO) and also Deputy Post Commander. DASO is the organization

which pro,'ides support services to the complex.

I also want to meition that the support service provided to NASA's

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) are furnished in accord-

ance with a formal agreement between NASA (National Aeronautics and

Space Administration) and Department of Army, as directed by General

Cisenhower when he was the President of the United States. We are also

MANAGEMENT OF SUPPORT
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presently formalizing an agreement with the Sentinel Systems Command,

SENSCOM.

Nuw, I have been talking about support services, so let us look

at them in broad terms. The Directorate of Arsenal Support Operations

provides admini3trative, logistical, and technical support and services
to all elements of the MICOM, and to the Missile Munitions Center and

School (U.,AMMCS), MSFC, SENSC.OM, the Huntsville Division of the Corps

of Engineers, and others, including the large government-own~d, con-
tractor-operated plants of Rohm & Hass Chemical Corporation and the
Thiokol Chemical Corporation. The "others" also include three lessees
who rent facilities on the irnstallation. They are the Stauffer Chemical

Cumpany, the General Analire .ind Film Corporation, and the Olin Mathi-

son Chemical Company.

The support services have been divided into categories: the admin-
istrative and logistical, which, broadly, are the installation type, and the
technical or national mission type. These technical or national missions

have oeen assigned to the DASO in accordance with the MICOM policy

of consolidating ail support services ir'ko one organization.

Real Estate Management

Rea! estate management is the responsibility of my Post Engineer.
It includes management of approximutely 40,COO acres of real estate,

2,400 buildings and structures, 300 miles of roads, 62 miles of railroad

and the RSA airfield. Almost 15,000 acres is leased to cattle farmers

'or hay crops and cattle grazing. Direct monetary return is about 125,000
per year, but the main value is realized by maintenance of the pioperty
in presentable military fashion. This additional value is estimated at

$140,000 a year.

Regarding roads, we are continuc.lly working with appropriate

federal agencies, the Bureau of Roads, and state and local officiais iii

attempts #-, improve the road n-twork on and adjacent to the Arsenal.

L ilities

The Post Engineer provides utility services to all tenants on the in-

stallction. Electric power is purchased :rom the Te • see Valley Author-
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ity, at a very reasonable cost, substantially less than a penny per

kilowatt-hour. We buy about 30 million kilowatt-ho.,rs per month.

We use coal, gas, and fuel oil in producing steam in our complex

of boiler plants. We have the largest coal-fired unit within the Depart-

ment of the Army.

L Three water plants provide a combined capacity of 43,000,000 gal-

Ions of industrial water per day, of which 9,000,000 are further treated to

become domestic water. Supply is somewhat taxed during periods of

testing rocket and guided missile motors and space vehicle boosters. Our

,,aw water is taken from the Tennessee River, Wheeler Dam Reservoir,

which forms the southern boundary of the installation.

Supply

Supply responsibili•,-; extends to all organizational elements at Red-

stone Arsenal, except NASA's George C. Marshall Space Flight Center.

This includes base, medical, and quartermester supply as well as spe

ciolized supply items. More than 70% of cur effort consists of providing

non-stockage list items. We buy lasers, chemicals and propellants, small

computers, and specialized photographic equipment for research and

development activities at Redstone Arsenal. In fact, recently we purchased

four goats for an R&D Test.

In the supply area we maintain an operative inventory that exceeds

$2,500,000, which is financed through the Army Stock Fund. A's the

stock fund is a revolving account, customers ate charged for services ren-

dered, thereby replenish;ng the fund. Last year we did over $23,000,000

in business ikrough the Retail Stock Fund.

A wo " caution, however, as our supply efforts are not to be

confused with the Supply & Maintenance Directorate's "Worldwide Ware-

house Without Walls," for we provide only those supplies for operaing

the arsenal, as well as those special-order types utilized in research ond

de.velopment and local maintenance of missiles and relcted equipment.

Communications

Redstone Arse,,al has one of 'he largest communications systems in

the Department of Army and encompasses telephone and teletypewriter
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services, as well as variou.i radio nets, inter-c'o)"munications systems, and

*! television facilities.

We still operate the Arsenal Telephone Exchange serving some 2!.000

* instruments, although on 1 February 1968 our telephone service was
converted to common carrier, the Southern Bell Telephone Compc!ny. This

company has leased five acres of arse.ial land and is completing con.

struction of a Southern Be!l building on government land.
Three types of television services are provided: a communty tele-

vision system consisting of facilities to receive commercial broadcasts and
distribute them over a TV cable system, primarily to the family housing
areas; an educational closed circuit system provided to USAMMCS whereby
signals may be distributed to classrooms for training porposes; and a

closed-circuit system for the research and development directorate to
provide monitorship of tests where daoagerous conditions preclude direct
human observation.

Transportution

Transportation is a problem at Redstone, as we are scattered over
a large area. We have a fleet ef approximately 1,600 vehicles (sedans,
buses, trucks, wreckers, etc.) of which 289 are assigned to the AMMCS.
These provide regular taxi or bus service to most points on the installa-

tion, call service for points not serviced by the regular syspem, as well as

staff assigned vehicles.

Our air section does a thriving business with a dozen military air-
craft, ranging in size up to one C-54. We have rail facilities utilizing a
fleet of 4 locomotives, 28 cars, and a rail crone. Altiough no military

transportation services are provided by water, we do have the RSA and

Marshall Space Flight Center docks on the Tennessee River which provide

access to barges.

Medical Services

We presently operate a 56-bed U. S. Army Hospital, accredited by

the American Medical Association for a three-year period, and a 2i-chair

Dental Clinic. In addition, we have aggressive Occupational Health and

Preventive Denistry Programs CONARC, through Third Army Head-
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quarters, ho. funded the military portion of our medical services and is

scheduled to take over the entire piogran-.

Maintenance

Maintenance support is provided on more than 70,000 items of

equipment, from office machines to er'.,re missile systems. Much of our

effort in this area is to keep the missile systems of the Missile School

such as the Pershing missile system, in a constant state of effectiveness
for training purposes. For the past two years the school operated around

the clock, but has now dropped back to two shifts. Naturally, this ac-

celerated training kept our maintenonce people busy.

National Missior Accounting

In addition to performing installation finance and accounting func-

tions, my Finance and Accounting CenTer is also responsible for nationul

mission accounting for all RDT&E, PEMA, and O&MA appropriations for

the development, procurement, and field support of missiles. The Center

also accounts for the Wholesale Army Stock Fund for the procurement of

missile repair parts.

Wlaintenance Evaluation & Procedures Shop

We operate a Maintenance Evaluation and Procedures Shop in

support of the maintenance engineering program relating to the Army's

guided missile and rocket systems. We send teams of specialists into

the P.,eld for modification work orders, to nssist the field personnel in

modification and maintenance ol the missile iite. We have had teams in
Vietnam, Kcrea, and Europe in recent weeks.

Computution Services

The Computation Center provides electronic computation services

through .jtilzation of three 1401, thr-.e 1460, three 7010, and one 7094

IBM com-uter systems. The 7094 is ;sed for scientific purposes. while the

others are primarily commercial. I addition, we also have three analog

computers utilized extensively fc Nike-X c, well as our own R&D Di-

rectorate.
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Manufacturer of Prototype Aisnile Components

Our mechanical shops, located ini the Post Engineer area, fabricate

and manufacture prototype missile compunents an• have for quite some

time provided assistance in the research and dovelopment of missiles and

space vehicles. This work consists of operating a foundry, a precision
machine shop, a m;iýile model shop, a sheei metal shop, and similar

shops required for fo,'4rication of prototype missile components, for test

and evaluation purposes.

Patent Center

The Patent Center provides legal and engineering advice and as-
sistance in matters pertaining to inventions, patents, and other prolrietary
rights ihat would be of interest to the governmernt. We also monitor

the patent rights clause of contracts.

Now, that you have an idea of the types of support services we
provide, let's look at some of the managem',nt techniques I utilize.

Organizational Structure

First, let's Iok at the DASO ogonizational structure at the staff
level. I have 12 major staff assistants. Under these staff assistants are

approximately 40 division chiefs. Through these, I manage the efforts
of 3,000 civilians and several hundred military.

The Control Office performs comptroller type functions except finance

and accounting, which is the responsibility of the F&A Officer. The
assistants - Dental Surgeon, Post Surgeon, Post Engineer and Assistant

for Com'nunications -- often found under the S-4 or Assistant for Logistics,
have been estabi shed Lis separate staff elei. ents. Then we have the

,echnical mission organizations for ComputaTion and Patent Service.
Several functional arecs have cou-terparts at the AMICOM staff

level. These counterparts exercise MICOM staff supervision over DASO

with respect to installation-type ictivities except where the stafl responsi-

rility is specifically assigned to CASO.

As oa example, the Cor-otroll- and Director of Programs, MICOM,

exercises staof sutl rvisoirn and technical control over the Finance and

Accoun n 2eh v,with DAS( ?v.?'a operational responsibility. On the
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other hand, DASO is oasignec! staff and operational responsibility for

MICOM command security, printing control, and medical activities and is

the staft advisor to the Commanc~ing General in these areas. In relation
to this staff, I utilize a program advisory committee. Each senior staff

officer is a member of this comn ittee. They opera'e directly under the
Deputy Director, who calls meetiiigs as required. We hoy., our weekly

stc:ff meetings each Tuesday morning, with a half-day review and analysis

quarterly. As to individual contact, I have a definite open door p"licy
whereby any manager may come 'o me, just ai ! go directly to him.

Management Indicators

We recently initiated a system of management or perfomance in-
dicators, which establishes goals or objective: and compares performance

against these goals. Many of the areas in which we have devised in-

dicators contain significant potential for management improvement. This

potential can be revealed by a system for establishing objectives, meosur- q
ing performance against objectives, analyzing the results, and initiating

corrective action. We irow have 43 major managem."zt an,. performance

indicators and it is likely we will develop more than 100.
For example, in the operating civilian personrel -ea, ,-ie of our

maio, indicators is the number of personnel octior. vocijments `SF 52's,

processed per month.

Secondary indicators in this area gi,.en by breaking down the major
indicators (processing time of SF 52's) into categories, i.e., promo';oni

new hires, trandfers, and reassignments. If a major indicator indiicate-s

a probl-.m, a secondary indicator may pinpoint the need for corrective

action.

Work Moczsurement System

Another management technique or tool which I utilize is the DASO

Work Measu.enment System. This system employs the conventional tech-
nique of idr;tifyir.g work units at the lowest organizatienct level and

djveY'-..ping statistical standards based upon the direct man-hours ex-

pended in producing these work units.

In addi'ion, thcough o proration and factoring tor:n,.i!a, the bulk of

all overhead mcn-hcurs are directly related to the wor..;e' prCJuction
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Therefore, the system provides a composite work unit and standard for

each organizational segment and permits the tracking of workload trends

and, in addition, a more accurate determination of manpower require-

ments than we were previously able to document.

After identifying the basic work unit and establishing standards,

workload data are reported from each of the organizational segments.

The data are transcribed onto punch cards and processed on the IBM 7010

computer, from which a monthly report is generated. To conform with the

schedule X of manpower survey fame, the print-out perpetually shows
the latest 12-month period. Technicians review cnd analyze the monthly

data, identifying problem areas and initiating various actions to ascertain
the validity of the findings. Once the cause of the problem has been

estab!ished, I then have a firm batis for initiating corrective action, such

as re-allocation of resources.

Salable Services - Cost Distributikn

The fina: technique or concept which I wish to discuss is unknown

from any of my previous knowledge of post business. It is called the Cost

Distribution Sy'stem. First, just what is meant by cost distribution and
why is it necessary that we have such a system? The Directorate of

Arsenal Support Operations is an Army Industrial Fund operation, and

most of the effort expended is in the perfo.-mance of services identified as

base operations. The Army Industrial Fund is a revolving-type ft,'•d

which must recoup its expenditures. Since these base operation activities

are not directly funded, the cost incurred must be entirely paid for or

dist. ibuted to the receiver of the services. Th,ýrefor'ý, the Cost Distribution

System provide' for the distribution of our actual cost to our customers

on on equitable basis. So, basically, you might say that I begin the year

without any funds and I seek to end the year without any.

The Direct4;rate of Arsenal Support Operations is currently operating

with a budge'ed performance cost of about $45 mill.on. About 10%0 of

this amourw is funded for programmed missions of the DASO, such as

rifle and pistol matches, military training TDY, minor construction and

alteration uider $25,000, general-purpose capital equipment, demili-

,orization, proper',y dispo5al, family housing, as well as a sub-allotn-ent
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from Third Army, for operation of the U. S. Army Hospital, direct sub-

orders from MICOM directorates and program managers, and MSFC

reimbursable direct work. These are for such activities as maintenance

procedures, fabrication of test items, computation services, and MSFC

construction and cable projects.

The remaining 90% are primarily costs incurred in the performance

of operation and maintenance of facilities activities such as finance and

accounting, preservation of order, welfare services, repairs and utilities,
fire protection, field or support maintence of equipment, supply, com-

munication, transportation, commissary, and troop mess activities.
This 90% of $40 million plus of costs incurred by my directorate

are not directly relatable to either DASO mission fLnds or soecific orders.
They are rather in the nature of "overhead" community-type activities,
and must be distr~euted in some manner to the benefiting ci)stomer.

AR 37-1 '0 on AIF accounting provides only the following guidance:
"From the standpoirý crf allocating overhead costs to individual jobs or
servkies, when requirpd, any generclly accepted method may be used
provided it meets tWe test of reasonable accuracy as well as simplicity."

The system used at the DASO for distribution of overhead type costs
Kas been designed to the maximum extent possible to relate the "billings"
to ec,.ch customer to the benefits received and to inforn the customcr as to
what !)e is paying for.

There are four major steps in the system:
First, the costs incurrent by each organization or cost center of

DASO are identified as three basic tyF-s:

(1) General and aciministrative L.oOts - costs which are incurred
it. the general administration and staff supervision of all DASO org jrwezu

tions. They are principally fhe Offce oi the LU recto,, 'he Controi Ofi'Ice

and offices of the major stoff assistants.

(2) Division overhead costs costs which ar(, !nc-jrrc-d` by ji
operating division for administration and supervision no. d;rectly re-

lotable to the performance of any single function, such as the Production

Control arnd Services Office ot the Fost Engineer.

31 All other :osts- costs incurred by uperating divisions which

are directly incurred ii the performance of specific functions, such as

distribution, maintenance and reoair cf the water sys'em, operation of
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the telephone exchange, maintenance and repair of buildings, family

housing, etc.

Second, all other cost s are, in tuin, identified to the customer in

two ways:

(1) Job orders received fromn the customers. These orders may
be for DASO directly-funded missions, MICOM directorate sub-orders,
or ceriain Operation and Maintenance of Facilities aclivitit's such as
installation anid remova~l of interc~oins where the cost incurred may vary

according to the customers desires.

(2) Salable services. Some 87 services have been established
by the DA:,%O for distribution of costs to customers for services provided,
for which a unit of measure relates to the benefits received. Such services
awe maintenance and repair of buildings, based on square feet occupied;
operation of telephone exchange, based on telephones assigned; and
salary and wage administratito-i, based on spacier. riuthorized.

Third, since costs incurred either by job orders~ or sal1able services
are identified to all ben~efiting customers, soine of these costs will ob-
viously be identified to :)ASO itself. For examrle, thie costs of operating
the telephone exchange includes telephones assigned ý-o DASO. The DASO
is not di-ectly funded fof iis own support, and, therefore, these costs
become a third type of overhead known as secondaoy overhead.

Fourth, .,,; "ave now identified ciinerol anid administrative costs,
division overhead costs, secondary overhead costs, job order costs, and

salable service5 costs The -iistr'bulion of thcsa costs to benefiting custo-
mers is at, follows:

(1) Salable ;ervi,-qs: by -irit r~~c- whirh includes the cost of
producing each unit plus a ~hore ot dV io overhead plus a share of

general and administrotiv'- ov',reac: plis a share of secondary sec-
ondary overhead.

(2' Job orders: by actual incurred cost rlus a share of division
Zwom1hecd Whus a share of G&A and secondary overhead.

Unit prices and job order overhead rates aire predetermined based on

Iroiected workload and costs. Morthly reviews of O~tuct unit costs ai'J

actual overheac; rates t:,re made aind adjustm-titi maicde in each to c-ssure

minimumn v-ariance between actual costs and "billinf %" ,o custorn'rs by

the enmd of the fisca! year. ;ncloeotal!v,., this system is on -Icomputer
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and takes less than two hours per month to distribute unit costs. This

system provides valuable managerial data on utilization of resources

and, or course, facilitates the DASO planning and programming functions

and the current allocation of resources to various organizations. Also,

for the customer, this system provides dat' that enable better planning

and programming and promote the develnpment of more realistic support

requirements. With the unit price on a service being known, the customer

can relate this price to his available funds and mission support require-

ments, helping him to ask for only those services that are absolutely

necessary.

Again, of course, the end objective of this system is to have our

sellIng price equal our actual cost, so hat recoupment of funds and actual

cosr are in balance, on an annual basis. To date we have enjoyed a high

degree of success, balrincing out each 30 June within a few thousand, or

occasionally a few hundred dollars, of the $45 million we have spent.

To conclude, in case you had not detected it from my tond, I like

Redstone Arsenal anid think I have a tremendously interesting job..
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CHIEF OF STAFF

MILITARY DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON, D. C.

I want to discuss the maragement functions of the General Staff of

an intermediate command called the Military District of Washington

(MDW). But before I cover whe-" we do at MDW, I would like to pass on

to you a famous quotation attributecd to Sydney Smith, who was an Eng-

lish clergyman, wit, and writer. He was ordained in the Church of Eng-

land in 1794, and his works have been compared to those of Swift and

Voltaire. Smith's quotation, which is generally accepted as the origin of

phrase, "A square peg in a round hole", goes like this, and I quote:

"If you choose to represent the various parts of life by holes upon a table

of different shkpes - some circular, some triangular, some square, some

oblong - and the persons acting these parts by bits of wood of similar

shapes, we shall generally find that the triangular person got into the

squjare hole, the oblong into a triangular, and a square pa.rson has

squeezed himself into the round hole. The officer and the office, the doer

and the thing done, seldom fit so exactly that we can say 'hey were al-

most made for each other."

You and I as managers have the responsibility of putting the right

peg in the right hole. The problem of putting round pegs in round holes

faces us every day.

In my presentation I wil! give you a short history of the Military

District of Washington and explain its mission. Then I will explain how

we manage our resources, give you some personal thoughts on the Pro-

gram Budget Advisory Co'ninittee's functions, and finally some of my

views on management te:hniques.

GENERAL STAFF MANAGEMENT
FUNCTIONS IN APN LTERMEDIATE

COM MAvANUINN II N '13 51omm"N -u
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The origin of the Military District of Washington can be traced to

1921, although in earlier days it was known as the "District of Washing-

ton," which included the District of Columbia, Fort Myer, Fort Hunt, and

Fort Washingtcn. -art Hunt and Fort Wcshington had been established

along opposite sides of the Potomac River, below Alexandria, Virginia,

during the 1800's for the defense of the City of Washington. Fort Wash-

ington, located on the Maryland side of the river, is now a national

shrine. Fort Hunt on the Virginia side of the river is now maintained as

a recreational area and historical landmark by the National Park Service.

When the District of Washington was dissolved in 1927, the Com-

manding General of the 16th Brigade in Washington was made respon-

sible for the conduct of military ceremonies and the discipline and mili-

tary appearance of Army personnel in the District of Columbia. In 1939,

the 16th Brigade was transferred from the area, and a special organiza-

tion called the Washington Provisional Brigade was established. It was

from this brigade that the Military District of Washington evolved.
The Military District of Washington was created officially on 5 May

1942 to meet two requirements. The firs was the need for a well-organ-

ized and responsible defense of the nation's capital. The second was to

meet the long-standing need for a headquarters responsible for perform-

ing the numerous services required by the War Department at the seat

of government.

- During World War II, MDW grew and gradually was assigned more

functions and responsibilities. It underwent further reorganization to
facilitate its performance as a service command. The Army Band and
the Army School of Music becanic part of the organization, and the

supervision ow ýrmy Post Exchanges in the District was transferred to

MDW. One of its biggest housekeeping jobs was that of servicing the

newly-built Pentagon building. This task was accomplished through the

establishment of the Army Headquarters Commandant, who is a mem-

b#r of the MDW staff. With the cessation of hostilities at the end of World

War II, MDW continued its mission of service and housekeeping activities

arid its participation in ceremonies in 'he Washington area.

Now, for a geographical description of the present-day Military Dis-

trict of Washington. The commcnd stretches along both sides of the Poto-

mac River t~om a point about 40 miles northwest of Washington down
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the river to Chesapeake Bay. The area enc,..nposses ih-. Disirict of Col-

umbia; the Virginia counties of King George, Prince William, Stafford,

Westmoreland, Arlington, and Fairfax (not including Fort Belvoir) and
the separute city of Alexandria; and the Maryland counties of Calvert,

Charles, Montgomery, Prince George's, and St. Mary's. It is not a very
large area - just 3,562 square miles. It's an enclave in the heart of the

First Army area, which is a little unusual.
Since World War I!, many organizational changes have taken place

within MDW but they primarily have been only refinements. The mis-

sions and functions are essentially the same as they were some 20 year:

ago. The Military District of Washington is known to the American public

primarily as the Army ceremoniql organization which provides crack units,
personnel, and equipment for such occasions as inaugural parades, state

and military funerals, guarding the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, arri-
val and departure ceremonies for visiting heads of state, and other spe-

cial functions. It has many other less glamorous functions, which are
often completely overlooked by the civilian bystander. MDW has the
same functions as a Zone of Interior Army with one exception. We do
not have the reserve component responsibility. MDW, in essence, is a
miniature CONUS army. The Commanding General of MDW it charged
with super'-ising and supporting all Army troop units and Class I activi-
ties physically located within his geographical area MDW also provides

support for Army Class II installation and activities in tht area; for ten-

ant and satellite units and activities; and for many units and personnel
of other Army commands, other military departments, and even other

agencies of the government. rFr example, the White House motor pool

is an organization of MDW.

As far as security is concerned, we have the normal security mis-

sions of any major command in addition to some that are pecuiar to the

Washington area. We also are responsible for certain contingency oper-

",tions in the Washington area. The plans are classified, ot course; how-

ever, it can be saiý the first Federal troops to be called out in an emer-

gency in Wasshington are MDW troops.

At the seat of government, we have many support activities. For

instance, we have a lot of housekeeping chores. The Pentagon is just

one of thirteen buildings where the Army is the predominant tenant.
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Some o' the other buildings ore the Tempo A, B, and C complexes out-

side the walls of Fort McNair; the NASSIF building at Bailey's Crossroads;

Tempo 7, which houses the Chief of Engineers and the Army Materiel

Command at Washington National Airport; and ehe old Post Office Build-

ing. Our headquarters Commandant, in addition to the headaches at

the Pentagon, has a few other buildings for which he is responsible.

When you consider that the Air Force, Navy, Department of Defense,

and other agencies are in these buildings, then you will realize that we
have to be responsive to their needs and desires, as well as to those of

our own service. We also have housekeeping and maintenance respon-

sibilities for certain ARADCOM and STRATCOM sites which are geograph-
icaily located in our area.

Major installations under Military District of Washington's jurisdic-
tion are Fort Myer, Cameron Station, Davison Army Airfield, Fort McNair,

and Arlington National Cemetery.

Major units in MDW are: the 1st Battalion, 3d Infantry (The Old

Guard); the United States Army Band and Chorus; and Headquarters

Company, U. S. Army, which is one of the largest headquarters com-
panies anywhere. There are over 1,700 people in that one company.
It is composed of Army erlisted personnel who work at the Pentagon

Building and the various Department of Defense staff offices. We also
have the Headquarters Company, U. S. Army Women's Army Corps,

which is located at Fort Myer. In addition, we have the United States

Army Service Center for the Armed Forces and the Civilian Employees

Health Service which are located in the Pentagon. The United States Army

Service Center for the Armed Forces processes all the passport applica-
'ions for military and Department of Defense civilian personnel. It also

processes ID cards and issues Pentagon parking stickars. At Cameron

Station, we have what is called the Joint Household Goods Shipping Of-

fice. Movements of all household goods for all the military services in

the metropolitan Woshir-,ton area is handled by this office. Last year,

there were over 90,000 shipments in and out of the Washington area.

We also. have our normal installation garrison commands. At Fort Mc-

Nair, the post i;• kecoming the military college center for higher learning.

The Notio0 -olege. bt- Industrial Coliege of the Armed Forces,

and the lnter-;-;i- L>--.113 8
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Like any other intermediate command, we conduct training in ac-

cordance with guidance and requirements established by CONARC. The

Commanding General of the Military District of Washington has general

court-martial jurisdiction over all Army personnei in the Washington

area whose commander does not hove that jurisdiction. The Command-
ing General also is assigned general court-martial jurisdiction over the

worldwide Army attache system. If an Army officer or enlisted man on

attache duty in Moscow or anywhere else gets into serious trouble,

comes back to MDW for his general court-martial.

MDW is a major subordinate command of CONARC, the same as

First Army, Third Army, Fourth Army, Fifth Army, and Sixth Army. The

reason for our existence, however, as i have said, is to provide house-
keeping and other support for Headquarters, Department of the Army.

As a consequence, we receive myrriad calls direct from the Pentagon

using a "quick fire line" rather than the command channel through

CONARC. We do keep CONARC adv'sed of what goes on over thie quick
line. And we do have the prerogative of telling DA to go through com-
mand channels if we want to, but MDW rarely exercises it. As a matter

of fact, we get along fine with the people in the Pentagon building.

Now that I have discussed the history and physical characteristics

of MDW, I want to discuss how we are organized. Like any other major

command, we have a standardized orgcnization. MDW has a General

Staff and a Special Staff. In addition, we have the Ceremonies and Spe-
cial Events Office and the U. S. Army Headquarters Commandant which
you won't find in any ZI army. The reason they are in our organization

is quite obvious.

I will now describe what each one of our General Staff officers does,
and then I will discuss the Program Rudget Advisory Committee. I'll

start with the Comptroller, who is the man with the checkbook. He

handles the money, but his job is not quite that simple. :n MDW, he is

responsible for budgeting, accounting, internal review and auditing,

management engineering activities, financial analysis, and statisticnI

reporting.

The Comptroller is the staff and technicai supervi3or for the Cum-

mand's finc.;,:e accountiny and data processiry operations at For? Myer,

where ,•e have a laroe Automatic Data Processing Certer. He is also
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the principal staff officer for the Army Program System. The Com;0 rol-

ler also maintains liaison with CONARC -,nd other DA agencies on mat-

ters of finance. He is responsible for keeping on top of the latest trends

and methods in his staff area.

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel works with p.•ople. Wo are

relctiveiy small people-wise as well as geographically. P-esen.ly we have

arouna 4,000 military personnel and about 2,700 civiliins assigned i;o

MDW activities. There are others attached to us for administrative pur-

poses, but they don't belong to us. Rouqhly, then, we have about 6,700

pepl- in our various activities and installations.

DCSPER advises and assists the command on all personnel mntlers.

He is responsible for manpower control, Women's Army Corps, person-

nel advisory services, morale services, Special Services, welfare, safety,

general educational development of military personnel, nonappropriated

fund activities, Army Community Services activities, and headquarters
interior space management for the commandI. He also serves as pro-

gram director for the personnel and services portion of the operating

progr,-m and budget. We differ from some commands in that DCSPER

is not responsible for tho assignment and hcndling of military person-

nel. That is done by our Adjutant General.

DCSPER supports the VIP arrarqementr. for state and other military

funerals at Arlington Cemetery in coordination with ui- Ceremonies and

Srecial Events Offi,., He also administers the civ;liar personne! pro-

grnm, and the trair.ig and employment program for disadvantir•ed

and handicapped workers. We are involved in five of these programs

on a year-round basis. MDW also participates in the Youth Opportunity

Campaign during the summer months. This program operates under the

policy guidance of the Vice President of the United States.

The Peputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence has the normo, security

and counterintelligence responsibilities. Chemical, biological and radio-

logical detection activities also are his responsibility. He provides mis-

sions for the spporting intelligence Corps groups operating in the corr-

mi-nd. In each gec-graph;cal area of the United States, there are

Inte4ligence Corps groups which support the commands. We have one

that supports us. Details of thei- work is Jassified, so I won't dscuss it.

We probably have a little more liaison wor, in our inillir'rnce field
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)han you would find in c;ties, like Chicago, Los Angeles, or some other

place because of our location in the Washington areu We maintain liai-

son with the Secret Service, the Natiorcal Capital Park Prilice, the Capioal

Police, and the Metropolitan Police. The District of ColurrL,tz is not under

one police force. There is certain land in the district tkat , National

Park land with the Park Police having jurisdiction over it. Capitol Hill

ha., its own police force under the control of Congress 1..#hich has juris-

diction over the Capi'ol Building and the Senate and House Office Build-

ings. The Secret Service has jurisdiction over the White Huuse and cer-
tain other areas. Metropolitan v'olice have what is left of Washington

itself, and then each suburban area has its own force. It does require

quite a lot of coorditiation, which would not occur it. the average city.

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Training is the princi-

pal staff officer responsible for contingency planning, military opera-

tions, organization of TO&E units, and training and schooling of military

•ersonnel. He also manages the commarnd's marksmanship proe-am.

CB training and operations are anot-er segment of H-;s duties. He has

staff supervision for the 1,,z•mnr operations at Davison Army Airfield,

which is located at Fort Belvoir, and the Pentagon Heliport, which is

located on the Pentagon grounds.

Army aircraft regularly transport military and civilians VIP's from

the Pentagon to Andrews Air Force Base, and provide life-saving airlift

capabilities for community emergelcies. 1here is rarely a month in the

summer which passes when we don't pluck a stranded swimmer from

a rock in the Potomac River. We , scued five last summer. 'n addition

to its community relations aspects, rescuing overventuresome svimmers

is good training for our pilots

The other general staff offi,..r in MDW is the Deputy Chief of Staff

for Logistics. He has a big job, since logistcs in MDW is a $100 million

a year business. He has to plan and supervise all the logistic operations

in MDW. DCSLOG is responsible for staff supervisir.n ovcer tie optation

and maintenance of some 400 motor vehicles, the maintenance of all

aircraft at 'avison Army Airfield, and the corrmunications for special

Army activites. DCSLOG also has responsibility for ca signal t,n,, which

is organized specifically for the pu-pose of supporting coremorial nctivi-

ties in the Washington area. The units %pecial van-rnounted equipment
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is used during ceremcnies involving visiting heads of sta t e, and at

torchlight tattoos. It often provides the sound pickup for the news

media during special eventz. It also providos complete photographic

coverage for every Army honor ceremony conducted in the Washington

area. The unit provides color photos which go into o book given to

the recipient, or to the family !f it is a posthumous award, for all Medal

of Honor awards ceremonies. The unit also provides a color photo

boank to each head of state who visits Washington showing the military

ceremonies in which he participated.

DCSLOG also manages the cormmand's three commissaries, one of

- which is the biggest grocery slore in the world. MDW's annual com-

missary business last year was over $32 million and should be more

than that this year. The big store, the Cameron Station Commissary,

is selling about $11/4 million a month and over $15 million a year.

MDW's second largest commissary is the one at Fort Myer and its sales

are running between $900,000 and $1,000,000 a month. It is located

in -:,n old stable on the post. With its physical facility, I doti't under-

stand how they do so much business. The high volume of business is

attributable to the large active duty and retired military population in
Ahe area. The commissary at Fort McNair is averaging only $450,000

a munth, so it ranks a poor third in soles.

Our DCSLOG also has staff supervision over the physical improve-

ment of A rlington National Cemetery. South Post of Fort Myer is gradu-

ally be;ng taken over by Arlington Ncý'ional Cemetery. Aftr, PrpeiAent

I *. -€ Kennedy was buried there, the number of ioerments in Arlington

Notional Cemetery skyrocketed. About a year and half ago, the Army

found it necesscry to put certain restrictions cn burials in Arlington.

And, as Arlington National Cemetery is exprnded, facilitiei must be

constructed on the North Post of Fort Myer to repiace the facilities that

are torn down on South Post to make room for cemetery expansion.

1he cemetery eventually will extend out to the high-way which goes

by the Pentcgon Building.

I wn't dscuss the Special Staff. They do the same things you

would normally expect ot a special itaff.

Now to Jiscuss what I do in the organization. My duties as Chief

of Staff are obvious. Since MDW does noi have a separate Deputy
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S~Commander, I wear two hats as both the Deputy Commander and the

:,, Chief of Staff. Whenever General O'Molley is on leave, I become the

Commander of the Military District of Washington. One of my jobs is

Chairman of the Program Budget .A,-v!-:y Committee. I mignt add

that General O'Malley finds a vast amount of his time taken up with

ceremoniai duties. He and i normally operate with him being the

"outside man" and me being rhe "inside man." He often is required to
S~be at the cemetery for a ceremonial wreath-laying at the Tomb of the

Unknown Soldier or at the Kennedy grave. General O'Malley normally

represents the President of the United States as the host at these cere-

monies involving high officials. Whenever he has to particpate in cere-

monies, he goes out and !stay and manage the store.

I am also responsible to the Commander For the planning and

execution of all ceremories and special events. I have a Ceremonies &

Special Events staff in my immediate office to assist in this responsibility.

in FY 66, there were 6,455 ceremonies and in FY 67, it increased slightly

to 6,572 ceremonies. The ce~emonies !nciude oorades and ?.=iews,

military funerals, wreath-laying ce~remonies, and arrival and departure .

of heads of state or prime ministers. So far this year, we have had 48

arrivals or departures of a head of state or prime minister. tADW's

parades and reviews include the retiremenet ceremonies for all Army

personnel in th• ¢¢ashington area who desire it as well as those norm-

ally heldl on all military installations.

,,vW , wouldki i" to talk about funerals. It, FY 66, there were

4,000 funercls; then it dropped to 3,81 7 in FY 67; anid so far this year,

there have beer-, 1,996. The decrease is the result of the new r Jlicy

on burial in A•r~Inton National Cemetery which became effective in

February 19:.7. To be eligible now for burial in Arlington National

Cemetery, you must either die on active duty; be a retired member of

the Armed Forces; or bie a veteran who has been elected to a high

federal office, appointed to the Supreme Court, or to a Cabinet position.

MDW has rllready started planning the inaugu, al pa-ade for next

20 January. 1he Commanding General of the Military District of WMash-

ingtorn is aliways "e Cha.irmnan of the Military Participation Committee

,far the inavgural parade. Within otur Ceremon~ies cand Special Events
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Office, a staff consisting of a lieutenant colonel, a captain, and a ser-

geant, are currently working on plans for the parade. Even though
Scertain changes may have to be made, there are certain basic thingsH that have to be arranged in advance because of the required lead time.

Because of the sensitive nature of the inaugural parade, the planning

committee works out of my office and the Commanding General is

briefed often on its progress.

To properly perform our missions and responsibilities, the staff

prepares an annual operating program, which is updated monthly.

The Command Operating Program of MDW states objectives, policies,

priorities, and manpower and funding guidance. It also provides a
basis for measuring our accomplishments and use of resources. In
regard to resources, it also shows which resources are available and
required to accomplish our overall missions. The Program Budget

Advisory Committee, of which I am the Chairman, is similar to what
you would find in any command anywhere. The committee consists
of me and the heads of 1he General Staff sections, which I have already

discussed - the Comptroller, the DCSPER, the DCSINTEL, the DCSO&1,
and the DCSLOG- and we have one officer from the Special Staff, the

Command Surgeon.

Specifically, the committee is responsible for the following:
1. Analyzing the program and budget guidance from higher

authority (CONARC and DA), together with internal requirements of

he .d,• - -.. ..... , uvJising on deveiopment of the Command Operat-

4 ing Program, Command Operating Budget, and the Budget Execution

Review.

2. Reviewing Command Operating Program objectives, resource
requirements, and probable resource availability in order to ins #je ohat
they (ire cons.'bient and balanced within and ary.-)ng major activities,

3. Insuring proper coordination of the Command Operating Pro-
gram by reviewing the operaoing schedcl,&s a,,d the program and %ched-

ule changes to insure the maintenance of baiance during the actual year
of program execution.

4. Re:ving and making appropriate recommendations to the
Commanding Gene.a! on the proposed annual funding program, wnich

is distributed to out subordinate commands.
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5. Reviewing and making recommendations on new programs

and policies, and revisions of existing programs which necessitate sub-

stantial changes in the con'emplated expenditure of current fiscal year

funds.

6. Analyzing important policy changes received either from
CONARC or DA, as well as changes propos-d by MDW staff agencies

to determine what impact they have on the program.

7. Recommending budgetary or financial actions which will in-

crease the efficiency of the Military District of Washington and its sub-

ordinate installations.

As chairman of the Progrcm Budget Advisory Committee, I try to
insure that the committee develops a plan for the programming and

subsequent utilization of resources in a manner which is the most effi-
cient and the most economical. We also have what we call a junior or
working Program Budget Advisory Committee. On these working group

committees we have tried to put representatives who are best informed
and best equipped technically to deal with our financial problems. The
committee at the working group level actually performs the pick-and- .

shovel work. All of its work must, of course, be reviewed by the
principal staff.

I try to make sure we have a reasonable balance in personnel,

supp!ies, and services, and that the budget we present to the Command.
ing General is the best one as far as .tilization of resources is concerned.

In addition to the Commnrnd Operating Program, the Command Operat-
inq udAget, and The Budget Execution Review, our Program Budget Ad-
visory Greup develops and coordinates a monthly Financial Management
Report, which is presented to me, as Chief of Staff, and then to the
Commanding General for approval prior to its submission to CONARC.
This rFnancial Manonement Report summarizes all existing and potential
finincial pi'oblems, explains any significant deviations or changes in
programs, presents a p'as.pd obligation "ate, and indicates any re-

programming required tor the balance of the year. This report keeps

CONARC advised of the status of all unfinanced requirements.

That, in essence, is what we do in the Military District of Wash-
ington. I don't think it is much different from what you do at your home

station. We sometimes have unexpected problems which have to be
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I, solved in a hurry, but we seldom have any real trouble. We receive

the finest cooperation from CONARC and from DA that you can imagine.

The best example of this was the weekend when Senator Kennedy was

buried. In order to support that mission we had to pay some people

overtime even though it was right at the end of the fiscal year and

our overtime funds were exhausted. We contacted CONARC, and they

said to go ahead and pay the overtime. They took care of it for us.

CONARC appreciates our peculiar position with respect to unusual re-

quirements. Of course, we don't get any more than our fair share. We

have to live with shortages like everybody else. They also sernd their

manpower survey people to MDW to cut our spaces just like they cut

yours.

My personal views on operating a management system in a head-

quarters or comptroller shop are as follows:

1. The simpler you keep it, the better off you are. One of our

biggest problems is making something really complicated. I think more

harm has been done to the management system in the Army from hav-

ing technicians write directives and generalists or laymen failing to

review them before they are published. Certainly an accountant under-

stands accounting language, but the instructions that we have to give

out nre to the average soldier or the average GS-9 who does not have

a technical degree. If we can write a directive in layman's language

and keep it simple, we won't have any trounlp.

S2. Anothc- view of mine on what contributes to a lot of mistakes

is that too many people are asking for too much information. Pro-

ponents seldom do anything with the information after they get it. It

often is put in a file cabinet and never looked at again. I think the

information required at each level of activity should be only the mini-

mum required for "hat manager to control and operate his program.

There is no need to ask for every piece of iniormation just because

somebody may ask a question about it. You should keep the reports

and other informational data down to what you actuflly need to

operate. You have too much information coming to you if you have

to put it in a file cabinet because you can't digest it.

3. Another maragement view of mine concerns accurary. If you

have minimal information on which decisions are made, you must
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hawc. sme type of check and controls to insure that the data on which

decisions are based are accurate. You may be familiar with the mistake

made by a punct card key puncher who hit the wrong key and 6,000

of a certain item were shipped to Vietnam instead of the requested 60.

Accuracy is important. It takes continuous checking, plus good training

of your personnel, to achieve accuracy.

4. My last management view concerns timely information. If

your information is historical data, it won't do you any good in your

operations. I have been stationed in places where reports were required

for decisions affecting the last quarter of the fiscal year, but the reports

arrived three months after the end of tie fisoi year. That is another

reason for keeping the system simple and recuiring only minimum es-

sential data. If this is done, the reports will arrive on time and with

thie necessary information.

The above are my personai views on operating a managerrnt

system in a headquarters or comptroller shop. Simplicity with accurocy

is ý.; key.-
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DEPUTY ASSISTANT

SECRETARY OF THE ARMY

(MANPOWER AND RESERVE AFFAIRS)

1. OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY FOR

MANPOWER AND RESERVE AFFAIRS

Public Lrow 00-168, the Act known as the "Reserve Forces Bill of

Rights aid Vitalization Act," became effective on 1 January 1968. Its

major import for the purposes of my presentation was to establish an

Assistant Secretary of each of the departments whose principal duty is

"the overall supervision of manpower and rrserve component affairs of

the Department rf the Army."

The establishment of these responsibilities at the Assistant Secretary

level, whereas formerly they had been at the Deputy Under Secretary
level; the added emphasis on the Reserve Affairs responsibility; and the

increasing importance over the last few years of the application of

systems analysis techniques to manpower managemz'it problems -

these and other factors made some reorganization necessary. Our

organization, just recently approved, is shown in Figure 1.
You will note that there are three primary assistants to help with the

n...... kIut-: Iirc# the Deputy for Personnel Management and Train-

ing, the position I am filling, is responsible for military and civilian per-

sonnel policies and management, education, individual training, and
personnel research - the retail, personal aspects of manpower manage-
ment. Second, a Deputy for Manpower and Forces, responsible for pro-

curement, distribution and utilization of manpower and for force struc-

ture and readiness - these you will rec:ognize as the wholesale, the more

or less impersonal aspects of manpower management. Third, a Special
Assistant for Reserve Affairs, who is charged with keeping himself and

SUPERVISION OF MANPOWER AND
- 4 I IL

RE3ERVE COMPONENT AFFAIRS
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the Assi' tant Secretary fully informed on all aspects - not just person-

nel, bt,- logistics, training and operations, as well- of the National

Guard U. S. Army Reserve, and the ROTC program.

In addition to these senior civilian assistants, there is a Colonel Exe-

cutive Officer and a small number of relatively senior action officers,

organized into the divisions sFown on the bottom line in Figure 1. Almost

a part of the office, because of its close relationship with us, is the Em-

ployment Policy and Grievance Review Staff, about which I will say more

later.
The mission of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Manpower and

Reserve Affairs) is set forth in General Orders No. 1, 1 January 1968.
"Subject to the direction and control of the Secretary of the Army, he is
authorized and directed to act for the Secretary within the following listed
fields of responsibility: manpower management; National Guard, Re-
serve and ROTC Affairs; personnel management; education and indivi-
dual training, human factors research (in coordination with the ASA j
(R&D)); employment policy and employee-management relations; morale
and welfare; and civil rights and equal opportunity. He is responsible
for the exercise of direction and supervision over matters pertaining to
the formulation, execution, and review of policies, plans, and programs

within his functional areas including the establishment of objectives and

appraisal of performance."
I will now briefly cover each of the division- giving their principal

functions. The first two divisions shown in the organizational chart
(Figure 1) were the Force Structure and Readiness Division and the Procure-
ment and Distribution Division. These have not been formed yet and for
the time being their two main functions are split: Mcnpower has d;stri-

bution and the Division of Education, Training and Research handles pro-

curement. Present organization is as shown in Figure 2.

Manpower Division

The Manpower Division is our ! .rgest "Division" being authorized
five officers. As in any line organization the division's personnel make

the initial examination and maintain an account of the formol action.

memoranda and letters which pertain to their areas of interest and

which are transmitted amono the officers of the Secretary of Defense the

Army staff and the Army Secret,,riat.
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In the area of "forces" it reviews and makes recommendation. con-

cerning major force structure chcnge proposals; the manpower autho.'i

zations to fill the force structure; the costs and trade.offs involved; ancr

the readiness cipabilities and Ceployability of current and planne d

forces. In this regard the Manpower Division works actively, with per-

sonnel from the office of the A-sistant Vice Chief of Staff, the Assistant

Secretaries of the Army for Financial Management and Installations and

Logistics and occasionally the General Counsel.

Some of these considerations might be broken down as follows:

Military structures: Division forces; special mission; general

support; allocation of structure between active Army and Reserves (ac-

cording to strategic operations analysis enemy threat logistical consid-

era :ons).

Authorizations to fiN structure: Geographic considerctions; bal-

ance of p3ayments; enemy threat; CONUS reinforcing capabilities; budget

formulation.

Deployability: Readiness requirements; force activations and

deactivations; phasing and scheduling.

DA mobilization and demobilization plans; force and MPR ac-

counting; ADP systems and models.

Civilian force requirements CONU. and overseas: Naitonal

and Ioro.gn national,

Education, Training & Research Division

The Education, Training anrd Research Division is a two-man offire

whi:h was formed during a reorganization in April 1967.

This Division monitors studies in progiess both at DA and OSD level,

Usually passing the monitorship to another divisicn of the office when the

study results are implemented. The military Quadrennial Pay Review,

the Hubbell Group, wouIld be a case in point. So long as it remains a

study, it w-l1 be in ti-is Division: when legislation hao been passed, it

will go to the Militory Personnel Management D',\'sien.

The Division of Fducation, T oining and Research handles such di-

verse actions as Prolect One Hundred Thousand, Proaect TRANSITION,
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and police recruiting - three highly active areas of intense politlcal

interest.

Here are the major functional areas of the Education, Training and

Research Division, with some of their respective fields of interest:

Education: U. S. Military Academy, senior colleg 35, the Haines

Board, middle maniagement education.

Training: Offficer Ctandidate School, Defense Language Insti-

tute, the individual i.oldier, qualitative standards.

Research: Quadrenniial pay review, computer-aý;sistecd instruc-

tion, human factors research.

Military Personnel Policy Division

The personnel man~agement functions cover the entire spectrum ot

activities from the "worný,z to The tomb." I say this part~y in humor but

there is more truth than poetry in the statement. Fo--r example, we re-

view arnd approve Army policy with regaqrd 'to medical core for both the

servi~emon and servicewoman und dependents. Since our medical care

includes obotetrics, the starting point of mny personnel management ru-

sponsibilitie- is self-evident, At the other end of the spectrum rest my

responsibilities in the personnel field!, as the), pertain to Army mortuary

services and remeteries. (I should hiasten to point out that mortuary and

cemetery operations are the responsiblitty of ASA(i&L)).

Personnel mancgement relates to collective policies which govern

the privileges., entitlements, and; services applicoble to all Arm,/ person-

nel, It also relah~s to policies whirI+ govern porticu!,ar groups ich as

aviaitors anc) others entitle~d to special pay or individuals whose respon-

sibi'irie-s or character of seivice requirtc they be grven spccicW cc -;idera

t;nor attle.tion, III this respect I cite our pro-pay a rd the varlable re-

ec-liqtmont bor-us wh-Yc~h were ri-signed to help !he Army r(etain hard

Nk ilk, or expensively tru;,ied 'oidivrs. I wculci enituire o guess that there.

are very few A!, ~ c 1 i-;drci afftf~ 'Jr- e ser vicernan that do not
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come through this office. In many cases the Assistant Secretary is the

final approving authority, in others he reviews and recommends action

to Mr. Resor. At OSD, Mr. Fitt's office monitors service-wide policies in

the some way that we deal in Army personnel policies.

The other portion of the primary responsiLility assigned to the ASA

(M&RA) by Public Low 90-168 is the "overall supervision of . . . reserve

component affairs of the Department of the Army." This is a very broad

responsibility covering all of the activities which affect the Reserve com-

ponents in any way. Put another way, the law gives the Assistant Sec-
retary the responsibility and authority to act for the Secretary of the

Army in such a way as to insure that personnel, facilities, equipment,

ciaid other support is provided to and used by the Army Rese-ve compo-

nents in a manner which will insure that training and mobilization re-

qui~ements are met.

While ASA(FM) and ASA(I&L) retain their budgetary and logistical

functions pertaining to the Reserves, this office must coordincte and

monitor those actions which affect thee Reserves. A good example of the
complexity of this responsibility is the fact that this office served as the

single point of contact in the Army Secretarial for all actiois pertaining
to the recent mobilization. Representatives of the Army Staff and the

Assistant Secretary reg.,larly met with the Secretary of the Army to keep
him apprised' of the situation, to give him our recommendations, and to

obtoan his decisions. Mr. Fitt, Mr. Brehm's counterpart in the Departmek.t

of Defense, also was kept advised of our progress. This office continues
to monitor the readiness of the recently mobilized reserve units.

Civilian Personnel Management Division

So far I have been talking about military personnel and military
functions. Under the provisions of General Orders 1, which was issued

on the first of January this year, the Assistant Secretary is authorized
to act for the Secretary of the Army in all matters pertaining to civilian

personnel management. He directs and •upervises the formulation, exe-
cution, and rev.iew of crviin personnel manaqeme it policies, plans,

and programs. There is a fundamental differev•ce between these respon.
sibi aties for Army civoiian persannel pelicy and the fesponsibii'tie! for

Army militciry personnel policy !n both areas, the Department is sub.

;c t to eitating slatutes and DOD insvructions anJ directives, but ou.
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civilian personnel management program is, in addition, subject to re-

quirements established by the Civil Service Commission As you know,

the Civii Service Commission is charged with the basic responsibility for

establishing civilian personnel policy in the Executive Branch of the Fed-

eral Government. Our civilian personnel policies must conform to those

contained in the Federal Personnel Manual and regulations issued by

the Commission.

As might be imagined, the responsibility for civilian personnel man-

agement in the Army covers our total civilian work force. It includes all

categories of civilian personnel, regardless of the cassification we might

be using. Some of the major civilian personnel programs cover white-

collar and blue-collar personnel in CONUS and overseas; U. S. citizens

and foreign nationals; appropriated fund and non-appropriated fund

personnel; and direct-hire and indirect-hire personnel.

The respcnsibilities for requesting the approval of civilian executive

level positions, for approving long-term training for civilian executives,

and for recormrmending awards which require approval by the Secretary

are exercised through boards and committees. The Assistant Secretary

is Vice-Chairman of the Civilian Executive Personnel Board and I am a

member of that Board and Chairman of the Executive and Professional

Development Committhc arid the Incentive Awards Board. Our staff also

includes an assistant for civilian personnel matters who reviews and

makes recommendations concerning civilian personnel actions which are

submitted for approval by the Army staff. We look to the Director of

Civilian Personnel in ODCSPER for Army-wide staff direction of our civil-

ian personnel management progtaram

Employment Policy and Grievarce Review Staff

A further funclion of our office relates to the Employment Policy and

Grievance Review Staff which carries out mainly administrative and

quasi-judicial functions concerning civilian employees. This unit is com-

prised of a Director and Deputy, six personnel technicians, and a clerical-

adminictrative support group of five persons.

This Staff has tie responsibility for appellate review of appeals to

the Secretary of the Army from civilian ermployee. of the Department
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who have been subjected to adverse action - essentially suspensions,

demotions, or removals - by their employing cctivities. Also reviewed

by this Staff are complaints of discrimination based on race, color, reli-

gion, sex, or national origin. The actual decision in both types of case

are by delegation, signed by me in my capacity as the Department's

Equal Employment Opportunity Officer. A panel of top civilian executives,

representative of the entire Headquarters, has been esiablished to assist

the Staff in the review process. Three members are selected from the

panel, upon call, to serve in an advisory capacity.

These cases evoke a great deal of outside interest, including inquiries

from such sources as the White House, the Congress, and veteran, labor,

and minority group organizations. Correspondence with these sources

represents a substantial part of the Staff's activity.

Consideration of the formal appeals has a two-fold puroo!,e: first,

to resolve the matter insofar as it affects the individual e:-iployee, and

to moae him whole if in fact he has been the virt;n of management

error or dereliction, Since many of the personnel actions are far-

reaching in their impact on employee careers, the importunce of this

review cannot be over-emphaized.

But the process of review of discrimination complaints and adverse

actions serves another significant pirpose. We consider the process to

be a window on Yhe operation of the entire civilian personnel manage-

ment program of the Army, revealii, to us how the policies and elements

of that program are being administered at operating levels. In review

of these case! we gct real insight into the treatment of employees gen-

erally, ard the dimate of employee-management relations. I mentioned

a momnent ago that where we discover error, we attempt to make an

emoloee whole, but we are also mindful of the implications of those

errors on management practices generally, and ..,,herever appropriate

we go beyond the individual case to effect improvement in the overall

cLimcste.

In only a very limited number of cases have we been able to

ldentify racial or religious sc, :crimination 0s such But in a mucli larger

proportion of .uch complaints, we have fouid deficiencies in civilian
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personnel management which violated the Department's policies or rzgu-

latory recquirements and could have created the appearance of dis-

crimination to an aggrieved member of a minority group. In calendar

year 1967, for example, over 60% of the discrimination comp!nints filed

with the Department resulted in some form of corrective action. Where

such action has been required, we have continued to monitor the organi-

zation in which the complaint arose, often requiring periodic reports

as to the effectiveness of action taken.

I1. DEVELOPMENTS IN FORCE STRUCTURE,

MANPOWER, AND MATERIEL MANAGEMENT

In a recent talk at the Army War College, Secretary Resor ad-

dressed himself to certain developments in Army management metho-

dology which have occurred during the past three years. I would like

to share some of his comments with you because I believe them to be

reallv pertinent to this discussic:n.

In the last three years, since we first committed large forces in

Vietnam, the active Army has grown from 16 1 3 to 19 1 3 divisions.

its strength has grown from 970,000 to 1,570,000 men. Its annual

budget has grown from $12 billion in fiscai year 1965 to over $25

billion in the coming fiscal yeai. This growth has been achieved with

the call-up of only 17,400 reserves in units. These rapid and costly

changes have forced the developmtnt of new managment techniques

to deal more quirkly and systematically with the varied issues which

sich changes typically raise.

During the buildup we •iave had to address acirin and again such

issues as:

_-How many divisions should the Army contain? and

'How many men should the Army have?

These are complex issUes. Each involves manpower, training, readiness

and cost, cutting across the whole range of Army staff functions. Each

demands the assembly and analysis of large amounts of data anJ 'he

resolution of many subsidiary problems. And in ne end, as we c.I1

knwv, these issues invclve elements which will defy objective analysis

and whicih must be reso!ve'J by subjective judgment, calling for the
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simultaneous weighting of militar', requirements, international commit-

ments, human and financial copabilitiks, and domestic political factors.

We have made improvements both in organization and in metho-

dology. Organization fias been affected because the issues required

work by every major division of the Army Staff. Normal staff procedure

would be to designate one major staff division as the proponent with

the responsibility to coordinate and integrate the efforts of all partici-

pating elements of the Staff. We found that this approach did not

achieve the type of integrated analysis which was necessary. At the

same time, adequate analysis of these complex issues required increasing

use of new and improved management information systems and heavy

reliance on automatic data processing. To achieve the integrated ana'ysis

needed and to infuse the effort with the new methods of data gathering

and analysis, we established a new office of the Assistant Vice Chief

of Staff within the office of the Chief of Staff. This new office has

significantly improved the Army's ability to address the major ýssues

concerning forces, manpower, equipment and readiness; to develop

logical solutions in a rational manner; and to present them clearly and
logically to the Secretary of Defense.

Methods have improved both through the evolution of the overall

systematic approach and through improved analysis of problem ele-

ments. As is known, the Secretary of Defense uses as a major manage-

ment techniquE a series of documents which luy out ,he major issues

and the pertinent facts, propose policies, provide a vehicle for comments

by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Services, and constitute the decision

document-, finally approved by the Secretary of Defense. Examples oa

such documents are the Draft Presidential Memoranda, which are con-

cerned with force :ssues and levels of support, and the Development

Concept Papers, whic6 were instituted within the last year to deal with

decisions on the d-velopment and procurement of wnrio. new items of

equipment.

The role of the Draft Presidential Memoranda has changed over

the last two years. Previously they served primarily to rec-rd the force

decisions made by the Secretary of Defense during the budget cycle.

Now th,:y are prepared in dra't early in the calendar yea:, immediately

after the Joint Chiefs of Statt ,hrnmit their annual force recommendations
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and well before the budget decision process begins. Drafts distributed

to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Services for comment provide the

basis for exchanges of views on the issues for decision. When approved

by the Secretary of Defense, each document contains a record not only
of his explicit decision but also of the 1racts and the rationale on which
the decision was based. Decision documents of this type insure that

major decision areas receive orderly, comprehensive, and explicit con-
sideration and that areas of agreement and difference are identified so
that remaining issues can be dealt with systematically.

Let me illustrate ;,he contribution of improved analysis or problem
elements by describing how it has improved our ability to address the
four basic recurring issues mentioned earlier. First, the issue of the
number of divisions which the Army should contain. A basic problem
here is in breaking down and accounting for our forces so that we can
tell precisely what forces we want to have and ensure that they are

balanced, manned, and equipped. The number of divisions alone is
not a precise determinant of force structure unless we have a systematic
way of describing what is in a div4sion and what additional forces it
takes to sustain that division in combat.

The Secretary of Defense specifies the number of Army divieions,
armored cavalry regiments, separate artillery battalions, and other major
combat units authorized fo. the Army. These are recorded in the De-
"partment of Defense Five-Year Defense Program. The Army Staff decides
from this beginning what additional cor,-kat and service support units
are needed to fill out the fc :e structure. The complete list contains
literally thousands of units.

Before the Vietnam buildup the force planning system operated
without an effective constraint on the total size of The force. Mc,-power
requirements, justificc-lion% and authorizations w [i-, 1 1,u, quLt - -p-

arately from the force structure, which provided only a very general
framework within which to made manpower decisions, The Arr-,'

manned as many units of its structure units as possible with i's authorizec,

active duty personnel and paid reservists. It placed the- remaining units.
in an unmanned cctegory, in the annual budget requests equipment

requir ments for unmanned units were consolidated with those for
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manned units, and the procurement justification was based upon buying

for both.

Tkis sy3tem had several shortcomings. There was no adequate

mechanism for insuring a balance among the various elements of the

force or among structure, manpower, and equipment. Although the

logistics guidance authorized equipment and support for a certain number

"-f divisions, without a precise description of both a division and its

supporting forces, there was no mechanism for en-uring that the Army

budget proviced enough funds to equip a complete, balanced force

structure. Fincilly, without a clear understanding of total resource re-

quirements, w,? could not set priorities or evaluate and choose among

alternatives.

The open-ended force structure also created artificial readiness

problems. The detailed force structure was frequen'ly modified to record

actions taken by commanders in the field or to make improvements

re:ommended by Staff studies. While the individual changes were

usually small, their cumulative effects on the requirements ior Lertain
types of equipment or personnel were often significant. Even though

there was no intent to reorganize until the resources became available,

the Army would have a "shortage" as soon as the requirements were

recorded. The instantaneous creation of ci shortage by the stroke of a
per was not real However, this fact was buried in the details of

day-to-day management, and whien the Army assessed its readiness,
the "shortages" appeared to be very real indeed.

Part of the problem wc.3 that dece. tralized decisions were not

supported by a management information system which we could use
to assess the cumulative significance of individual decisions. Calcula-

tion of equipment and manpower tuirements was laborious and

largely not reproducible. The Army is made up of tkousands of Lunit"

varying in size from 2-man detachments to 17,000-mar, divisions. Each

has on authorization document which details all vnit equipment by item

and all unit personnel by branch oa •-upational speci-ilty and by rank

)r grade. To add up its total needs for a particular item of equipment

or a particular type of specialist, the Army Staff had to screen each

au'-orization document by hand. To dc this just once a year for the

annual budget request wcs a monumental task. To keep a running
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account of changes was impossible. During the buildup to support the

Vietnam conflict, changes in structure and in unit authorization docu-

ments occL,rred so fast that we could not even keep an audit trail. Total
force structure requirements for equipment items and people became

moving targets, even through the budget season. The Army's books
lagged the real world by months. Personnel training plans and material
procurement plans were difficult to synchronize, a problem compou.,ded

by the one- to three-year lead time for generating trained people an,-

building new equipment.

Correction of these problems had to avoid a completely rigid force
structure and to allow changes to be mode in response to the require-
ments of field commanders. On the other hand, we had to have some
type of management system to keep the program internally balanced.
As a minimum, we needed to automate the requirements calculations.
We are doing this with a new automated force basis, the Force Accounting

System, cnd new automated tables of organization.

But to resolve the basic problem we needed a way to define the
total requirements for people and materiel, so that we could use these
totals cs broad controls within which decisions as to th, units not

specified in the Five-Year Defense Program could be decentralized to

provide reasonable fexibility.

To define the total force structure a simple concept was developed:

the total manpower strength of all the Army's units whcn manned at

full wartime strength, as specified in the unit authot ization documents.

We call this the structure space strength of the Army, and it is the overall

force st'ructure control.

The structure space sftengih total has many advantages. by defini-

. . . . . v, A rily ii easy to visuaoi-e. When we
want to increase the size of the Army, we can now use planning factors

in a meaningful way to tell us how mar~y spaces we need to make a

balunced addition of. soy, a division plus its support forces. Also we

can estimate how long it 'v,,ill take to get such a force addition ready

and hw rnuch it wiII cost The automated informatic;: a,-d computa•-

Iiornal systems mentioned earlier make th>- feasible
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Another needed step was to divide the total force structure into

meaningful, mission-oriented groupings. We established a Force Classi-

fication System under which every unit is placed in one of three main

classifications: Division Forces, Special Mission Forces, and General Sup-

port Forces. These groupings enable us to perform such management

tasks as identifying how much of the struzc*'re is available for deploy-

ment and how much is required in the Continental United States to support

the deployable forces and maintaining balance if major force level

changes are required.

Turning to the issue of the strength of the Army, we find that th,

Force Classification System provides an excellent framework for analysis

of our manpower requirements. The Division Forces account for over

half the manpower requirements. Under Special Mission Forces we

analyze the manpower needed for such semi-fixed missions as theater

air and missile defense, nuclear missdie systems, such as Pershing and
Sergeant, and maneuver units for the defense of Alaska and the Canal

Zone. General Support Forces include the logistics support base and the
training e-i"blishment in the Continenial United States. The size of the

General Support Forces is essentially a direct function of the size of forces
in the other two classifications.

Individuals constitute a fourth major classification in the analysis

of manpower needs. This classification includes trainees, students,

r I:rnts, and transients. The last category deserves special mention. A

major improvement in manpower management has been the recognition

of the principle that a separate "transient" allowance is needed for the

number of men moving between units ither than charge these men

against the strength of either !h( losing or the gaining units. This is

particu.arlv significant during the current period when the Army has

4U0,000 military personnel in areoa where the normnol tour 1s only one

year. The practical effect is illuotrateci by the fact that the c.rrent

transient aothorization is approximately J,0.000 spaces, the '.trength

equivalent of about 2 division forces enoujh m-nen to draw all dlv 'wo!s

downr in strength by 15 perent if the trcans cnt le?.-I had to be cibso rbe,

uniformly by the active Army di&sion forc
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SUPERVISION OF MANPOWER AND RESERVE

COMPONENT AFFAIRS

In summary, over the last three years the Army'b ability to address

issues in the fields of force st-u:ture, manpower, and materiel has im-

proved significa'itl'y. Management concepts and techniques now under

development promis,. still further improvement. Such improvement is

essential if we are tc, have adequate tools to deal with the hard chcices

imposed by the increasing cost of military preparedness..
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COMMANDING GENERAL,

U. S. ARMY AUTOMATIC DATA

FIELD SYSTEMS COMMAND,

FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA

Ten years ago, in March 1958, I had the good fortune to attend the

Army Management School under its former name, "Army Command

Management School." I say "good fortune," because I was the G-3 of

the 9th Division, and within six weeks cf my return to Fort Carson we

were directed to institute the Army Command Management System.

Well, I became the oracle and, cue to the course I had had, we installed

a system thc: t ived money, reduc•-e, he number of crises, and greatly

improved the efficiency of operations of the entire post. Best of all, the

people responsibte for operations were able to recapture their authority

from the cornptroller-a glorious result in any casel 4

In this article I would like to discuss both Army management and

cctomatic data processing.

ARMY MANAGEMENT

Good management is an art, hesitate to estimate the ratio of art

to science in management, bit I suspect it is rather high. As an art, it

consists of the ability to make the proper decision on the basis of incde-

quate information. As a science, it consists of the cycle of planning, pro-

gramming, budgeting, supervision of execution,, and review and analy-

sis. Its hallmarks are contract definition, PERT charts, progress reports,

five-year programs, budget analyses, performance appraisals, and the

like.

As, a practicing manager, I want to give you a work-a-dcy defini-

tion of n-nnagement. AN OUTFIT DOES WELL WHAT THE BOSS IS INTER-

ESTED IN! While this is not the best English, it is a fairly adequate defini-
+ion. Note that it describes a group of people orgor ized and motivated

MANAGEMENT AND
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
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MANAGEMENT AND AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

to accomplish, on time and to a prescribed standard, the objectives set

by their leader, in accordance with his priorities. I think it is a good

definition of management. Let me illustrate with a few examples.

Whon he was chief of staff, General Maxwell Taylor was greatly

interested in planning and strategic thinking. As a result, he founded

the present approach to our strategy. General George Decker was the

Army comptroller before becoming the chief of staff. He was interested in

planning, programm;ng, and budgeting. As a result, he established the

management system that we use in the Army today. A third example is

my old division artillery commander, who had never been with a truck

unit before. He had us collecting all the nails on the post to save the
horses and there wasn't a horse within miles.

These examples illustrate that you can't separate the man from man-
agement. I hope it also suggests that all management is not good. We

must all resist the temptation to ride hobby horses - whether it be a mat-

ter of the artillery commander's nails or the Secretary of Defense's cost

effectiveness.

I'm sure you have beard of the five M's of Management: Money,

Manpower, Materiel, Machines, and Methods. I submit that we manage

only two things - People and Time. Everything else is in a supporting

role.

We have all known for years the role of the leader in managingL people. We've also known how difficult was his jo4 in managing time.
There is now some help for him in this area. Which brings me to the

next part of my article:

DATA PROCESSING

Commanders base their decisions on information or data, su-h as

personnel statistics, PO1. stockage, maintenance stat'stics, ammunition

levels, combat information, and fo on. Other tninq- being equal, the

commander with the greatest amount olo accurate data at his command

hos the greatest competitive edge over his rivals, be they friendly ;r

enemy.

The concept of data processinq involves the manipulation of facts

and figures, uccording to a pre-arranged plan, to produce new and more
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desirable information. The practice of data processing ranges from men-

tal arithmetic to machine solution of complex scientific or engineering

problems, but it always involves three operations:

1. INPUT - The gathering and introduction of information to

be ana!yzed.

2. PRO ESSING - The manipulation of this data according

to plan.

3. OUTPUT - The production of results in a useable form.

A data processing system, then, is a group of peoF.!e and machines

organized to gather data, manipulate and analyze it, and provide it to

the organization.

My command has been working days (and many nights) to develop

systems to automate data processing for field commanders, from the

artillery forward observer to the army commander. I have some winners

running on several tracks, and I'm going to discuss them. But before I

do, since I am likely to show my enthusiasm for my work, I would like

first to make a declaration of personal conviction:

There is no cheap, easy, or comfortable way to be prepared to

deter or to defeat calculated and determined aggression aimed at our

destruction. The battles must be fought by men in person on the con-

tested fields; they cannot be conducted by computers. A froni line can-

not be held by television cameras; radar cannot substitute for scouting

and patrolling. In short, man's personal involvement in war has not

befen relieved by technology; his mind and muscle ore augmented but

not supplanted by the machine; his morale, determination, and will are

not duplicated by any electronic circ it now in existence or likely to be

developed.
With that !hought in mind, let's take a look at battlefield data auto-

nw,Ation.

BATTLEFIELD DATA AUTOMATION

On the battlefield, mobility and frequent moverient ore a way of

life; communications are seldom ideal; the weather is either overhead

or underfoot. None of these cooditions apply to the usual computer

installation with its tile floor, filtered air-conditioning, and AT&T com-

munications Therefore, further state-of-the-art development is needed
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MANAGEMENT AND AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

before data automation can be used as fully on the battlefield as in non-

tactical situations.

While data processing in the field is similar to general-purpose data

processing for business and scientific applications, there are two added

dimensions of great significance. First, the equipment must be rugged

enough to withstand the rigors of a battlefield environment. Mobil-

ity ov ;r rugged terrain and exposure to extremes ,f temperature and

humidity (as well as sand and dust) require equipment more complex

mechanically than commercial computers, although they may otherwise

be the same. Second, the equipment must be useable by soldiers who

are primarily fighting men, not full-time computer technologists. It takes

some tough equipment to withstand the guy with a long screwdriver

performing "provocative" maintenance!

Since the potential for useful applications of data automation on

the battlefield is enormous, the Army has under way a major effort to

accelerate the process of putting these machines on wheel sand design-

ing them to sur ive in a tactical environment. The Army has a concept

to exploit the technology, a project to develop and introduce automation

within the field army, and a specific organization for this task.

The concept is to automate selected data processing functions in

tactical organizations, achieving maximum standardization through the

system approach. The project is entitled Automutic Data Systvms within

the Army in the Field (ADSAF). The organization is the A:tonratic Data

My unique organization was established in August 1965 as the

agency through which both the U. S. Army Combat Development Com-

mand and the U. S. Army Materiel Command discharge their responsi-

bilities for this project. Thus, my activities cover a wide spectrum from

the user aspects of concept formulation and tactical requirements, through

the technical aspects of development and production, to the fieling of

equipment. ADFSC is staffed as a mcinagement agency, with the actual

design and development being done on contract. The coordination chan-

nels, shown in Figure 1, are s reomlined to a major degree, since my

charter provides wide latitudc n dealing with the variujs Department

of the Army staff agencies and elements of the Office of the Secretary

of Defe,.s-.
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DDR&E ASO SECRETARY
AL&L) OF THE

ARMY

ASA ASA AVG OF CHIEF
40]........... O

[R&DJ II&LJ S MIS STAFF

OCRD ,.,.ACSFOR ... ............. OTHER USAREUR
DA STAFF

CDC . AMC

OPERATIONAL CONTROL \
.......... COORDINATION ADFSC "-------

Figure 1. ADSAF management channels.

Three basic systems make up ýhe ADSAF project:

0 The Tactical Fire Direction Systems (TACFIRE), for control -f
supporti:> arf;llery fires;

0 The Combat Service Support System 'CS:,), for control of the
logistical and administrative support of the army in tt. field;

0 The Tactical Operations System (TOS), for ccai-trol of the

maneuver elements.

In the early planning, it wns decided to approach development of
the three systems separately, since one system tn serve all tactical f',nc-
tions would be a nionster to manage both :n development and in opera-

tion. Further, the three categories of tactical function.ý were in different
stages of developmeot. To illustrate, TACFIRE functions were well defined
and we now have entered into operational development, whereas in CS;
and TOS, with their ill-defined u:.?r requirements, we a-e fielding a

limited quantity of commercial ha-dware in a user environment, pri-

marily to evaiuate concepts and firm up requirements before proceeding

with the developr-nent and production of oprational systems.
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TACFIRE

The objectives of the TACFIRi systems are:

0 Increased accuracy;

* Better and more rapid use of target information;

* Faster reaction times;

* Greater efficiency in:

Determination of fire capability

Allocation of fire units to targets.

Achievement of these objectives should just about double artillery

effectiveness. The TACFIRE system will comprise a completely integrated

system of computers located at battalion, division artillery, and corps

artillery level within the army in the field after 1971. These system

complexes will provide for receipt, storage, processing, display, retrieval,

control, generation and dissemination of orders, information, and intelli-

gence essential for the conduct of field artillery fire support.

The computers at battalion and division artillery will have capabil-

ities to perform the following additional functions:

1. Maintain current status information for all fire units includ-

ing their m:ssion, location, weapon strength, 3nd the types and quanti-

ties of ammunition available.

2. Prepare a curnplete fire plan and schedule, including rec-

ommendations for the number of fire units, the number of rounds, the

typt.% of ammunition and fuses, and the specific time when each target

is to be .:::.,ced.

3. Maintain act-irate updated records on artillery targets.

4. Perform analysis of targets and recommend number of fire

units, rounds, and type of fuse to defeat the targets.

5. Compute the ballistic solution anr,d produce a recommended

fire order to attack #he target.

6. Permit survey information centet, at division artfiliery to

disseminate survey control, reccmpute survey inform-,tion, establish com-

mon grids, maintain trig lists, and perform artillery survey computations.

7. Accept meteorological messages and a-,tomatically update

all data accordingly.

Figure 2 it a schematic which illustrates TACFIRE in operation.
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MANAGEMENT AND AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

The fc-ward observer has a message entry dev;ce enabling him to

set up a fire request message in digital form for transmission by tactical

wire or radio to a computer at the battalion fire direction center. This

computer will analyze the target, compute a ballistic solution, and pro-

duce a recommended fire order. Target location will be displayed on

a tactical map ard the fire order on a control console in the van. Upon

approval by the fire direction officer for atiack on the target, the com-

puter solution will be sent in digital form to battery display units at the

firing batteries for execution.

A printed record made at each echelon of incoming and outgoing

messages will facilitate reverting to manual procedures if this becomes

necessary. All mission firings are reported automatically to the computer

at the division artillery fire direction center, where the data is recorded.

TACFIRE has behind it eight years of study and hardware and soft-

ware deign effort. We recently completed a five-month competitive con-

tract definition and on 8 December 1967 we entered into a total pack-

age procurement contract with Litton to initiate development 4- a TACFIRE

system. Of the three ADSAF systems, TACFIRE is the most advanced and

is expected to ease the way considerably for the other two systems.

TACTICAL OPERATIONS SYSTEM

The second major system of ADSAF is the Tactical Operations Sys-

tem (TOS). The system is being designed as an on-line, near real-time,

militarized ADP system to be fielded at division, corps, and army levels

withir, the army in the field about 1Q75. This system will use equipment

identical to that procured for TACFIRE to the :naximum exteni. The ulti-

mate Arm, TOS will provide tactical commanders with an automated

information gathering, processing, and dissemination system required

for the timely and accurate handling and processing of the largeý volume

of intelligence, operations, and fire support coo. jination data which

mus! be cor'.-idered in making tactical decisions.

7he. oble-;ve of TOS is to increase effectivenes, in command and

control, planning speed and accuracy, reactcon time, use of intelligence,

and allocation of "orces to tasks.

Five functional areas will be implemented c¢, an experimental basis

as a p.airt of the 13S USAREUR program. These are: enemy situation,
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friendly unit information, effects of enemy nuclear strikes, nuclear fire

support, and enemy order "sf battle.

Use and expansion of the developmental :,ystem in Seventh Army

through 1969 will provide for limited test und evaluation of the tactical

operations system (TOS) concepi. It will also contribute to definition of

the standard militarized system to be fielded by the Army startinig in

1974. Design experience and user evaluation derived from th;. experi-

ment will be important soUrces of data for Army-wide TOS. After we

have proved out a system, we plan to add the following functional areas:

tactical air reconnaissance, aircraft availability, aircraft locations, weath-

er, critical supply shortages, bridging materials, roads, truck transporta-

tion availability, tactical troop movements, fire support coordination line,

barriers, chemical contamination, and area damage control.

Concurrently, a CONUS-based effort (TOS-75 study) will identify ad-

aitional user areas for automation for Army-wide TOS. At the present, it

looks as though there wili be a total of 30-35 functional areas on TOS.

TOS consists ol a central computing center (CCC) located at the

signal center nearest to the echelon which it supports. The CCC is fed

by four re;-mote station data terminals (RSDT) which are the local informa-

tion processing points for data. Information is put into and received

from each RSDT by eight user ;nput oitpu# devices (UWOD) located with

the users of the system. The user will usually be located within the

tactical operations centers at army, corps, and division level. One cf the

objectives of thŽ development of the TOS in Europe is to dL.termine the

optirium locationi, of the UIODs within the TOS.

The interim commercial hardware being used for the TOS USAREUR

experiment consists of a cer•iral computing center (CCC) with remote

station data terminal% (RSDT) and user input output devices (UIOD), oll

produced by the Control Daa Corporation. The CCC (model 3300 com-

puter) is in a four-van configuration a, shown in Figure 3. The CCC also

has five magnetic tape units and the usual printer, card-reader, and

card p'.inch 1he van location may be anywhere that provides cacess

to the cc,'ninunications system. Thus, this group of vehicles would not

be added to the congestion in a command post, but is more likely to

be with thc signal unit.
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The RSDT is composed of a CDC 1700 computer, ty,:;ewriter, con-

troller, and COMSEC equipment. The RSDT stores the messages as they

ore prepared for transmission, or when received, encr- pts and decrypts

the data, and acts as a multiplexer so that all eigh. users can share one

communication line to the CCC

The UIOD consists of two desk-top devices - a -;,!!,:.iter station
which will be used mai ly for receipt of messages and an entry and

displcy station used for input of messages. The JIODs are connected
to the RSDT by 300-foot cables.

Essential information is entered onto the screen of the v;deo display
(UIOD), where it is visually verified and then transmitted to the RSDT.
These computers forward the information to the higher-level CCC where
the information updates the master data base. The information can
then be retrieved by any user of the system at any echelon.

One important manner of dclta retrieval in the system is the standing
request for information. The user prestates his requirements for informa-
tion, and when that type of information is received, the CCC automatically

forwards it to the user.

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT SYSTEM

The third of our major systems _ the Combat Serv'ce Support
System (CS3). It is being designed to meet the requiremenws, both in

peacetime and wartime, for a standard data processing system to handle
automation on the widest possible range of functions assocated with
personnel, administratior, logistics, .nnd comptroller activities

The objectives of the CS: system are-

* Increased responsiveness of logistics personnel, ard ad-
ministrative support to tactical commanders,

* Maximum use of available resources;

* Reduced inventories and personnel requirements;

* More rapid response to information requirements of higher

authority;

* Reduced administrative workload of tactical commanders.
The CS:j system will pull together logistics and personnel records

into centralized computers Through remote inquiry stations, the com-

mander and his staff will be d:rectly connected wit[ the dot :entt und
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have immediate access to needcd support cr logistics informalion.

The various functions to be programme-d for the computers when

assigned at specific Army levels of command are listed in Table I.

TABLE I. CS:: FUNCTIONS

n Iv SPT CLRPS/ARMY
FUNCTIONS CMD SPT BDE FASCOM

UNIT READINESS / / V

MATERIEL READINESS / \ /

Aar MAINTENANCE SERVICES

LOCiSTICS ADMIN \

ARMY WIDE TRANSPORT,•fION V

STOCK/,. VENTORY CONTRUI
(INCL AMMO) \

PFRS MGT, STRENGTH AUTH,
R,;PT & ASGAAT \

MILITARY t`AY (CAMPS INTERFACE! \

MILITARY POLICE SERVICE \\

MED SVC & REGULATING

CASUALTY k[PORflNG

GRAVES REGISTRATiON

W',A DAMAGE COI' TROLC

REQU'REML ANALYSIS N/

]he :S.S oŽcwL'pment con 4 guratiun which ncs been selected and

approved by t'-w DA unJ the DOD for "Žsting and e'vai)ation at coro'

a id division l1ve!s is on IM 36•; 40 compilter systv:mn moun.ed in fo tr

specially designed vans, us illwtrated in Figure 4. Transc iver c:-d

inquiry stations are ct rernote, 1c, lion-. At o loter staae in th2 de-

-v'elupm ýnt ,,•sl6eratior, will be g n to Jtilizirig miito'rized equipi,'er,1

such cs that being de-'ploped fc-r TACFIRE. The CS , i-ke olher ADSAF

syslem *s, w I! utiiize sic.,ndnrd ,.-my tucticc,! cc'mm,'i icatic* ,s

Thf, mric;r milesmones requhed it, the DA •cLkedulc ft- tho- CS

hove b wf', me uF" tnrci,•cqh the i,vcjd cf the hardwcrt, comtract, which
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was oxecuted last May. The III Corps at Fort Hood, Texas, with its two

armored divisions, has been selected to perform the test and evaluation

of this system. Tlvh CG, III Corps is the test director and ADFSC provides

the technical support. CONARC has activated the ADP Detachment at

Fort Hood and C,% training started in January 1968. Hardware delivery

to Fort Hood started in May and should be finished by mid-summer 1968

for initiation of system testing.

INTERIM AUTOMATION PROJECTS

So far, I have discussed the three fairly ambitious systems in the

"Army's blueprint to, the 1970's. I would like now to describe a few
interim automation projects for the army in the field which are paying

off today. Each of the current endeavors bears some relation to the
three follow-on systcms of the ADSAF project.

The first is the militarized, "ruggedized" FADAC - the Field Artillery

Digital Automatic Computer. It is a predecessor to TACFIRE, weighs
about 225 pounds, but is capable of performing only technical fire contrc,,

with a limited survey capability.

Although the artillery is the primary customer, the FADAC has also
been adapted for topographic survey computations, vehicle diagnostics,I measurements from photogra; hic imagery, satellite controls and tracking,

meteorological reduction, and a number of other uses.

Another very different automated projecl, the DSU GSU computer

system, is a small-scale, low-cost bookkeeping machine computer (NCRK '500 with peripheral equipment) of commercial design, mounted in two
standard Army semitrailer vans. It is used for the automation of repair

parts supply inventory accounting procedures in direct and general

support units. It is capable of maintaining the records of up to 30,000

authorized stockage list line iterrs and the processing of up to 20,000

unit requests n.onthly.

Another interim project is the Quick Reaction Inventory Control

Center (QRICC), designed to pro'.ide CONUS-based units which are

readily civoilable for oversea deployment to supp-,-t conlingency opera-

tions. The operating programs of the QRICC will be based on the CS,

design and will utiliz,- CS -type ADP hardware. All equipment will be
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van-mounted, including the communications terminals and remote trans-

ceiver stations. This capability it to be available not later than January

1969.

THE FUTURE OF ARMY TACTICAL ADP

Where is the Army going with tactical ADP?

That is a big question, and it deserves a big answer. I'm not going

to try to qualify myself as a soothsayer, but I think that if we start with

a common data base cind develop a common viewpoint, we can sketch

the outlines of a reasonable answer.

1 believe it was President Lincoln who said, "If we can determine
whence we have come and where we are, perhaps we can discern

whither we are tending". In the context of whence we have come and
where we are, a few statistics spanning the last 18 years are listed in

Tcble II.

TABLE Ih. GROWTH OF AD!

ITEM ! 951 1968

ANNUAL SALES 0 $3 BILLION

COMPUTERS 10 40,000

APPLICATIONS 10 1000

PROFESSIONALS 1,000 750,000

FEDERAl. EXPENDS $10 MILLION $2 BILLION

It has been said that, if aerospace technoiogy had progre-sed at

the rate of ADP technology, John Glnn would have made his historic

flight eight years r er the Wright Brothers made theirs at Kitty Hawk.

While I am not going to dwell on any forecast of technological

advances in ADP hardware, the figures in Tabie !II may be of interest.

I believe that by 1978 we can reasonably expect computers to be

ine-xpensivo, powerful, fast, reliable, small, easy to communicate with

by meris of user-, !nted languages, and able to communicate with

human beir,gs through a wide variety of formats, including speech and

graphics.

While ,h,ýýse statistics are impressive, at best they show only the

quantitativc "ipcct of the computer on society. Yet we know that the

rjutornation of ooero?'ons n sjh areas as banking, inventory control.
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logistics in the armed services, engineering design, and air defense are

not merely increasing efficiency but have brought basic transformalions

both in the methiods by which operations were conducted and in the

organizations themselves. These are qualikative changes.

TABLE Ill. FORECAST TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES '68-78

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT 1968 1978 CHANGE

SPEED 100 1000 INCREASE

COST 10 100 REDUCTION

RELIABILITY 100 1000 IMPROVEMENT

MEMORY

SPEED 10 100 INCREASE

COST 10 100 REDUCTION

INPUT/OUTPUT AND DEVICES

GRAPHICS 100 1000 IMPROVEMENT

SPEECH 100 1000 IMPROVEMENT

USER LANGUAGES 100 1000 IMPROVEMENT

The technology of ADP itself is entering a new and explosive phase

of development. It has been estimated that the annual rate of improve-

ment in computers is such that every 3.8 years they improve by a factor

of 10. So they improve by a factor of 100 in 7.6 years, and by a factor

of 1000 in 11.4 years. It is a widely held belief that whenever a
technological innovation produces quantitative improvements by more

than a factor of 10, it usually has a revolut onary impact on its en-

vironment. 'Yet this is precisely the scale of improvement that we are

forecisting for the computer every four years!

What does all this portend for the future of tactical ADP in the

Army? For obvious ecoromic reasons we are not going to have a

revolution every four yec s in Army organization and equipmert. The

sub-systems we are now developing TACFIRE TOS and CS: are to

be intr-duced in the 70-75 timeframe. So let us focus on the timreframe
of Army 85, some thiee ADP gene-ations later. I will avoid tht. chicken

or egg argument as to whether operational requiremert or- ttr.hrnoloqica1

capability has the greater influence orn organioation and equ;ý)menf, by

assurming simpk> that buth are with us.
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Ey 1985 we will hove available light, fast, rugged machines that

can pe"-orm any task we give them. There will be a variety of

memorie!, speeds, and capacities to meet every requirement for combat

operations as well as resources management. Input/output devices will

be the major adva..cement insofar as Army applications are concerned.

Communicating with the soldier in text, diagram, sketches, pictures,

graphs, overlays, DA forms and even the spoken word will be possible.

Phones, cathode ray tubes, typewriters, digital plotters, etc., will be widely

distributed and easy to use, pe'mitting us to give the computers a

mLultitude of tasks not now p,'ssible, and to receive a response in time

to influence action and decision.

The follow-on to TACFIRE vill so improve the capabilities of fire

support, and the ease in handling it, that by 1985 we will no longer

need all of the intermediate headquarters for its control and maneuver.

The battalion and division artillery headquarters could disappear, and

thp fire units and batteries could be controlled from the FSCC at division

headquarters. Incidentally, with thE greatly increased capabilities of

firepower, this vastly improved possibility for its control, and the im-

proved mobility of ground forces, it is possible to arrive at a rnew concept

of ground combat, one in which the maneuver elements concentrate and

maneuver to take advaitage of the firepower, rather than the firepos er

supporting the scheme of maneuver.

The follow-on TOS will be able to integrate the input from all sources,
men and sensors, and provide combat U',splays in real time. At that

point, fire support and maneuver could be so closely ..uordinated that it
w~uld truly be an integrated combat system, and TOS and TACFIRE

become subsystems in a single ýactical command and control syste,.

A CS -type system will be able to carry the integrated supply 'tern

so far forward info the battle area that the line between wholesale and

retail supply becomes fzzy, and many supplies could move from factory

to user without ntermediute stops. By this time, we will be thinking of

operations (TOS and TACFIREF and re_-ource maw-aigement kCS.' as two

sections of a 'ingle pipeline moving to the front, I view this as hut on

extrapolatio:r of present trends made nossible by imprcved data handling

onc6 Commcnd and control techniques. I remnember c' coup!c of decodes

ago v"hen new prograns wet,-, measured w the Pentagon against a
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simply stated formulaz Does it put blood on the enemy's shirt? We may
yet get back to that in a real sense when we ore able to view the
supply system as starting at the factory and ending only with delivery,

at the last few hundred feet, to the enemy by the combat soldier.

Command and control will have a heyday. I recently had the
privilege of hearing one of our distinguished former chiefs of staff

discourse on his experiences as a corps commander in World War II.

At one ooint he stated that when a battle was going on, he never mode

the mistake of st:cking around his CP; he a!ways went out to where
the action was to get his information fresh and firsthand. While I applaud
the leadership, I ;uspect that at base it reflected the inadequacies of the
combat information flow in the corps. By 1975 he corps CP will have
such a super or information display that it will be foolish for the com-
mander to separate himself irom it. But picture, if you will, the situation
in 1985: The combat commander, in thE vicinity of the action by aerirtl
transport, with cn 10 device the size of a table-model TV set, able to
call up at any time any informution available at the CP. The possibilities
for influencing the action are enormous and the where-the-action-is com-
mander would again be in his element. Since we are talking about 17
years from now, some of our present officers could be such a commander.

If all this may leave some pe.-ple feeling a little nervous, it is simply
that, on the ascending curve of science and technology, there are no
comfortable plateaus on which we can pause and relax. So I will con-
clude this art!cle with the ciallenge of management in the public arena.

If we are not to be an after-the-fact nation, we must have an
attitude of action rather than reaction, of decision rather than deferral.
In our day-to-day operation, we must exercise our leadership to make
the decisions needed for tomorrow's capability as vigorous!y as post
leadership made the decisions for today's capabilities.

If we stump as hard internally for our programs as we complain

afterwards to others about why someone else iaused us to fail, then our

successes should outnumber our failures.

We cannot o1ways be right, but 'ight or wrong, the nation's safety

rests with us. In the words of a Pitis- •rime minister of a century ago,

Applaud -s when you think we are right, criticize us when you believe

us w-ong, but, for God s sake, let us get on with the public's business
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There is general recognition of the important role that we can and

should play in the Cost Reduction Program. Indeed, the degree of Army

success in this Department of Defense-wide undertaking is directly de-

pendent upon good management at every level of command.

Before getting into the specifics of the Army's efforts in the Cost

Reduction Program. however, it might be helpful to briefly review the

background of the program.

The Secretary of Defense initiated the Cost Reduction Program in

1962 as a matter of the highest priority. It was established ir response

to the iote President Kennedy's instructions to develop the force structure

necessary to our military requirements without regard to arbitrary budget

ceilirngs, and to procure and operate this force at the lowest possible

cost

The importance of getting the maximum return for the defense dol-

lar has been emphatically reaffirmed by President Johnson. A• -vidence

of his personal support of the program, the President has participated

each year in cost reduction activities by presenting awards to outstand-

ing contributors to the progrom. Further, at the President s directicn, the

cost reduction effort has been extended to all departments and agencies

of the e.,ecutive branch of the governmvnt. This has been done through

the meuirnm of Bureau of the Budget Circular A 44

Arm)y Regulation 1 1 -20 provides for Army implemenrtation of the

Cost Reduction Program on a wirldwide basis Emphasizing top-level

interest, the Secretary of the Army arid the Chief of Staff huve expressed

THE COST REDUCTION PROGRAM
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their lp-isonal support -f the program and have requested that increased

emphasis on cost reduction be maintained.

The Army mechanism for administration and management of the

Cost Reduction Program follows the existing organizational pattern of

the Department of the Army. The Secretary of the Army has designated

the Assistant Secretary of the Army far Installations and Logi-:ics as the

focal point within the Secretariat. The Chief of Staff is assigned overall

responsibility for execution of the program. The Deputy Chief of Staff

for Logistics has been designated to "act for the Chief of Staff" as Pro-

gram Manager. The Army Cos: Reduction and Management Improve-

ment Division, established under th+ Office of Management Analysis,

assists the Program Manager in coordinating and administering the

program. Other members of the Army staff have been assigned specific

responsibilities consistent with their basic functions. Additionally, each

major command and agency has a Cost Reduction Coordinator to ad-

minister the program in that command.

The system adopted for management of the program features

what we call area monitors. As a mer-ns of insuring effective, integrated

management of the many Facets of the Cost Reduction Program, OSD

has established 20 areas of emphasis. In turn, Army has subdivided

one area, General Management Improvements, into five sub-areas to

provide responsible managemert and maxir-turm participation in the

program.

The Cost Reduction areas are assigned to DA staff agencies for

monitorship. Here again, s..,ch assignments parallel the functional re-

sponsibilities established unde: the formal headquarters organization.

For example, the Chief of Resear:h and Development is responsible for

vatje enaineering.

The focus of effort in tie program is Or. cichieving savings in three

ways. First, in buying oilly what is needed to uchieve balanced readit

ness through improvement rnf -vqu ements determinations, :naking

better use of inventories c::qd elm nating goldplating, that is, the "nice

'o have ' b ri toressential feoa • .s ;;- equipment Se--.oud, by buying at

the iowe't sound price through itimulating greater price cormpetition,
throuah direct purchase breakout, and by rncreosing mult-year t:.uyig

,'here _rac'ical Third by reducinQ operating costs throiugh tern';nating
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unnecessary operations and facilities, simplifying paper work, stand-

ardlizing procedures, and reducing the cost of operawions and mainte-

nance.

In order to qualify for reporting under the Cost Reduction Program,

savings must result from a new, improved, or intensified management

practice or action. Further, savings which result from deferment of

procurement, a reduction in the approved force structure, or actions

which adversely affect materiel readiness o.- combat copability are not

reportable.

Various control techniques are utilized in the program. Mon~etary

goals are employed to fix responsibility for the achievement of scavirgs

and to provide the basis for subsequent measurement of procoreSS.

Every effort is made to assure that the goals are realistic yet challenging.

Ar. 1 y goals approved by the Secretary of Defense are sobdivicied and

reass~gned to major rommands and staff agencies on the basis of their

potential for effecting or directing action to achieve savings. Ps-ogress

against assigned goals is reported quarterly to the Program Manager

through command channels! and savings are vc.!ida;,3d by the U. S. Army

Audit Agency concurrent with reporting. The Inspector General assists

in assuring compliance with the regulatory requirements of the program.

The Army can justifiably take pride in its a-:st reduction accomplish-

ments. ;n every year since the inception of the program. it has exceeded

its assigned goals. Our savings have come fromn all levels of the Arniy

and ore the result of mcony actions, both large and s*jmall. Savings

realized in FY 1 968 from actions taker, during that year ý.-wIunted To

$342.7 million, or 146 per cent of the $235 mnillion reai'izeJ a,

goal. The total three-year (FY 68-70, savings efe_ýof these octions I

estimated at $632.6 millico, against the $489 mnIllon three-Year effect,

goal,

Experience under the pregq-orn has fofw.jsd attention cm things trýat

must be do;;e to insu~re its1 success-

Firj~t, we must -nake cerlair) that co-st reduCtion dc') fi'c -tcer V

top priority *emphi,-s.s al '~ ery lk-el of orgai:1zat~on This ren,_ ''ý the

personail leadlersh',p of each nr' r -.ger. H.- - _ -,it 6nal the (.os!

Reduc :Ion Program is u.-derstood (iid emnphasized ohrcuqooui inh e..'lire
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organization so that the total biaff is involved in the identification of

potenti ' avings actions.

Seccondly, we must recognize that cost reduction canrnot be left to

chance. Ir requires planning, as d'.es every other managerial function.

It was noted earlier that DA area monitorship assignments parallel

functional responsibilities established under the formal headquarters

organization. This arrangement is based on the premise that efforts to

reduce costs should be made an integral part of day-to-day manage-

ment, rather than be treated as a separate and distinci process. In line

with this prem;se, it is essential that the cosj reduction "ingredient" be

built into each management action and properly documented to permit

its being identified as "new, improved, or intensified."

Next, we must insure that all qualifying actions are reported. Sav-

ings can come from a variet) of sources such as the Work Simplification

Program, Work Measure.nent Program, Suggestion Program, Zero De-

fects Program, and other management improvement type programs.

We want all savings which qualify, re•:,rdless of source. In this con-

nection, no claims are made 'hat the management actions and -eu!tart

savings would not have occurrcd were it not fnr the Cost Reduction

Program. On the contrary, it is recogr,;zed biout the Army has always

been cost-conscious and its history re•,ecs a ,,ide vuriety of "rmprovement

programs and savings efforts. Thus, while the Cost Ro.ciuction Program

has .•timrulated per3oinel to dc more qlinslionng oi existing practices,

and pay more attendion to the olemennt of cost. the credit for many

sa,,ings actions rightfully belongs to owher undertakings.

The important 'hing, however, is that the .rinny receive credit for

all qualifying savings, regardless of source. While not formalized in

writing, one objective of the Cost Reduction Program is to demonstrate

to Congress and the American people that we are seriously attempting

to control costs wherever possible. Everyone is aware of the stigma of

wasteful spending tOat has been attached to the government for many

years. There are few programs that offset this image of waste-making

as effectively as the Cost Reduction Program.

Yet there is good reason to beiieve that savings r'sulting from

rmiany new, improved, or intensified management actions are never re-

ported. Basica!ly, the problem stems from the fact that the action, when
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taken, is not considered in terms of its cost reduction implications by the

initiating organization. The solution, of course, is to view all actions

from a cost reduction standpoint, and to specifically idenfify and docu-

ment those which might produce reportable savings.

It might be well at this point to briefly mention "at variance"

actions. These are tlie actions in thc case of which program officials and

Army Audit Agency representatives disagree as to their validity or

reportability.. Many generalities hc.ve been made about savings rejected

by auditors, but all too frequently these generalities were not converted

into specifics. The auditors do not have any authority to reject an action.

It is the program officials rather than the auditors who determine

whether an action will be forwarded. If there is an honest disagree-

ment over whether an action qualifies, it is the responsibility of the

program official to forward the action, the audit opinion, and a rebuit!

thereto for reso!uticn at a higher eche!on. Unless this is done, there is

no basis for program personnel to complain about audit invalidations.

Before concluding, I would like to mention two additional points.

First, the Cost Reduction Program, which was initially set ip as a five-

year program, has now been established as a permaneni and integral

part of the Defense management system. Second, the Secretary of De-

fense directed that the program be broadened through the establish-

men* of additional margement improvement areas which will be mea-

sured on the basis of performance rather than dollars saved. Eleven

areas were establihed in the fivst phase of tie program expansion. An

additional 12 phase II areas are currently being implemented, with

reporting to commence in the second quarter, FY 1969. Several other

areas are being considered for inclusion in the program. In reality.

this "broadersi rg" of the Cost Reduction Progrmm entails the estoblish-

ment o; an additional'new program which will :1recsure in detail the

performance of functiorns and activities on a Defense-wide basis and

highlight areas in need of improvement.

The Cost Reduction Program, as well as the newly established

Management Improvement Program, will hold many new chal~enges in

the future. This includes the genercatico, of new and imaginative ideas
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which are essentiai to the attainment of program objectives. The re-

sponsibility for insuring the Army's continued success in the program is

shared by every member, military and civilian, of the Army team.u

1i
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It is a distinct pleasure to present the two management improve-

ment programs for which I am the Department of the Army program

manager - the Army Work Simplification Program and the A.rmy Zero

Defects Program. Thc;e two programs are assigned by Army Regula-

tions as responsibilities of the Comptroller of the Army, who has as-

signed them to the D*rector of Management, Review and Analysis, •,ho

in turn has assigned them to his Management Education and Improve-

ment Division Chief, who has assigned them to me. I am the Indian at

the bottnm cid of the chain of commmand and responsibility, which,

I suppose, gives me some degree of license to present these programs as

they appear at the HQ DA working level.

In the larger context, both the Army Work Simplification Program

and the Army Zero Defects Program are part of the overall management

improvement effort in the Army. In fact, during the late 19 40's and

19 50's, there was a separate program titled the Army Management

Improvement Program, which was under the staff supervision of the

Comptroller of the Army. It was merged into the Cost Reduction Pro-
gram in 1961 although some of its sub-elements survived as separate

entities. In 1968, the Cost Reductlon Program itself was broodened to

encompa•,s certain selected management improvement areas and was

MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT,
z - - __ I . - I II

WORK SIMPLIFICATION, AND
ZERO DEFECTS
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retitled the Army Cost Reduction and Management Improvement Pro-
gram. This latter, however, bears no relationship except in title to thc

garlier Army Management Improvement Program.

These changes are rather confusing, especially to old-timers who

remember the earlier Management Improvement Program ond have

not followed its convolutions through the recent years. Suffice it to say

that today the Army has a Cast Reduction and Management Improve-

ment Program which is essentially a reporting program, and it has a

number of separate operating programs in the management improve-

ment field. These include Work Measurement, Work Simplification, Zero

Defects, the Army Suggestion Program, and others, each o'f which con-

tributes in its own special area to the overall goal of improving the

Army's management of its resources.

Getting back to my own area, I first wcn, tc d;scuss work simplifi-

cation. This term is often confusing because it has two meanings in the
Army. In one context, work simplification is a tool used principally by

Army management analysts and management engine3rs in what is

known as methods engineering, a subfield of industrial engineer'rig.

As such, it includes a number of sophisticated and rather complex tech-

niques that management analysts and management engineers have

developed to study and improve operational methods. I will not cover

this context of work simplification, since it is considerably broader and

more technical than the Army Work Simplification Program.
In contrast with work simplification as a management analysis and

management engineering technique, the Army Work Simplification Pro-

gram is essentially a training program. Its aim is a simple one -to

teach first-line supervisors some easily mastered and easily applied

techniques they can use to improve their own operations with little or

no outside assistance.

Thus, in this second context, work simplification con be character-

ized as a do-it-yourself methods improvement program for supervisors,

encompassing the teveral techniques taught in the program.

In class I ir-tallations and activities, the Work Simplification Pro-

gram is usually under the staff supervision of the comptroller. In Class II

installations and activities, the program is usually handled by the man-

agement engineering organizations. AR 1-65, Work Simplification, is
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the govorning regulation for the program, which is set forth in detail ir.

DA Pamphlet 1-52, "Techniques of Work Simplification."

The Army Work Simplification Program is a relative old timer among

Army programs, having been developed in 1952. At that time, its

originators surveyed all of the techniques and .aethods then being used

in the fields of industrial and monigement engineering. After con-

siderable thought, they selected five basiz techniques for inclusion in the

program. These are: Work Distribution, Flow Process Charts, Work Count,

Motion Economy, and Layout Studies. They then set up a program of

instruction which combines classroom and Iabo,-atory instruction to-

gether with a required work simplification project. This has remained

the bas~c framework of the overall Army Work Simplification Program

to the present day.

The first of the five basic techniqueL taught in work simplification

courses is called work distribution. Here, the supervisor is taught how

to develop task und activity lists and a work distribution chart for his

organization. With these tools, the supervisor can analyze ihe division

of work within his organization. He ccn see which of his employees are
overloaded and which have too little work, what unnecessary work is

being done and by whom, what job elements could be combined or re-
arranged for better efficiercy, and the like. Work distribution is an ex-

tremely useful technique fc- any foreman who has workload and man-

power problems.

The flow process chart, which is the second work simplification tech-

nique, is taught to first-line supervisor! to enable them to plot the flow
an0• sequence of work with-n their work uanits. This chart presents a
graphic picture of what happens in a work procedure. Like a road map,

it is a simple device for visualizin% and describing chronologically each
step of detailed procedures thaw are often too long and complicated to

be described in words. Using flow process cho-ts, the suoervisor can

readily identify steps that can be combined, simplified, or ch--'-ed for

greater efficiency in his operations.

Wrk count is the third bash work simplification technique. It is

a means for aetermining the efI-ct of the volume of work operations

upon the methods and proced& es being studied. The superviso? is

tcught how to identify representctive tanvjible evidence of prod'xctive
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effort (work units) and means to count these work units as they cro.s

strategic points in their operations, e.g., when work comes in, when it

goes out, when it goes into storage, and when c process is completed.

By taking this work count information, the supervisor ccn do better

scheduling, balance out his workloads, locate bottlenecks, demcnstrate

personnel needs, ond stimulate interest and competition amongl his em-

ployees.

The fourth work simplification technique, motion economy, derives

from the work of Frederick W. Taylor, the founder of modern manage-
ment engineering. The objective )f motion economy is to find the best
work method, eliminating wastefil and useless effort by a worker. The

supervisor is taught the various -ules of motion economy and how to
apply them in studying the operations of his employees. Using them,

he can evaluate fatiguing motions, rearrange individual work areas,

substitute mechanical for manual methods, and the like.

Layout studies, the fifth work sirnpiification technique, involve the

functional arrangement of equipment and personnel to develop the

maximum degree of economy and effectiveness in operations. The su-

pervisor prepares a plan or sketch of his work area. In the work sim-

plification class, he is taught how to analyze his layout in terms of the
rules of physical layout. His analysis will typically show ways in which

his work area can be rearranged for greater efficiency.

From the description of the five basic work simplification techniques,

it should be apparent that a supervisor who has been trained in work

simplification is well equipped to analyze and develop improvements in

Ctie operations of kis work unit. In fact, the Army Work Simpification

Program requires that every supervisor taking the course M.U~i complete

an installable work simplification improvement in order to receive credt

for the course. In this manner: we are assured that the supervisor can

successfully apply the techniques he has just learned,

The use of the term "instaoIable work simplification improternen"

is based on experience. We have f,.und that supervisors will sometimes

come up . 1th legitimate imr-,.,vemerit ideas which show use of the work

simplification ben•qu t but s,,,h, f,.- engineering or budget reasons,

cannot be i±.siolle( mmedfrliit!y. in u;, -er to avoid penalizing these su-
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pervisor!. the program criterion here is that a work simplification im-

provement must be accepted by the supervisor's superior as being a

desirable and practical idea, capable of being installed when cenditions

permit - in other words, a legitimate work simplification improvement.

In judging the effectiveness of an installation's Work Simplification

Program, three factors require attention. One of these is the need to

have a good instructwr who believes in the Work Simplification Program.

Too often, teaching the work simiplification :ourses is assigned to a

junior staff member who has limited experience and background -n jhe

field and who is himself not firmly convinced of the program's effec ive-

ness. When this happens, the program suffers. There is a signilicant

motivational element in work simplification training. The instruc"or has

to motivate his students to use the work simplification techniques as well

as teach them what the techniques are. He needs both a background

in work simplification techniques and a dedication to the program if it

is to succeed.

The second factor is the need for command support. It is obvious-

that if the commander sees the benefits of work si.,opiificatio.i and openly

supports the program, supervisors will take more interest in it.

The third factor is the need to make certain that supervisors who

complete the formal instruction (classroom laboratory) phase also com-

plete their work simplification improvement projects. This requires a

vigorous fcllow-upF by the work simplif.ation instructor and the stu-

dents' supervisors. The problem is illustrated by these statistics: in FY

68, 7,168 per .. , completed the formal work simplification training

while only 5,094 persons completed their work simplificaion "mprove-

ments. This is a sizable loss These persons oo not ge" credit -or com-

pletion of the -)rk s'mplification training and the Army 2.oes not get

the benefits of their work simplification improvements. We need to im-

prove our p-rformance in this area.

What •enefits come from work simplification prigrams? For one, it

is o-.vious that many work simplification improvemr'nts wilt hove cost

reducticn .mplications. Ir, fuct, our exF .ien.e indici.tes tha; better than

60% of these work sirnplification improvements J.ii-rotel, qualify for

reporting under the Cost Reduction and Managemer ":-ý.rovemret Pro

ircm. (The remainder do no. have auditc-ble saving- Of .ourse, funds
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saved by work simplification improvements are available for reprogram-

ming by the commander for other priority needs.

In addition, many work simpl;mcation improvemernts qualify for
consideration under the Army Suggestion Program. Supervisoe-s are en-

couraged to submit their work simplification improvements to their local

suggestion pogram, and a sizable number of supervisors have received

cash awards for these improvements.
'mproved supervisory morale is another area of benefit that results

from a good work simplification program. Mcst supervisors can think

of ways to improve their operations but do not know how to systemati-
cally work out their ideas and put them into practice. This source of

frustration is eliminated after supervisors complete a work sir','lification

course, because they now have the techniques they need for this pur-

pose. In installation after installation, it has been shown that where
effective work simplification F•'ograms have been put into operation,

supervisory e,.iciency and morale have been improved.
Thus, work simplification nrograms typically have several payoffs

- to the commander in helping him to increase his organizational effi-
ciency and to meet his Cost Reduction and Management Improvement
Program goals; to the individual supervisor in terms of persona! and

job satisfaction, plus cash awards from the , .y Suggestion Program;

and to the supervisor's work unit in terms of r.ore efficient and effective

operations.

,he accomplishments of the overall Army Work Simplification Pro-
gram - and the real justification for its existence - can perhaps be

sh(.wn most easily by these facts from the f'.( 68 program:

0 7,168 persons trained in work simplification courses, Army-

wide.

* 5,094 accepted work simplificatizn improvements.

p $7,695,225 in estimated fi, st-year savings from work sim-
plification improvements.

0 $1,510 in average savings per improvFement.

p 29.56 instructor man-years used in FY 68 work simplifica-
tion programs. Estimated first-year savings from work simplification im-

provements per instructor man-year were $260,326.

These occomplishments, I think, speak for themselves.
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I would like to move now to the Arrny Zero Defects Program, which

is a newer and perhaps more controversial management improvement

prcgrimm, Zero Defects originated in 1962 at the Martin Marietta Com-

pony, Orlando, Florida. This company was working on a Pershing mis-

siue contract when it was requested to finish the contract ahead of sched-

ule. To do this, it was necessary to eliminate a number of inspection

operations. In turn, the Martin Marietta management went to their

employees with o Zero 0efects campaign to improve the quality of work

so that the inspections could be eliminated without loss of performance.

The campaign was an outstanding success, and Zero Defects was thus

launched on the American scene.

After observing the success of that initial Martin Moriettki program,

?he Army Missile Command set up its own program in 1064. Shortly

thereafter, its part, J command, the Army Materiel Command, adopted

the program. In 196J, General Harold Johnson, the Army Chief of Staff,

approved the program for implementation Army-wide. It was inaugu-

rated in late 1965 vnd now is an active program in every major Army

command throughout the world. In fact, the concepts of ZD have now

been extended to Vietnam as part cf an Army manag'ýment improve-

ment p.ogram called Project MACONOMY. Consi'ered in totao, it is

accurc-le to say that ZD is a significant factor in the work settirg for most

of our several million military and civilian personnel.

AR 11-30, which sets forth the Army Zero Defects Program, defines

Zero Defects as u program ftr rnotivatinr individuals, both military and

civilian, to produce defect-free work and for instiliing in personnel the

pride of craftsmanship. It is a positive-oriented program, emphasizing

the prevention of errors rather than their dete:tion. The program's ob-

jectivtws can be summed up simply: to motivate Army oersonnel - mili.

tary and civilian alike -- to do the job right the first time.
11'e D ftct! e:nq ar•,' d d • , xe Lnc ,o-er•

Army leadership methods. In this sense, there is -othing new about ZD.

Since armies began, the better militcry (and civilians) leaders have lived

and practiced the ZD concept as their personal ieade.'ship standard.

These leaders may not have used the term "zero defects," but they have

shown by their example that they want their organization to perform

with perfection. They have motivated their subordinates to accept Zero
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Defects as thei- stardard of performance - und they have seen the re-

suits in the development of pride of irdividual craftsmanship and accom-

plishment among their people and the more efficient operation of the'r

units.

W•iat, then, does a Zero Defects Program do? Basically, it takes

these elements of leadership and wraps them up into one special pro-

gram. It gives them vi..;biity and emphasis. It helps a commander by

showing his people what his standards are - Zero Defects. And it works

tfo, the commander by motivating his personnel to act on their own
ini~iativo to improve their workmanship toward Zero Defects.

Zero Defects in the Army is a commander's program. It is not the

comptroller's or the quality assurance chief's or the personnel man's or

anyone else's. It works for the commander when he gives it attention,

and it suffers when he does r.t. Because Zero Defects is a commander's

program, its application is Army-wide, not limited to one phase of Army

activities or to one area.

Analysis of the fiist three years of the A.:my 7ero Defect; Program

shows a number of areas where Zero Defects Lis worked especially

well These are in rnanufaciuring, maintenunce and supply, finance and

accounting, administration, automatic data procesiing, production and
shop operatlk,.:, and in troop unit aciivities ccnnected with unit readi-

ness. Conversely, the most diffic'jlt areas 'or Zero Defects application

seem to be in the rrofessiona' and tcrchnical fields.

We support ZD because we kncw' .he program pays off. With

austere resources lost yenc% , týe estfinmted first-year savings were over
$2,000,000 Army-wide. Thsr w-)r'E uchieved through Error Cause Re-

moval suggestions. And +hse tar~gible benefits are only a small part

of the total benefits of the program. We know that where commanders

are supporting good Zero Defect- Programs, we have better employee

morale, reduced costs, improved communication between management

and employees, bette'r uliihzai.on t resources - and a better Army.a
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While I assume that some are familiar with the Army's Work

Measurement Program, a brief review of what work measurement is

would not be amiss. Essentially, work measurement, as described in

DA Pamphlet 1-50, tells how 'ong it should take to do a certain amount

of work or perform a service or a task. It has as its aims,

-increased effectiveness and economy in the u..e of resources, such

as facilities, manpower, materials, and equipment by improving meth-

ads, distribution, conditions, layout, and procedures.

-To provide current and reliable data for: manpower evaluation,

program analysis, the development of standard cost accounting systems,

scheduling and controlling work, and the development of budgets.

It is hoped that readers under whose functions work measurement

is included will see the overall value of the program. Further, those

having direct responsibility for work measurement may recognize why

their programs may not be working and perhaps take corrective action.

Finally, it is hoped that all wil! obtain an appreciation of the program.

Until 1962, there was a trend of peaks and vulleys every two

years in command support of work measurement. Since 1962, however,

the trend has been steadily upwc.rd. In that year a Presidential Order

on Work Measurement wcs issued. Following on this, both ýhe Bureau

of the Budget and the Department of Defense really moved out on work

THE WORK MEASUREMENT
PROGRAM
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measurement. Later that year, a study was made of the Army's use of
work measurement with resultant increased activity in the program.

Prior to 1962, work measurement in the Army was generally thought

of as perfornc.tr,,e analysis or performance measurement. What was

usually meant here were measurements based on statistical data alone.

Howover, with the advent of the "new look" six years ago, the exclusive.

ly statistical approach to performance measurement has been de-empha-

sized. Instead we have tried to emphasize the improvement of methods

and systems pr;or to the actual measurement of work.

In 1963, the Defense Integrated Management Engineering Systems,

abbreviated to "DIMES," was originated. This system was first empha-

sized in the industrial areas and subsequently in the quasi-industrial

areas in AMC. Such activities as the arsenals, depots, and proving
grounds saw much DIMES activity. In 1965, DIMES received emphasis

in CONARC and in overseas installations, first in the support areas and

subsequently in the mission areas. In the Army Materiel Command,

DIMES was extended command-wide, so that we have but oae work

measurement program, which is DIMES. As can readily be seen, the
program has a very broad scope.

We try not to use the term "work measurement" too often, as it
tends to connote emphasis on the means and not the ends sought. We

thought in 1962 that this term would sell; however it, like the term
"performance analysis," has not gone over too well.

About the time DIMES was beginning, we developed the WarehouseK' Gross Performance Measurement System (WGPMS). This is a system for

depot operations which essent'aliy involves the development of gross

standards, as ,.•ey are sometimes called. In the receiving and shipping
area, for example, we have approximately 16 standards covering all

work. Further, the work units tie into the Army management structureI codes. This makes the composite standards relatively easy tools for
supervisors to use in making resource decisions in the chain of com-

SI mand. Heretofore the stacks of minute, very accurate standards have

not really been of much assistance to the supervisor in making decisions

as to the number of perscnnel, quantities of work units and materials

required, produciion time, and the like. So WGPMS represents a break-

through in terms of service to the first line supervisor in the application
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of standard times. The WGPMS concept ib currently being extended to

the National Inventory Control Points, where we will first breck down

the operations and then establish gross standards.

I am sure that most people realize that the potential for work

measurement applications lies primarily in class II organizations such

as ;n AMC rather than in other parts of the Army. However, there are

certain areas of the Army's class I installations where a significant

number of functions can be covered by work measurement techniques.

I can give some indication regarding the current status of work

measurement throughout the Army and make some comparison with

AMC to give some idea as to where the action is. In AMC we have

some 470 analysts who havc been trained in work measurement. By

this I mean that they have taken an eight-week DOD course which covers

methods and standards and a pre-determined time system for establish-

ing standards. These specialists have covered more than half cf AMC's

population.

On the oher hand, the total number of people in the entire Army

who have been trained to conduct work measurement is just over 600,
4•..

so that one can see where most of the work measurement analysts are.

The potential for coverage in AMC is 70 to 75%. In CONARC, due to its

size, the potential is greater in numbers of people than in AMC. About

60% of the CONARC population has been determined to be amenable
to some form of work measurement. However, the staffing hardly per-

mits this in CONARC, since they have less than 100 trained people to do

the job.

AMC's return on its investment of 470 people, as reported quarterly,

has been at a rate of $5.40 return for every dollar expended. Over the

past five years, savings have amounted to more than $33,000,000. This

is really not a great deal of money compared to the intangible benefits

to be gained from the use of work measurement data in the determina-

.ion and conirol of resources.

All other organizations of the Army, as well as AMC, submit an

annuail report to the Comptrolie of the Ai-iiy orn :he totcl strernth, the

potential coverage, the actual coverage, and the staffing for work

measurement. All told, the applicable areas represent more than

164,000 people in CONARC, which is a sizable group of people. The
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actua•l coverage under all types of stardards is around 35,000. So the

actual coverage of personnel is under one quarter of the potential.

Today, the problem is not one of measuring the work; w6 have,

over the years, devised a technique to measure most work. It is simply

a matter of determining the discipline that we want in the standard. If

we settle for minimum discipline, we can cover just about everybody.

A very fruitful area for consideration, in CONARC, is laundries. I

have done some traveling for DA over the years, and this is one of the

areas that has always interested me. There are about 9,000 people

-' operating laundries in the Army, and, according to estimates of the

people who are qualified in work measurement to make the judgment,

about 8,000 of these can be covered by a disciplined work measurement

approach such as engineered standards. I have found in my visits that,

in general, equipment and layout, as well as the products worked on,

are very much the same. So here is an extremely fruitful area.

There are other areas with programs that are pretty much built in.

I refer in particular to the Repairs and Utilities areas. There is a

potential coverage in CONARC of 35,000 people ,n these areas. Of this

potential, only about 50% are under standards.

Now, to cover all of the potentially coverable areas in CONARC

would require about 700 people according to the DA staffing standard.

I' discuss this staffing ratio in just a moment. However, there are only

about 100 people in the program at the present time.

As for future work measurement developments in the Army, the

big problem is the matter of production planning and control. This il,

where the emphasis will be in the future, not only in AMC but throoghout

the Army. This represents the second phase of project DIMES, to which

I have already referrcd.

We will also be working in the area of correlating manpower and

workload. ACSFOR currently has an effort under way in which your

organizations have already contributed to a survey. We don't know yet

what ACVFOR is going to . wihh the data received, which was essentially

concerned wit,- '- "-mation regarding the use of work measurement

data in de;. mcrnp-owir r'quirenvents.
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A study is 6eing conducted in AMC by the Comptroller and Director

of Programs and the Director of Personnel and Training on the relation-

ship between workload and resources. This study is called WARCAT,

which is an acronym for Workload and Resources Correlation Analysis

Technique. They recently brought in a contrac'tr to consider the possi-

bility of relating these factors at the command level; the contractor has

since made !ome surveys and is now working up a presentation for

the commanding general.

We will aiso be concerned with suc1' things as materiel usage

standards as related to the development of time standards and inventory

control.

In terms of staffing the work measuiement function, there is a staff-

ing guide provided by DA. !t is now a part of AR 1-50, and it says that

we need one analyst for every 100 people to be covered by engineered-

type standards and one analyst for every 400 people to be covered by

other type standards. We don't advocate that our commander hire his

total requirements at the outset. We advocate rather that he build this

staff slowly with well qualified people. We have run into the problem

where staffs have been built too quickly, we do insist that the spaces for

the program come from within the organization.

In work measurement, the organ;zation is often built around per-

sonalities; I suppose that sometime this is inevitable. We have work

mea;urement functions located in some onlikely installation organixa-

tional elements, but the program works because it has persuasive, com-

petent, and hard working personnel.

In AMC, and in its subordinate commands, the work measurement

function is in the Management Systems and Data Automation Directorate

at each headquarters leve!. The Direcinr reports directly to the com-

manding general. •n AMC's depots and in CONARC's fleid organiza-

tions, work measurement, for the most part, is in the Management

Engineering Division, where it is r, part of the comptroller's function.

Th a crmrptroller reporis to she locu, curnlnrluer.

1he matter of establishing priorities for work measurerent cover-

age is the commander's responsibility. Too often, he doesn't exercise

this responsibility. The program often proceeds without his influence,

and what happens is that those areas are attacked which are the Eosait.
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to cover and which result in the least b-!nefit. But it is the commander's

responsibility to see that effort is expended in the most fruitful areas.

As I've said earlier, we still have the serious problem of implement-
ing production planning and control systems. There is not much point

in having a work measurement program if the data is not integrated into

tl.a other systems, i.e., the manpower and cost systems. From 1962

until today we have had our share of problems with the orogran,, but

we have the measurement job done at least. Now we are at the point

where we must ask ourselves what we are to do with the standards.

We may not have taken the time to properly sell it to the people who

have syst'ems that interface with work measurement.

Part of the answer to the problem of making work measurement

useable is to be found in the model system. By this I mean designing a

system to interface with the manpower and cost systems. Concurrence

in the systems should be obtained from the manpower and comptroller

elements before even the first work measurement stcndard is set.

Another part of the answer to the problem in using the work

measurement data is ,upervisory participation und acceptance. A com.

mander c,:n readily get his supervisors to participate in the program by

virtue of his position. However, t0.z supervisors must be induced to

readily apply it in their everyday management. Acreptance is gained

by supervisors being convinced of vw rk measuremen;'s value to them

as a management tool.

A word should be ;aid aiout a commander's implementation of

the work measuremen! program ar the installation level. A commander

usually serves for two or 0-,ee years. When assuming command of an

installation he is faced with satisfying the requirements for a work

measurement program. Often he finds little in the way of a program.

He may ele,-t to take his chances and do nothing about the program

except perhaps to ask for resources. He may win his gamble and not

be crit;cized for shortcomings regardiog work measurement. However,

he has had to forego ihe benefits of work measurement in carrying out

his ri•ission. An answer to the quandary is to insure continuity of the

work measurement program by a stronq civilian executive assistant. In

this way the problem need ooly be solved once.
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It was not my intention to try to sell work measurement in this

short article. I don't think it has to be sold, particularly. You know

this if you have a successful program of your own.

I will close with quotations which illustrate Army command thinking

on work measurement. General W. C. Westmoreland, now Chief of

Star of the Army, declared on 27 April 1963: "There is no substitute
for a sound work measurement program, tailored to the specific needs

of each work area . . ." and "... within t•ach operating activity a 5ystern
must be devised for measuring performance in terms of realiti'- indica-

tors of productivity." Paul R. Ignatius, now Secretary cf the Navy,

stated on 4 February 1964: .... you must establish a standard, a means

of measuring performance against it, and then take corrective action as

necessary. This is the manager's job in business. It ,s also the com-

mander's lob in the military organization whether in a tactical or a
nontactical unit . . . This isn't anything that a c-rnmander can delegate

I . . if the commander doesn't do thes'- things, in my opinion, he is rnt

commanding or managing his efforts.'.
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I appreciate the opportunity to contribute an article on family housing;

however, in a way I feel like a patient who tries to teil the doctor what
the doctor should do to cure the patient's ills. I do not pretend to be a

housing expert, but I would like to share some reflections about housing
for military personnel that are matters of continuing concern to those of

us in the manpower and personnel area.

You are probably aware of a memorandum frcm the Dept< 'ecre-

tary of Defense to the service secretaries and the assistant secre'aries of A

defense, dispatched in late March of 1968, in which it was noted that a

re-examination should be made of certain of the policies and practices

followed in the management of military family housing. Let me quote:

"The Assistant Secretary of Defenst for Manpower and Reserve

Affairs, together with the Manpower secretaries and Personnel chiefs of

the services, shouldJ study the existing criteria for determination of family
housing requirements as sei forth in UUu instructions 4i65.45 a recom-

mend any necessary or desirable revisions."

Further: "The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), together

with the Financal Management secretaries, should examine alternative

methods of financing the new construction of family housing units; and

recommend a thorough analysis, including recommendation of feasible

funding sources, ranging from appropriated funds to private financing."

MILITARY FAMILY HOUSING-
RE-EXAMINING SOME POLIC!ES

AND PRACTICES
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Finally, it was requested that a report on these matters be made to the

Deputy Secretary by 1 July 1968.

The Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Military

Personnel Policy) received the assignmcnt as -t re!ates to housing re-

quiremenrs and established an inter-service study group composed of

personnel ý'epresentatives of the Army, Novy; Air Force, and Marine

Corps to consider this matter. The Fami!y Housing policies of the DOD

were examined in some depth by This group. Requirements, assets, quali-

tative aspects of family housing, and programming procedures of the

DOD and the services were al looked into.

In addit'on to loo-k:ng at these important areas of departmental

policy, the study group thought it advisable to comment on related

matters that affect the human aspects of family housing policy. These

matters include architectural definitions of military family housing as

compared to civilian housing, the adequacy of basic allowances for

quarters to provide family housing in the civilian community, arid the

staff relatior.ship. in the management of family housing.

I would' like to briefly discuss this study, first giving an indication of

manpower .ind personnel wants and then discussing some of the con-

dusions relcting to these wants. I ask thao you bear in mind ihat the

study is written from manpower cind persomnei viewponts, as desired by

the Secretary; it does not necessarily incorporate the thoughts of the

logisticia'i, who may indeed disagree with some of the position- taken

in the study.

First, what are the manpower and personnel wunts with regard to

family housing? 1) Consideration of the housing needs of all military

personnel; 2) establishment of a housing eligibility for personnel in

grade E-4 with six years' acrtive service commitment; 3) increased mini)-num

floor space; 4) military housing with an increased number of bedrooms

or equivalent; 5) elimination of housing adequacy determination 'y the

occupant; 6) determination of the inadequacy of the home-to-installation

one-half hot:r allowable travel time; 7) simplified housing survey proce-

dures; 8) personnel sample techniques to determine off-post housing

asseis; 9) the use of service-wide factors by grade for marital and de-

pendency rates; 10) a variable basic allowance for quarters; 11) staff
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policy and procedural responsibility for housing assignment and eligibility

r•.atters.

rhis, then, in brief, is what the personnel people want, all based on

the desire to improve living conditions for military families and to simplify

housing administrative procedures. i would now like to discuss theseI mutters in a litile more dcet-il, but not necessarily in the order in which

enumerated them.

Tho p;-esent DOD policy objective of primary reliance on the com-

munity for adequate economic housing for married career military per-

sonnel ailows for the programming of .qovernment-owned housing to

sctisfy the housing needs of those eligible married personnel who must

reside on an installation because of military necessity, and for those

eligible military families for whom the communify cannot furnish housing

determined adequate by DOD standards. While in theory this policy

objective may provide adequate housing for all eligible married personnel

at some future time, it excludes from consideration the family needs of

a significant segment of the military population, that is, the E-4's who

are married and have less than 4 years of active military service. The

very fact that this group of military personnel is not eligible for housing

does not mean that they and their families do not need housing or

military recognition in procuring housing.

In the civilicn :ommunity, the President and Congress are giv',ng

major attention and resources to providing adequate housing for low-

income civilian families. Under tha guidance for this policy for civilian

families, ii now appears particularly inappropriate for DOD to r.ontinue

a policy objective that fails to explicitly recognize the existence of low-

income military families. The annual housing survey includes personnel

in the lower grades, but they are not represented in the eligible require-

ments presented for programming. The total numbe." tabulated in the

survey does, however, indicate the competition of these personnel for

community housing.

From a purely humanistic viewpoint, it would appear that those

vwilh the least ability to acquire housing should be given priority for

available community housing. If the housing allowance for enlisted

personnel in the gades being discussed, were in suvc proportions that it

would pay for housing which meets the standard set for adequacy, the
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present policy would be less harsh. This is not the case. hnwev-r, and
these grades are not represented in the military housing deficit.

This situation requires that a serious young man seek housing in
the less desirable area of the community so that his family can survive
on the small total of his sa;ary and the Dependents' Assistance Act allow-
ance. Commanders ore tempted to alleviate the situation by providing
military housing in the form of houses and trailers usually declared in-
adequate. Unfortunately, in too many cases this solution merely transfers
the less desirable environment from the community to the military

installation.

The housing needs of the lower-grade personnel must be acknowl-
edged. This recognition is a separate issue from any rationale altering
the existing criteria establishing eligibilty for the military control of

adequate housing, as there are steong and very valid considerations
for not extending housing eligibility to ihese grades. Experience has
indicated the inability to obtain sufficient adequate housing for currently

eligible personnel; creat.ng a vast group of new eligibles without pro-

vidino additional housing could spread this serious morale problem from
its present concen~tra~ion among the first-termers to include the career

force us well.

Whil.e the granting of such privileges to all military personnel is
desirable, there are realities to be considered in the light of current

conditions. By providing f-jr the career force, we at least offer the first-

termers a glimmer of hope for a belter situation should they choose a
military career. In the report of the Secretary of the Navy's retention task

force, it was concluded that it was economically unsound to provide
these entitiements to a!l military personnel. We, of course, agree with
this position. In the same report, however, it was recommended that
regulations be changed to permit personnel who become career-designated
to be eigible for these entitlements. Entitlement would be based on the

members requiring sufficient service obiigation to be considered as career-

designated. Career designation would be extended to include those
pay grade E-4 personnel with less than four years' service who have

acquired a six-year active duty commitment, that it, active duty plus the

obligation to perform active duty that would total six years. This, of

course, if approved, might be a valuable retention tool. It would
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permit entitlements by acquiring the necessary service obligation. This

appears to be a logical extension of our present policy.

As a result of these considerations, the study recommends that:

(1) eligibility fo, military family housing dependents' traval, household

effects shipment, and dislocation allowance be extended to E-4 personnel

with less than four years' service, who have acquired the six-yzor active

duty commitment; (2) the necessary criteria and legislation changes to

accomplish this purpose be developed; and (3) existing policy obje.:ives

be revised to recognize the needs to consider the requirements for family

housing generated by non-career family households as well as require-

ments generated by career famii, households.

In examining the qualitative aspects of housing requirements as

set forth in DOD Instruction 4165.45, consideration was necessarily given

to the current standards of construction, net floor areas, ard qualitative

housing. While recognizing that this is clearly an area of primary

cognizance for agencies other than Manpower or Personnel, the hu-

,i !stic aspects dictated some observations. The existence of some

quality deficiencies in military family housing are recognized by all con-

cerned - the Services, the Department of Defense, and the Congress, as

well as the military occupant. This awareness of quality deficiencies is

evidenced in part of the several service-conducted studies, and in con-

tinuous DOD efforts to improve quality standards, working closely with

other government agencies. The awareness of Congrest is evidenced in

comments made during recent hearings on housing appropriations. There

appear to be three primary causes for quality deficiencies in m"itary

housing for eligible personnel. These causes are: 1) Cost :imitations;

2) Space-bedroom limitations; cnd 3) Inadequate long-range installation

planning.

The first and major cause of deficiency appears to be cost limitations,

which were initially unre.alistic in some areas and which have nct been

updated for several years. As a result, the services have to sacrifice

quality in order to stay within these cost limitations. The cutting of

corners resulted in certain deficiencies. Some of these might be construed

to be housing constructed of poor material, increasing the need for future

maintenance; town houses and row houses built on installations where

the land availability and local architecture dictated the construction of
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ssingle homes and duplexes; units stacked together to save utilities and
land costs without adequate provision for privacy, parking areas, play

areas, ope.i recreation areas, or sidewalks; and units built with minimum

site improvements, causing drainage and other geographical problems.

DOD has tnkeri some actions to prevent such quality deficiencies in
the future. These action-i include the recommendation for approving

changes in the maximum average costs from $17,500 per unit to $19,500
per unit within each department. In addition, the rnw legislation does
not include cost of the 5-foot line within the cost ceiling, nor cost ceilings
by grade, as did the previous limitations. Further, DOD assured the

ap House Sub-Committee co Military Construction Appropriation that quality
would not be compromised in the future.

Unfortunately, the raising of cost ceilings per unit has not eliminated
the possibility of qualiy control problems in the future. There are indica-
tions from contract negotiations on some housing projects that the $19,500

3iling may already be too low, and no provision is made for adjusting

the ceilings as construction costs increase. Very shortly, the services
may be in the same position they were with the $17,500 ceiling. Either

quality corners must be cut or construction nmust be delayed while

authorization to exceet, the ceiling is requested from Congress. During
this consideration, the co)nstruction costs will be increasing arid the services

will be faced with thp same dilemma. Until such time as the present
system of attempting to build within cost ceilings which become in-

sufficient shortly after being imroe.oed, is changed, the cost sales will
cont;,0je to be the major cause ,;T qua•,•iitv de•,,cencies.

The second major cause of qualitative deficiency is the space-bedroom

limitations. First, the serviceman requiring more than four bedrooms

must now look to the community for housing, unless he is assigned to an

installation which has an older model five-bedroom house. Five-bedroom

houses are not now authorized nor are they being constructed. Second,

as stated by a former DCSPER of one of the services, "It is indeed

difficult to find houses built in civilian communities today which lack a

sp-ire room, or a den, or a rumpus room. It is equally difficult to find

government housing which has them." A guest, family, or recreation

room should be added; this should represent low cost in comparison to

the value, comfort, and flexibility enjoyed by the military family. Third,
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current authorizations make no special provisions for senior enlisted

grades. Most installations attempt to provide better accommodations for

senior enlisted men by assigning them to enlisted quarters. having the

best facilities. However, it is time that the senior enlisted personnel

receive due consideration in legislation and DOD regulations governing

their family housing.

Finally, the current net floor area limitations have resulted in some

rooms being too small for the purposes intended. As one occupant

stated after looking over the size of rooms and closets, "These quarters

had to be designed by a bachelor." To alleviate the space-bedroom

limitation problem, the following actions appear warranted and should

receive consideration: the present guidelines for construction of public j

quarters and the determination of adequacy based on bedroom require-

rnents should be re-considered as primary recommendations to provide

a home to an individual of comparable size and quality as would be

occupied in the community by a civilian in a comparable salary and

responsibility status. The study gioup considered these comparisons And

other housing data and developed a recommended net minimum floor

area generally commensurate with current maximum limits and slightly

below those of civilian town houses.

In the study, a chart is included which shows 2,100 square feet

for a general (4 bedrooms); 1,750 square feet for a colonel's single

quarters (5 bedrooms); 1,550 square feet for a lieutenant colonel's single

...," , squure fue- for a rnaior's (W-4) single quar-

ters (3 bedrooms); 1,150 square feet for a company-grade warrant

officer's duplex (2 bedrooms); 1,120 square feet for E-7, E-8, and E-9

senior enlisted personnel (2 bedrooms); 1,080 square feet for E-6's, E-5's,

and E-4's with 6 or more ycars' active-duty commitment (four-plex, 2

bedrooms). Of course, the number of bedrooms in each instance would

.he controlled by the number of dependents. For example, if besides

husband and wife, there are two of one sex and two of the other, at

least one of whom is over 6 years old, there is a requirement fo, ýhree

bedrooms. if in such a situation, none is over 6 years old, this would

also require three bedrooms. If one dependent is over 6 years old and

the other two are of opposite sex, there is a requirement for 4 bedrooms;

four more dependents would require 5 bedrooms. There is c.onsidc,-ation
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given in the study that all of the bedrooms be of sizes I-Orget than those

now authorized, commensurate with the recommendation that there be

an increase in overall minimum floor space.
The third major cause of quality deficiencies has bebn t!ie lack of

long-range plans regarding family housing at military installations. The

policy of deper-ling on the civilian community io fill housing needs has

resulted in the construction of military housing filling a small percentage

of the actual needs. The lay-out of military housing at most installations,

therefore, gives the appearance of inadequate site plans. The current

trend in civilian housing is that of the community concept, where de-

velopers set aside land for shopping centers, recreational areas, and

schools in their master plans. Legally, a similar concept should be

adopted in planning future construction for military housing. A related

matter on the determination of qualitative requirements is the method

prescribed by the DOD for determining the units by the number of

bedrooms required at an installation. DOD instruction states that in-

stallation experience factors, not service-wide experience factors, will be

used. The appropriateness of this procedure is questionable, since the

housing is seldom built for the current population at an installation and

the services cannot base all their personnel assignmients on the number

and ages of dependents. Installation experience factors are only as valid

as their relationship to service-wide experience factors. Admittedly, the

use of service-wide factors would not preclude future imbalances of re-

quirements vs. assets nt indivi,,-l instal;lations, 1 at least use of

SCrvIke-wide facTors would be logical and would simplify the determina-

tion of requirements procedures.

In view of these considerations, it is recommended in the study that

a DOD interservice committee be formed to more fully review the qualita-

tive standards of military housing. Pending the establishment of such

a committee, consideration should be given to proposals including legis-

lation as required to increase the net minimum floor area as suggested,

eliminate the housing-unit cost cailings or prcvide for automatic increases

in accordance with a specified cost index, and change the enlisted category

in the current legislation to NCO and senior NCO categories for suitability

criteria as relates to maximum allowable housing cost and location.

Under the present procedure relating to determination of the
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adequacy of community assets, the allowable housing cost exceeds the

basic allowance for quarters for various grades from $5 to $30 with a

mean of approximately $23. In addition to the obvious inequity of the

maximum allowable housing cost between some grades, there are other

disadvantages affecting all concerned personnel. By permitting personnel

living off post to pay an average of $23 add!*1onal housing cost before

declaring a home to be inadequate, the DOD is subjecting this group,
in effect, to a lower standard of living than it is their counterparts who are

residing on an installation in adequate government quarters. The question

of how much above the current BAQ should be the acceptable housing

cost appears to beg the question of how much inequitable treatment will

be accorded this group. The basic allowance for quarters has been
established by Congress to provide, in part, money to service members

for housi,;,' costs when government quarters are not furnished. Since

the BAQ fig .res are assumed to be acceptable to Congress, they should

be considered a fair and equitable figure to peg housing costs. Housing
costs that exceed the established BAQ should be categorized as non-

acceptable costs to the service members. By such a policy, discrimination

against a segment of the military population would be eliminated and

suitable housing assets would be better defined in terms of actual costs.
The study, therefore, makes such a recommendation.

Existing policy states that the community support units must be
located ""ithin rea;onable distance from the installation to prevent im-

F-. -.11 . ..... iiu•u u lualp Uin m:,11ury personnel. The existing

critera establish a maximum of one-hour commuting time during rush
hours. Using this maximum, military personnel would spend 10 hours

a week commuting during a 3-year tour, a total of 60 days or 1,440
hours in his automobile going to and from work. This is equal to 36
work weeks or 70% of a work year, which appears unreasonab!e. Ac-

cordingly, it is recommended that the authorized travel time be reduced

by 30 minutes. The right of each individual service member to reside

in the community wherever he may desite is recognized; however, the

final determination of his housing as a military asset should be evoluatJ

against acceptable and uniform standards, not necessarily in conformance

with the occupant's personoi evalvat~on

The individual living in off-post rental housing can be assumed
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competent in describing his home in terms of space, location, and other

elements or criteria now used to determine the adequacy of on-post

hoL'sing. A qualified individual reviewing this survey completed by an

off-post respondent can accurately assess whether %he particular quarters

are adequate or inadequate. Space criteria standards should I'e used
in this analysis along with other DOD-established qualitative criteria. In
this manner, a more adequate inventory can! be made of cctual assets in
the civilian community. Present substandard assets could be reduced or
eliminated. It is true that some military personnel choose to live in sub-
standard off-post quarters. In the majority of these cases, the family
budget rather than the personal desire of the individuals concerned is
the controlling factor. The effect is that wi are reporting a higher
percentage of our personnel as adequately housed, when in reality they
are not, and it gives the appearance that our personnel are living better
than they are actually living in real life.

By reporting the actual percentage of our personnel who are in-

adeqcuately housed we will: 1) eliminate inadequate assets from our
inventory; 2) provide a realistic picture of the housing situation of our
personnel; and 3) provide additional support for better pay.

The administrative procedures involved in the conduct of the annual
housing surveys currently required are complex and expensive in terms
of manpower utilization. Some reduction in the complexities and costs
of these procedures should be made. We have made some recommenda-
tions in this re,,•rd. In developing this portion of the study, particular

conicideration was given to the critical analysis of current DOD procedures
made by the General Accounting Office and the Bciftelle Memorial Institute.
Each of these studies concluded that the procedures are unnecessarily
complex and costly. The requirement to administer a family housing

queslionnaire to the head of every family occupying on-post quarters

and to receive responses from at least 850o of others in each major per-

sor.nel category, appears excessive and unnecessary to maintain an

acceptable degree of housing informc-tion accuracy. Information regard-

ing on-post quarters is readily available from post records, und further

information from their c.cupants does not appear needed. Accordingly,

this group should not be required to fill out a family housing questionnaire.

The odministration at the questionnaire among a scientifically designed
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sample of the heads of military families residing off post would provide

information which could be applied to the entire off-post family housing

group with a high degree of accuracr and at substantially less cost and

disruption of command.

foday's basic aliowance for q -arters ranges from $105 for the E-4

with over 4 years' service to $201 for generals with dependents; and

from $70.20 to $160.20 for the same grades without dependents. These

rates were effective as of 1 January 1963, based on housing cost data

obtained in 1960; thus, the rates are eight years old. Assuming housing

cost and BAQ were ihe same in 1960, steady increases in housing expenses

within the continental U. S. have made c-irrent BAQ rates inadequate to

provide suitable family housing for eligible members living on the

economy.

The escalation of housing expenses, while following general trends
in the American economy, applies unevenly across the U. S. This results
in the greatest financial hardship for military memers who must compete'

for adequate housing in metropolitan areas or areas heavily impacted
with military personnel. A joint service study sponsored by the Department
of the Air Force was concluded in 1967. This study resulted in a proposal
to authorize payment of a supplemental allowance for quarters in
the U. S. This oroposal is not new, and it would essentially retain present

BAQ rates as a base an d then,, r ocio,,,lamant.,l eilnwonra hkrnil

on actual expenses by locaity. Such a variable allowance wouid a~low
eligible members to secure adequate housing comparable to their civilian

peers regardless of location. This proposal proved far less costly than
increasing BAQ rates across the board using FHA medium figures, as
proposed at one time by former Secretary McNamaro, and no more costly
then increasing BAQ rotes across the board using the consumer price

•ndexes as proposed at another time by Secretary McNamara. In addition
to providing an attractive cost factor, the variable housing allowance

wou!d only put money in tke pockets of those in need, anu then in just

that amount required to br;ng the members' housing standard up to that

enjoyed by their peers in a particular locality. It is considered that the

variable housing allowance would be more feasible, more econom'cal.

than !,ither constructing government units or leasing them. The impact

of the report of the First Quadrennicl Review of Milntary Compensation
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(Hubbel! Pay Proposal) on family housing, must naturally be considered;
this study does not fully pursue this subject. It is apparent, however, that
inequities of housing cost between areas with low and high cost of
living rates cannot be resolved ony better by the "straight salary" ap-
proach thar it can by the current standard BAQ method.

Finally, the staff management concept for family housing. The :,taff
reponsibility for family housing matters varies slightly among the
services; however, some aspects of centralized control are generally
followed or are being developed in each service. There can be no
lquestion that centralized control of this important function is both
necessary and desirable. it should be noted, however, that the cen-
tralized purpose-oriented management concept ;n family housing was
initially recommended by the DOD Advisory Ponel on Military Family
Housing Policy and Practices. In a report dated 15 iNovember 1961, the
advisory panel stated that the Secretary of Defense established the Office
of the L)eputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Family Housing) within the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) to
provide closely integrated control, direction, and administration of th,
Depuriment of Defense Family Housing Proqram. This office should func-
tion in accordance with policy guidelines established by the various
Assistant Secrete-ies of Defense and the;, functional areas of responsi-
bility. In the k'ter implementation, the centralized purpose-oriented con-
cept of family housing mane.•ement in the specialized staff areas of
the manpower and personnel chiets at OSD and the service departments
was in fact absorbed by the logisticia:.. At best, the per'.onnel chief- have
now been relegated to a coordination role; this, noiwithstanding the fact
tFat they maintain a primary interest in the assignment and utilization
po!icies and procedures. Accordingly, it is recommended that c 4efined
policy sphere of responsibility be identified and sent to the manpower
personnel chief! specifically in the areas ot family housing cassignment

ata eligibility for both pnilicies and procedures. The policies would be
developed by the manpower personne; chiefs and implemet-ted by in-

staliitions and !ogi.tics operators through the family housing ni-irrige-

Sment system. Exceptions to poli:ies or requirements for new policies
would be referred to the manpower personnel chiefs by installation and
logistics ager.cies. Such a mariocment system would preserve the
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advantages of the centralized family housing management system, while

gaining the additional advantage of drawing upon the wealth of experi-

ence and expertise of the personnel administrators at all levels.

This, then, is the heart of the study thiat ha3 been prepared from

a personnel viewpoint. As I mentioned earlier, this study has not yet

been transmitted to the Deputy Secretary of Defense; and the A-sistant

recretary of Defense (Manpcver and Reserve Affairs) has yet to look

it over. As I also mentioned earlier, many of the proposals that I have

suggested may very well not be in accord with the thinking of the

logisticians. ; do, however, appreciate the opportunity of presenting

them in this article.-.
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SECTION II

ANNUAL ESSAY CONTEST

SPONSORED BY THE

FUND FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF

MANAGEMENT IN THE

ARMED FORCES

The Fund for the Advancement of Managemeni in the Armed Forces

is a nonappropriated fund activity at the U. S. Army Management School.
It was formed in 1967 to conduct an annual essay contest to promote

the advancement of management in the Armed Forces by encouraging

military and civilian members of the Deportment of Defense to conducr
research and write on the areas of general and functional management.

The Fund is managed by a counci! of five members elected by and

from among active memLers of the Fund, in accordance w1,I. the consti-
tution of the Fund, as approved by the Commanding General of the
U. S. Army Eng;:eer Center and Fort Belvoir. Membership is open to all
commissioned ,`-Icers cnd civilian personnel (GS-1th and above) assigned

to the U. S. Army Management School.

The counci! is authorized to accept grants and donations, i:ncluding
but not limitcd to, donations from individuals attending courses pre-
sented by the U. S. Army Management School, within the limitations

prescribed by applicable regulations. All funds received, less minor
administrative expenditures, are expended in the form of cash awards
to winners of the contest.

The contest is open to military (reserve, active duty, or retired status)

and civilian members of the Army, Nay,. Air Force, and Morine Corof.
except personnel assigned ), attached to the U. 5. Army Management

School.

In ýIhe initial .ontest held in 1968, 10 prizes were awarded for ihe

bes! essays submitted, The winner of Fir'it Place received $200; winner

of Secoid Plcce received $150, and winoer cf Third Place received $75

The sev.en next best es,ýo- s were awarded prit ...• of $2'5 ta..c
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Essays are judged on the basis of originality in research and writ-

ing and the extent to which they make a worthwhile contribution to the

advancement of management in the Armed Forces. Each essay is sub-

mitted under a nom-de-plume, with the real name and address of the

competitor inclosed in a sealed envelope bearing the nom-de-plume on

the outside, the envelope to be opened only after all essays have beenjudged.

Plans are now being developed for the 1969 contest. It is antici-

pated that submissions will closely parallel those for 1968, i.e., entries

must bear a3 post mark of not later than 30 September, with winners to

be announced not later than 31 December 1969. Additional informa-

tion can be obtained by writing to the Fund for the Advancement of

Management in the Armed Forcez, U. S. Army Management School, Fort

Belvoir, Virginia 22060.
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MR. CLAYTOR W. ALLRED

CHIEF. MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING DIVISION

TOOELE ARMY DEPOT

TOOELE. UTAH

The Army Authorizatiorn Documents System calls for the creation,

approval, and maintenance of tables of distribution and allowances

(TDA) prescr bing the crganizational structure and the manpower and

equipment requiremers and authorizations to perform specific support

missions in noncombat elements. The objective is to insure thal within

manpower, equipment, and budgetary constraints, Army elements are

organized and maintained in the best possible posture to execute their

assigned missions. The system recognizes that a continuous refinement of

current and proiecled requirements and authorizations of manpower and

equipment is essential in a dynamic activity, but also recognizes that

control is necessary.

This discussion will be limited to the accomplishment of the details

of those changes (MTDA) to TDA's involving reorganization. More par-

ticularly, it will be concerned with the work necessary to accomplish the

unit organizational structure on the detailed TDA in paragraph and line

detail. This involves a de'ermination of need and justification for changes

A CASE FOR COMBINATION
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in organization, numbers of personnel, and/or titles and grades of per-
sonnel. Normally these three aspects of the TDA are studied by person-

nel from three different elements, Management Engineering, Manpower

Management, and Civilian Personnel. Therein lies the reason for this

discussion.

Traditionally in the Department of the Army, position c!assification
has been a Civilian Personnel Office function. For many years manpower

management and organizational and functional reviews were both func-

tions of the Management Engineering Division. However, in recent years
the manpower management function has been separated and enlarged

into a Manpower Management Office in most installations and activities.
The net result is that the Management Engineering Division studies the

organization and functions of an element, the Manpower Management

Office studies its staffing, and the Civilian Personnel Office clas:ifies the
priitions involved. While most of the resulting determinations may be
implemented locally, some of them must be referred to a higher com-

mand for provisional approval before they are implemented. All of
them are subject to post audit and final approval by the Department of

the Army.

This means that each element has to be studied by three diffeient

persons or groups for three different purposes, all of which must be inte-
grated into the TDA. At this depot we have tried to approach this situa-
tion on a systematic basis. Going on the grounds that each position must
be reviewed during each fisco! year, we have developed an integrated

schedule keyed to a position classification audit of each element. Thus
the cycle of organizational and functional reviews performed by the

Management Engineering Division begins in April for the coming fiscal
year. In most cases the manpower study performed by the Manpower

Management Office is conducted about two to three months later, and
the position classification audit is conducted about a month after the

manpower study. The last group of position classification audits of reg

ular elements is scheduled to begin in May, so that they may be com-

pleted during the fiscal year.

"The team concept is used throighout ihese studies to attempt to re-

solve any controversies before any and all of them are submitted for
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final approval. In addition to the three parties mentioned above, the

team consists of the manager involved in each case, and a personnel

management assistant, to assure that employee-management aspects are

considered properly and adequately. For the more routine situations this

plan and schedule has worked very well. However, in those cases where

the organization had to be submitted to higher authority for prior ap-

proval, it has not always been possible to maintain the schedule. This

situation resulted from two things. First, in order to make a complete

submission, it was necessary for all elements to participate in formulating

the presentation, even though in the normal course of events the studies

of the latter two elements involved were not scheduled until later. In

actual lact, they could only make their portions of the study on a tenta-

tive basis pending final approval of the proposed organizational change.

The seconC thing which sometimes upset the schedule was that in

some cases, the approval was not forthcoming for several months or, in

a few extreme cases, was never received at all. Recent changes which .

eliminated the necessity of submitting all requests to higher authorities

for approval and the actions involved in their processing of them, havc

done away with most of the problems which once existed in this area.

Another factor which interfered with the planned schedule was that

unscheduled changes kept popping up. In our original plan we recog-

nized that there would be instunces of this and tried to build some flaxi-
bility into the system to allcw for them. We knew from past experience

that higher authority would mnlndate some changes, that new regula-

tions or changes ir, missions or wurkload would require others, and that

the commander might desire still others. However, we placed a control

valve on such requests by saying that no action would be taken on un-

scheduled requests unless the commanc,- so directed. Even in these cases

we still had the opportunity to change the schedule for trie elem~rtt being

studied so that, in e.ifect, the unplanned study cou!d be considered as the

scheduled study.

At any rate, for the first time we were in a position to complete

studies of all elements for all purposes during a fiscal year. Each of the

three organizations concerned was able To contribute its particular talents

to a team effort which resulted in more satisfactory organization, stomng,

and classification than we had had previously. However, as well as this
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arrangement has been working, it stil! leaves much to be desired. Try
though we may, we have not been able to tie up all the loose ends com-
pletely, ikcr to hold to the schedule as closely as we would like.

The prime reason for this is that three staff elements must be in-
volved, each for its own seporate purpose. Regardless of how well

these people work together or how hard they try to coordinate their
efforts, the fact still remains that the manager concerned must work
with three different elements before the study of his element is cam-
pleted. Sometimes this involves backtracking so that people from the
staff elements are studying him in one way or another for a good por-

tion of the year.

Having lived with this situation for over 16 years, responsible for

one or more aspects of it, and closely acquainted with the other aspects,
I have come to the conclusion that there must be a better way. I think
there is a strong case for comb~nation of these functions. So why don't
we do it? The best answer I seem to be able to get to that quest'3n is
that decisions have been made to do it the way it is being dane. How-

ever, I think the involved managers at all levels should take another
good look at the setup. After all, one of our prime responsibilities as
managers is to figure out ways of getting the job done bette,, quicker,

cheaper, and easier.

One obvious approach to the problem which would result in all of
these things is to combine the three staff elements into one. Call it what

you may, place it wherever it is most appropriate, but let this one element
perform all of the functions now being performed by three elements.
Aside from the benefits to be derived from accelerating the study schedule
and interfering less with the operations, this combination should result
in a need for fewer study ana'ysis. It is true thc:t the new breed of

analyst required foi this job probably would not fit into any existing
Civil Service series, but, after all, that is why series are created - To

describe jobs.

The part of this proposal which upsets most people is that of pull-
ing position classifications out of the Civilian Personnel Office. After all,

"it has always been there." Looking at it objectively, thcough, the Cvilian
Personnel Office's prime concern lies with "people problems." if the
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Civilian Personnel Officer could concentrate on serving people and their

problems, he should be able to enhance and strengthen his program. This
is exceedingly important in a time of growing union problems. With the
"position function" becoming more and more allied with the TDA, the

CPO is no longer in a position to exercise complete control over his func-
tion as he has in the past.

This concept of placing these three functions under one element is

not entirely new or unique. Aside from my own experiences, I will admit

to have been swayed by various studies and articles relative to the place-
ment of these functions in business and industry. Some concepts go even

further and include standards in this element. Frequently the element is
called industrial engineering. Such a setup envisions determining what
work is to be done, what kind of an organization is needed, what func-

tions are involved, what the workload will be, how long it takr(s to

accomplish a work unit, how many people it takes to accomlish the
planned workload, and how much they should be paid. However, after

considering all of these possibilities carefully, I think it would be best to

combine only the elements I have been discussing.
This means that one person (or a group in the case of large or com-

plex elements) normally would make only one study of an element dur-
ing any one fiscal year to determine and obtain approval of its organ-

ization and functions, its staffing, and the classifications of its jobs. This
person could become intimately acquainted with the elements to which
he vy,,, assigned, could process all the paperwork involved, and could

serve as a focal point for any subsequent discussions or problems which

might arise on what had been done. So that he would not tend to stag-
nate in any one assignment or to become prejudiced in any one direc-
tion, he could be rotated among elements from year to year. In this way

he wou!d gain o well-rounded knowledge of the installation or activity.
because there is such a wide variation in the size of Army install,-

tions and activities, the size of the stiffs of the eiements concerned varies

greatly. However, I believe that, regardless of the number of people in.
volved, this combination will result in a saviog o, personnel spocc,. As

I have stated previously, it will also benefit the managers by causing

lesis disruption of their operations and far les,, time when a study is
made, Differences of opinions among the three types of analysts would
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be eliminated, and the manager could call on one person to help with

his organization and staffing problems.

One of the prime reasons why some people do not subscribe to this

plan is that they think it will place too much power in the hands of one

person representing one element. One view of the present concept is
that it providct, independent checks and balances designed to protect

individual employees and to give managers several independent sources

of technical advice. The thing which this viewpoint fails to eckon with

is that each of these independent sources can be concerned only with

those functions for which it is responsible. We recognize that there is

an interrelationship which we try to provide for in exercising our team

concept, but, in the final analysis, each staff element concerned must

stay pretty close to its own area of functional responsibility.

Consider, th•i., an analyst trained to be familiar with all three

aspects of this situation. Such a person could study or, operation once
with oil aspects in mind, could discuss them with the personnel manage-

ment assi-.tant and the manager, and could present one complete pack-

age for review and approvai. The checks und balances would still exist,

because, besides the manager of the element concerned, there would still
be the manager over him and the crnmomnder who would be in c; josition

to review and concur with or approve the final results. Thus, the com-

bined analyst would be in a posit;on to provide maximum service but
would not be the only or final authority on the results. Granted, there

will be differences of opinion and decisions still will ha,'e. .., be made

to resolve controversial issues. 4owevar, it hos been established that the

more people there are involved i=i any one communicutions situation, the

more complex the interrelationships may become, and the more possibil-

ities the e are for Jifferences of opinion. This proposai would reduce this

proboa-;lity significantly.

This proposal is imenrded to cover tha situation at installations and

octivities only. It is not inte ,Aed that it apply to the elements responsi-

ble for these functions at higher levels of comma:n.2 This proposal covers

operational aspects of the poblem and not hj' -r authorit' maiiage-

men# of the systems and programs involved. Depending on the number

of personnel and the number of organizationo! elements involved at any
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one installation or activity, the strength and organization required for

the performance of this combined linction would vary greatly. In

smaller activities, only a few people would n•,ed to be assigned. In very

large activities, the organization might involve several branches, prob-.

ably established on the basis of the organizational elements which they

served. Again, while it would be desirable to have each c€nalyst become

an expert in his assigned are3 of study, it would be desirable also to

rotate the analysts periodically to broaden their knowledge and experi-

erice as well as give new exoerience and thinking to the managers

concerned.

The question then arises as to where this new element should be located

organizationally. Again, that depends a lot on the size of the element. If it

were -mail, it could be set up as a branch in one of the existing elements.

It could be created as a division under ,re senior manager responsible for

personnel, administra,,ve, or comptrollership activities. If it were large

enough it might even be considered as a separate directorate or element N
under a separate senior manager. In any event, it should be so located

and organized as to be in a position to make independent studies and

recommendations (subject to the concurrences and apprcvals mentioned

above). It should not be in a position where personnel wiih o:, in-

terests can influ-ice or direct its findings and recommendations in other

than factual and regulatoty directives. Thus, regardless of how this

element is organ,'7d or where it is located, it should be able to operate

as independently ns possible so that it theoretically can make unbiased

recommendations. Such an element would provide one point of contact

with higher authority agencies for the activities concerned.

If the TDA is to be maintained on a current status dur'ng this dynamic

period in which we are operating, it is imperative that tlc. organizations

arid people responsible (or the various functions involved be as ciosely

ccordinated as possible I believe The bert so!ution to this is to place

them in one organizational element with that prime function in mind

I believe thi will result in :he impoved creation and maintenance of

TDA's; better and more timely MTDA s: the more timely accomplishment

of organ':: tior-il _..d funct _anal reviews, manpover surveys, and Pc

tion classification audits. with iess Jisruption of operoton, estabt-h-

merit of a •"iform contact for al! pe-sonne! ono vcrtnerints involved '-
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a.~y way with TDA's; and, very probably, the capability of any installa-
tion or activity to perform these functions and provide these services

with fewer personnel than are being used f-r this purpose now.

This ii my case for combination. It does represent a departure front

the current concept and arrangement. However, management improve-

ment is concerned with finding and trying new or improved ways of

doing business. I *+1ink this combination is worth trying. Who wants to

be the first to try it?.
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From Frederick W. Taylor's first approaches to scientific manage-

ment methods to the most recent deveklpments in decision-making

models and heuristic aialysis, management has been bombarded with

countless inventive concepts f~r improving operational efficiency. In

fact, it is becoming increasingly difficult to pick up a management journal

without seeing an article expounding phenomenal results from the ap-

plication of some new concept. From this literature a general tendency

regarding this application is evident. Each, originally conceived to com-

bat the rising costs of a particular area of industrial endeavor, and

proven successful within this intended confinement, is propagated as a

new and radically different approach to reduce costs in all areas. Per-

haps the best example of this hypothesis, and the subject of this study,

is value engineering.(I)

This concept was originally developed hy Laurence D. Miles as a

purchasing technique to systematically reduce production costs by identi-

fyir% the basic functicns of product components and seeking substitutes

to perform these functions at lower costs. Mr. Miles first defined the

vclue engineering concept as "a philosophy implemented by the use of

a specific set of techniques, a body of knowledge, and a group of learned

skills, it is an oroaniz'ed creative approach which has for its purpose

the efficient Identificoioo of unnecessary cost, i.a., cost which provides

neither quolity nor use nor life nor or pearance nor -ustomer f.catures."( 2 )

Although h:.; ,,: ,,1c ,,i'-, of colt appears to be directed at hardware,

oA d all of thp case examples in his book Techniquos of Va tue Analysis

and Engineering or.! hardware applications, he makes no attempt to

ec'Iblish this as a limiting criterion Nor does he illustrate how value

VALUE ENGINEERING--AN

EVALUATION
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engineering can be applied to other cost areas. In essence, the possi-

bility of extended application is left as a gray area, with the only con-

cern being hardware.

A more precise definition was attempted when the concept was
initiated in the Department of Defense. DOD Handbook H-1 11 defines

value engineering as "an organized effort directed at analyzing the
functions of defense hardware with the purpose of achieving the re-

quired ,'unction at the lowest overall cost."(3) However, the narrative

following this definition indicates that it is more of a guide for the ap-
plication of value engineering than a definition of a concept. It is made

clear that value engineering could be practiced in areas other than

hardware, but, considering potential savings and available resources,

it would not be economical to make this extension.

When funneled into the Army Cost Reduction Program, value

engineering received a more elaborate definition. Here, it is considered
as "a systematic effort directed at analyz;ng the function of systems,

equipment, facilities, procedures, methods, and supplies for the purpose

of achieving the necessary function at the lowest ove'rall cost."(4) This
definition makes no restrictions; in fact, it advocates the entire range

of organizational application.

Certainly the transition in the definition of value engineering, from
a problem-soving approach for reducing the cost of hardware to an all-

inclusive process for cost reduction, exemplifies the appareotly inevitable

trend of expanding applicability. Thus, it is nct surprising to find today's
"management literature pushing the application of value engineering

into all areas of industrial endeavor, from physical processes, systems,
procedures, and methods to manpower requirements and management
practices.(5)

This tronsition is subtle, almost evolutionary, and apparently cor-

related to the tundaamentals of human behavior; but, more important,

it establishes a new perspective upon which to evaluate a concept's

contributions to the study o. managý.ment. The point is that tne merit

of a concept is normally measure• in terms of the savings realized in

its individual applications,(6 arnd not by its particula- philosophy in

comparison tc the management pro-cess theories. It is said that value

engineering 'm.,s! be recognizvd as a new, comiplementary concept
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added to our scientific management common body of knowledge."(7)
If this is true and value engineering is philosophically unique, founded
on original postulates which are universal in management practice, then
the trend of expanding application is a valid and desirable result.

The elimination of unnecessary cost is generally acknowledged in
definition as the purpose of value engineering. This is accomplished by
identifying cost areas, conducting studies which define and weigh vari-
ous alternatives, and concluding with recommendations as to specific
courses of action. Although the proponents of value engineering litera-
ture are careful to stipulate that it is not a decision-making function, it
obviously has most of the ingredients of a rational decision-making
process. Edward Litchfield states that decision-making "in its rational
deliberative, discretionary, and purposive form is performed by

means of the following sub-activities:

A. Definition of the issue
B. Analysis of the existing situation

C. Calculation and delineation of alternativ.s

D. Deliberation
E. Choice"(8)

A value engineering study includes all but the final sub-activity, choice,
which encompasses the authority necessary for making the decision. It is
hopeful that a valLe engineering study and choice are cause-effect re-
lations; that is, the study dictates the choice with no further deliberation
required. In this re-spe•,ec,,val, e -,,e r. ° ^4 *a... , ....... c ny
other concepts which seek to reduce irrationality and nonrationality to
negligible factors. Work simplification, operations research, manage.
ment engineering, and work design, to name a few, are also centercd
about more precise ways of describing choices confroewirng m'-nagemem.
Therefore, to recognize value engineering as an original and refined

additsve to the management theories, there must be a delimitatic,, with

respect to these other concepts.

Operations research has been defined as "the application of scientific

methods, techniques, and tools tc problems involving the operations of

a system so cis to provide those in control of the system with optli-lum

solutions to the problem.s."(9) Since an oraanization is considered to be

a system, (10) and the :atest definition of value erngineeering includes
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analyzing the functions of systems, there appears to be no difference in
the scope of application of these twc concepts. By definition, they can be

applied to any area of organizational activity. This is expected, as it

merely reflects the hypothesis of expanding application. Accordingly,
work simplification, defined as an "organized application of common

sense to finding better and ensier ways of doing work,"(1 1) places no
limits on application.

After selection of the problem, the methodology of value engineer-

ing advocates a "systematic effort" directed along a five-phase ap-
proach: informative; speculative; analytical; planning and execution;

and, presentation.(12) When distilled to basic logic, this is nothing
more than a restatement of the sub-activities defined in the rational

decision-making process. "Informative" is the analyzing of the existing
situation; "speculative" and "analytical" are the calculation and delinea-

tion of alternatives; "planning and execution" is deliberation; and, "pre-

sentation" replaces the choice. The same similarities are present in the

descriptive approaches of work simplification (select the job, record the
job details, analyze the job details, develop the improvements, and in-

Slaii the new method) and operations research (define !the problem,
select the required facts, generate and analyze the data b, constructing

a model and varying the inplit, identify the optimum solutions, and
recommend actions). The selection of adjectives and semantical terms

should not obscure the inherent characteristics of the traditional! problem-

solvin6 -iethodology. These approaches are only phraseological allitera-
""" of the u,,aumenTai process of ratiocination. More Than fifty years

ago John Dewey stated it simply as "what is the problem, what are the

alternatives, and which alternative is best."(131

Several disciplines are advanced within the framework of value

engineering methodology. One of these, brainstorming, is significant in

the "speculative phc e." The Army Cost Reduction Program (AR 11-20)

states that "no cost reduction action can be labeled value engineering

unless the action includes . . . brainstorming to detertiiine what else will

do the job." This technique attempts to overcome the familiar mental

blocks in creative problem-solving by approachinc. a problem from all

possible angles. It is an extensiorn of heuristical theory. which is neither

restrictec; to nor intended tc be limited to value engineering. The fact
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that value engineerirg has adopted hrainstorming does not impy a

unique quality. Any intelligent and rational analyst is similarly discip-

lined when seeking so!utions to a problem. This disciphine is observed

by the study of heuristics, and can be traced back to the Greek mathema-

tician Pappus. Heuristical literature, in attempting to understand the

process of problem-solving, defines the use of analogy, auxiliary, general-

ization, specialization, decomposition, and recomposition in relating

problem areas to known factors. In reference to this. the Italian mathema-

tician Bernard Balzano (1781-1848) said: "I do not think at all that I am

ab', to present here any procedure of investigation that was not per-

ceived long ago by all men of talent."(14) Neither value engineering

methodology nor its adopted discipn;,,e of brainstorming invalidates this

statement.

Another discipline which plays an important role in the philosophy

of value er.gineering is "value-orientntion." Four prevailing value factors

are discussed in DOD Handbook H-11l, of which two (use value and cost

value) are used as criteria for selecting the highest-value alternative.

Use value is stated in terms of operating requirements or functional

characteristics. This means identifying and defining the function of the

subject under study. The DOD handbook clarified this in stating that

"by function is meant twlie purpose or objeciive."(15) Work simnlification

philosophy states that determining the purpose is the first requirement in

analyzatioti. This is also basic to industrial engineering or any other
"-"'-,,, ,-, .. . ': -~ .-.. ig ti n

Cost, the second value consideration, is stated in terms of dollars

and represents the actuo cost involved with the subject under study.

Like use value, the considera';cn of cost is not original with vc:!ue

engineering. "Industrial engineering theory in determining total cost

and developing optimum cost applied to functions or products certainly

considers al! of the elements aosociated with costs."(16) Apparently

the value-orientation discipline constitutes a theoretical discussion of

value properties superimposed on commonly used and accepted f-."tors

for selecting the least-cost alternative. This does not complement or sup-

plement the practice of ru;ional decision-mak ng.

One final discipline, which is getti7-g increased usage in reference

to value engineering methcodology, is scientific method Value enqinee,-dng
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has even been aefined as '"a functionally oriented scientific method"(1 7);
however, recognitions of this type have prompted some to report that,
"with few exceptions, the notions of science and scientific method held
by the writers are unable to withstand critical examination."(18) There
is no argument to the term, which requires the collecting of data through
observation and experiment and the formulation and testing of a funda-

V mental hypothesis, but it is doubtful if value engineering acccmplishes
this. The application of value engineering is in solving independent

problems. These solutions have never produced a fundamental hypo-
thesis regarding management theory which has been universally iested

for validity.
By reducing the methodology and inherent discipliner to their es-

sential characteristics, the credence of value engineering philosophy as
an original doctrine in management theory is revealed as a tenuous ;n-
*erpretotion. It amounts to little more than eclecticism of currently
practiced and accepted postulates. However, the conception and ac-
ceptance of value engineering, and its growth rate in the ind,.striol
community, indicate an environment not only susceptible to but in
need of such a concept. This raises the question as to what value engineer-
ing has to offer which has not been offered before.

Although value engineering has been affected by the expansion
of appliczition tendency, it was originaliy conceived to fill a gap created
by the shortcci:-'-gs of an earlier concept called product design. This
concept is defined as "the determination and specification of the parts
of a product and their interrelationships so that they become a unified
whole, satisfying a;; the requirements in a condition of balanced effect-
iveness."(19) Balanced effectiveness considers funtion, production, corn-
merce, and use values in achieving a unification of design meusurabte

by human value. Action is effective when it accomplishes a goal, and
the goal of product design is a marketable item Which will yield a profit-

able retuir on investment. Therefore, if a design meets its functional

objective and is tco ndvcnced for production techniques, it is not effect-

ive. Likewise, if bo-th function arid production are satisfied arid the

product hias no use volue, it is not effective.

Although effectivgness is a malor consideration, product design fails

;n the crrcumspetion of efficier-y. In this respect, an efficient action is
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defined as one in which the unsought consequences are trivial. The in-

creasing cost- of materials and hardware components can no longer be

considered as trivial in comparison to labor and overhead costs. Value

engineering, in recognition of this, has adapted the dimension of effi-

ciency to the analyzation of hardware. In doing so, the theories and

Stechniques previously applied by management to decisio-,, affecting
labor and overhead costs have been incorporated to make similar

decisions about hardware. This does not constitute an original philos-

ophy, complementary to management theory; it establishes a new appli-

cation for the ex;sting principles and techniques of the rationa! decision-

making process.

Even with the extraordinary growth rute, incluaing the international

,ecognition, that value engineering has enloyed, there is a frequent com-

plaint by those attempting to institute value engineering that manage-

ment acceptance of a program is often d-fricult to obtain. It is indicated

that "there is something wrong in the relaticnship between manage-

ment and value engineering,"(,20) but this reclization is usually inter-

preted cis a lack of understanding or cooperafion on the part of man-

agemen?. The implied conflict is dichotomou!,; that management, in-

fluenced by the usual psychological reactions accompanying the threat

of change, perfers the traditional cr empirical judgement factors in lieu

of a more exacting approach. This, no doubt, has merit; however, it

must be realized that progressive management has been u-;ng formulated

approaches in the areas of !abcr and overhead cost- fcr year,.- M-rn

agement was indocirinated to the methodology and associated philos-

ophy of value engineering long before the conception of value engineer-

ing. It just wasn't being applied to hardware. Here perhaps, i3 the

real issue confronting management oaceptance. The value engineering

concept is being sold cs a new, original, and distinctive approach to

cost reduction; an approach thet caro be universally apriled to any area

of industrial endeavor; and one that wilt revolutionize the art of man-

agement practice; and monagement receives value engineerir'g as a

rehash;ng of old material.

itrie point is that t':e :uxtuposition of decision-making methodology

and philusophical interpretations of value with value ergineerit:: has

served to obscure and misconstrue its true worth, that of addinc the di-
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m43nsion of efficiency to hardware aialysis. This not only increases the

problem of management acceptance, but also creates an additional prob-

lemn concerning application, In an effort t o become un~iversally accepted,

the proponents of value engineering literature hove created a paradox

regarding the expansion of application. The statement that one of the
"#misconceptions co'icern;ng the DOCZ value engineerng program" is that

it "applies only to hardware"(21) crecites a myth. Since the hardware

application is the only aspect that establishes value engineering as an

original entity, any divorcement from this application will result in a

loss of identity. Expansion of appl~cotion, fherefore, is not a valid and

desirable tend&oncy'.

In its rational and rurposive form, decision-making represents o.n

important asoect of entrepreneurship. It is definable in terms of not only

authority and responsibility but clso methodology. In this respect, deci-

sion-making is an organizational system composeC' -f independent sub-

systems. These subsystems are determined by application in accordance

with the forat-o organization, wheth~er it is orien~ted b', function, product,

or any other structural method. To ba both effective and efficient, the

subsystems must not duplicate responsibility by extending applicu'ion

beyond the limits imnosed by the intended organizat'onal structure.

Unfortunately, this is exactly what is happening with value engineering.

It is organizationally located to abet the decisi-nrn-aking subsystemr for

inco~ming arnd outgoing hardwaret.22) and is being applied to all arec,,,

of organizational enckavor.

If value engineering is to function as an en*toy, a concept to aug-

ment a dlecision-making subsystem, it rouist be delineatmd fi ý"n other sim-

ilar concepis in accurdlance wvith its cilinct~ve u'pp icatio, Wt., thuý op.

piicatilon is hardware. As an entity, vao1:1 ?,rg',ieering cannot overlap

other similar concepts already in p,-ctice- It rnust be completely indi-

pend-no of the ooplication of rrarioge,ýrnt engineeril'1, industrial en-

gintcering, and operations research. This means tha: +, tendency for

expanding appijicalicin must be reversed: that the pfopnnrents of value

engineering literature must recogoize that it is not a new conccoý odded

to the scientific manogement common body of kno-wýedlgp, ,Ina that flam-

boycint statements advx!oat~n its el~frs~on anto other fip~ds ý7;re de'ri-
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mental to its efficient and effective functioning and contrc.dictory to the

only e3sential quality of the concept.

In sunrmary, this siudy has illustrated that the value engineering

philosophy and methodology amounts to little more than eclectic;-m of

commonly accepted management principles; that the t:' ,,urth of value

engineering is in adapti ,I the dimension of efficiency to hardware anal-

ysis; :iat the attemplb to prooagate value engineering as a new and

original philosophy, complementary to the scientific management the-

ories are detrimental to its acceptance and obscure its true worth; and

that expansion of application beyond the limits of hardware analysis

creates inefficiency and confusion in the decision-making system of an

organization. This is not intended to be a pernicious discourse on value

engineering but, rather, a constructive discussion of the myths and falla-

cies which are perpetrated in value engineering literature. "Ohn Stuart

Mill once said to "accept nc doctrine either from ourselves or from other

people without a rigid scrutiny by negative criticism; letting no fallacy,
or incoherence, or confusion of thought, step by unperceived; above all,

to in-ist upon having the meaning of a word clearly understood be'Ure

usin 't, and the meaning of a proposition before assentina to it; these

are the lessons we learn from ancient d, lecticians." If liese lessons are

followed, the proponents of value enqgineering literature must refrain

from esoteric statements and become mor2 exacting with respect to the

value engineering position in management theory. This is the initial and

significant step in eliminaTing the problem rf management ucceptance

and in preventing duplicat'on of responsýbility in the decision-making

systems of organizations.

NOTES

(11 Both L. D. Miles and the DOD- consider the terms ývalue engi-

neering' and 'value anal'-sis" as synonymous. This study, likewise, will

make no dis-inction; however, th, terrmi "value engineering will be used

exclusiviy. as i-, tne common practice in t'-- DOD.

(2) Laurence D. Miles, Techniques of Value Analysis and Engineer-

ing, New York: McGraw-Hill gook Company, Inc., '961, p 1.

(1, Department of Defense Handbook H- 1., Vaiue Engineering,

March 1963, p. 2.
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(4) Army Regulation 11-20, Army Cost Redi~ction Program, July

1967, p. G1.
(5) A synopsis of ail the literature advocating the extension of

value engineering into. othc-ýr are~as is not within ihe scope of this study.

If the reudet desires ai brief introduction to these facets of application,

the Proteedings of the 1967 National Conferen~ce o.f the Society of Armer-

i1con Value Engireers is recommended. This is published by the Robert

J. Mayer & Company of Chicago and includes the f.-)lowing articles: "A
Value Engineering System and Process Analysis," "VA-Functional Ideal

All, System Technique," "Value Analysis of Munagement Practices," "The

Neglected Valve Engineering Application: Data Processing," and "Value

Analysis Looks at Software.'

(6) For ari example of this type of measurement :e-e "Yardstick for
Value Ergineering" in the Proceedings of the 1966 National Convention

oF thc. Society of American Value Engineers.

(7) Chris Rand, "Value A'nalysis Objectives and De';e-opment Pro-

grams in Selected Scandinavian 'rdustrier,- SAVE Proceedings, Volume

I (19~ p. 202.

k~q) Edwa'rd H. Litchflelcl, "Notes on a General Theory of Adminis-

tration," ~Anm~nistrative Sl-ence Quarterly, Vol. 1, No. 1, A-ne 1956, rF_ 6.

(9) Maurice F. Ronayne, "Operation-, Research: A Keystone," Sys-
tems & Procedires, Vol. 11, No. 5, Issue 43, September 1960, p. 23.

(10.) Aiv'iough the interpretation of organizations c..ý systarns has

recenti- ýen getting increasec' ottention, Chesle- Barnard in his book

Functions of the Execu.iive, was ont. of the -ýrst to make this recignitiorn.

He defin~ed aforrr.ial organization c ~ a system of consciously coord>'-
noted activit~es or iorres."

(11) Department of the Army Pc-iiphlet 1-52, Techniques of Work
3implification, December, 1967. p. 3,

(12) Value Engineer Ofi.cer's 1perutioncil Guide, EP 1 1-1-3, Novem.

:3er 1967.

(13) John Dewe", How We Think, New York: D. C. Heath & Comn-I pony, 1910, Chapter 8.
(14) C. Polya, How to Solve It, New Yrork: !3oubled~y Anchor Booký,

Doubole luy & Company. Inc., 1 95?, p. 5F

(15) Handbook H-11l, p. 6,
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(16) A. R. Pennell, "The Second Effort," SAVE Proceedings, vu,.

1967, p. 41.

(17) Carlos Fallon, "The All-Important Definition," American Man-

agement Association, Series Number 81, 1964, p. 9.

(18) Dwight Waldo, The Administrative State. Ronald Press, 1948,

p. 15.

(19) Richard Felver, "Product Design," Industrial Fngineering Hand-

book, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1956, p. 7-122.

(20) Lech Czerwinski, "Value Engineering-Manager.ient. Present

State of Affairs," SAVE Procedures, Vol. I, 1966. o. 261.

(21) "Notes from the Seminar-In-Sound," Systematic Cost-Reduction

through Value Analysis, New York: Privacasting Company, Industrial

Value Service, Inc., 1964.

(22) Value enginee•ring is generally organized as a sub-activity to

purchasing and production design functions. See DOD Handbook H-1 11

for examples of organizational assignment..
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Air.itt and sealift, 22 Ballistic missile early warning system,

Ambiguity, tolerance for, 21'6 f., 227 f. 177 f.

AMC tog Arm.' Materiel (tmmand Battalion Slice, 241 f.

Analysis, management see Management Bchavior, creative see Crative problem-

analysis solving

Analysis, quantitotvb, 216 f Board to Review Army Officer Schools, 1

Anti-war demonstration (Pentagon, Budgeting, 117 fF.

Oct. 1967), 134
Army, reorgrinization of, 53 Cargo movement, 89 ff.
Army build-up, effects of, 110 if. CASSA see Automated Systems Support
Army Command Management System, 216 Agency
Army Community Services, 141 f. Chief of Staff, responsibilities of, Il 1ff.
Army concept programs, 44 ff. Chinook helicopter as substitutr, for
Army Engin~eer Center, 123 ff, Huey, 4

Army Engineer School, 129 f. Civilian personnel monagoment, 135 f,

Army Infantry Center, 101 ff. 155 ff., 232 if.
Army Infantry School, 103 COCOAS, 144 f., 255 fi.
Army Installation Mancgem-nt Course, Combat Developments Command, 37 ff.,

225, 111 '3 f., 133
Army Management, 104 ff., 167 f. Ccmbnt Developments Command--
Army Management School, 4, 133, 15., Operations research and systems

216, 225, 227, 239, 309, 40, 167 analysis Studies, 31
Army Materiel Command. 39. 53 ff., Com.b ' Developmenti Coiomandc-

83 -T., 207 Organization, 46 ff.

techniques, 58 ff. Ccmbat simulation see Computer

4. Army Materie Command--Missions, 55 simulation of combat
Army Materiel Command-Operations Command and General Staff College, 4

,esorch & systems analysis studies, 31 Commodity manugement, 60

Army Mater;el Command-Relation to Community relations, 147 f.
Department of the Army, 55 ff. Comptroller, functions of, 118 ff,

Army Materiel Cummand-Spon of control, Computer operations, 217 ff.,251 ff.
53 Computer revolutio.i, 207, 217 ff.

Army Secretariat, 210 ff. Computer simulation of combat, 81 ff.
Army Staff, 209 ff. Comouter standardization, 259 ff.
Army tasks, 41 Computer utilization, 65, 100, 144 f.,

Army Training Center & Ft. Leonad Wood, 196, 207. 217 ff.
I11 ff. Conex containers, 89

Army Training Center (Infantry), Conflicts, types of, 41 f.
89 f'., 103

.\rmy Transportation Center, 103 ff. CONREDS, 245 if.
Army Transportation Center-Missions, Containerization, 22

104 f. Continental A.-..y Command, U. S.,
Army 1rkinsportation School, 107, 114 ff. 39, 53 f, 105, 252 ff.
Army Transportation School-Officer Cost effectiveness, 64

candidate program, 114 f. Cost effectiveness studies, 2 ff., 75 ff.

Army War College, 7 Cos, -eduction program, 145, )57 If.,
A-t of Wa:42, 244 f.

Assi~dnt Secretary of the Army (FM),
Ofice of 208 ift Creative behavior defined, 279

Assistant Vice Chief oi Staff, kl. S. Army, '.reative problem-solving, 277 ff.

Office of, 229 ff. Creative thinking, 277 ff.
Automated reporting systems, 120 Creativ y, 277 ff.
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Data processing, 217, 251 ff, 168 ff.; Fort Leonard Wood, 112 ff.
see also Computer utilization Freeman, Gen. Paul, 134

Decentralization (industry management), Funding, 211 ff., 90 if.
169 f.

Decision-making, 63 ff., 218 ff., 241, 246 General-purpose forces, structuring of,
Decision-making-Alternatives, 64 f. 75 ff.
Decision-making-Centralizut;on of Ge f f s

authority, 63 ff. General staff functions, 135 ff.
Decisior,-mcking-Data requirement'. 247 ff.
Decision-making-Delegation, 63 f., 150, Harvard Busiqess Review, 223 f.

169 f., 186 f. Hawk missile system, 156 ff.
Defense Construction Supply Cow:-r, 73 Helicopters, 96 ff.
Defense Documentation Center, 73, 34 Hitch, Charies J., 13, 28
Defense Electronics Supply Center, 74 Hoover Commission, 69
Defense Fuel Supply Center, 74 Houwe Appropriations Committee, 213 f.
Defense General Supply Center, 74
Defense Industrial Equipment Center, 72 Incubation (creative thinking), 283
Defense Industria! Supply Center, 74 Industry management, 153 ff., 167 ff.,
Defense industry management see 193 ff., 201 ff.

Industry n-uatagement Information and Data Systems Program,
Defense Integrated Management 251 ff.

Engineering Systems, 206 Installation management, 123 ff., 1 ff.,
Defense management Systems Course, 4 89 ff.
Defense Personnel Support Center, 74 f. Institute of Advanced Studies, 48
Defense Supply Agency, 69 ff. instituto of Combined Arms and Support,
Deferred judgment, 283 f. 46
Delegation of authority ste Decision- Institute of Land Combut, 46, 54

making-Delegation Institute of Nuclear Studies, 48
Deployment (Southeast Asia), 209 ff. Institute of Special Studies, 48
Deployment problems, 111 ff. Institute of Systems Analysis, 48
Discipline, military, 136 ff.
Discipline of Power, 10
Draft Presidential Memoranda, 159 f. Johnson, Gen. Harold K., 211, 228

Employment po;icy and grievance review, Land combat system, 39 f., 42 f.
156 ff. Layout studies, 198

Engineering economics, 6 f. Leadership, 280
Enthoven, Alain, 12 Leadership (industry), 188
Equal opportunity (military housing), Lectures, enrichment, 131 f.289 ft. Limited war, 15 ff.

Fssayons Playhouse, 140 Logistics, air, 90 f.
Estimate of the situation, 7 Logistics, Director of, 116 ff.Logistics monageme-,t, 69 ff., 83 ff., 141 f.

Logistics management -Inter-service
Family hosing, 138 ff., 146, 289 ff., standardization, 69 ff

309 ff., 213 fif.
Federal cataloging system, 69, 72 75 McKinsey & Co., 233
Finoncial management, 207 ff,.Fs AinCanc alry managm nt, 207 McNamara, Robert S., 70, 209 f., '.,4 f.,
Ist Air Cavalry Division, 16 292, 191st Air Mobile Division, 75f Machiavelli, 20
i s Logistical Command, 88Mahvel,2s LrogistichalrCommad, 88 Management, Army see Aimy
Flow process charts, 197 mngmnForce Accounting System, 243 f. management
Force Classification System, 163 Civilian personnel management
Force structure, 158 ifi. see alsoCilanproelm ag etForenstrucurpoe, 15ff, strue t g oo Management, commodity see Commodity

Gneral-purpose oces, tructurng of;management
Strategic force structuing; Structuring, Management, family housing see Fo.Aily
force housing

FOREWON, 239 ff Mang
Forrester, Jay W., 223 f. Management, financial see Financial
Fort Belvoir, 123 ff. mana,.ement

Management, functional, 60 f.
Fort Benning, 101 ff. MorMagement, industry soe Industry
Fort Dix, 89 ff. management
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Management, installation see Operations research, courses in, 4
Installation management Operations research, problems amendable

Management, logistics see Logistics to, 1I ft.
management Cperations re..-zch defined, 4 f., 27, 241

Management, manpower see Manpower Operations research studies, 27 ff.
management Operations Research/Systems Analysis

Management, personnel see Civilian Executive Course, 4 f., 8, 27, 238 f.,
persennel management; Military 6, 40
personnel policy; Personnel Operations research/systems analysis
management executives, 28

Management, program see Program Overcontrol of fur-4s, 119
management (industry) Overmanagement, 119 f.

Management, project see Project,! .imanagement
mngmn PBAC, 117 ff.

Management, resource see Resource PBAC, 117 o1.i Management System Personnel, Director of, 113 if.
Management, supply see Logistics Personnel management, 96 f., 154 ff.Management, Petroleum facilities, 93Management analysis, 216 if. Planning (industry), 187 f.
Management and command, distinction Policy alternatives, determination of, 19between, 4 Port facilities, 88 f.Management by exception, 4 PRIMAR, 232 ff.Management engineering, 231 6f Prccurement, contracting for, 35 ff.Management engimprovemerntprogrProgram Budget Advisory Committee,Management improvement program,I"f

195 ff. 144 f.
Management information systems, 49 f., Prograr. management (industry, 161 f.,

217 175 f., 181
Management of operations, 17 Programming and budgeting, 117 ef.
Management philosophy, 120, 146 f. Programming and budgeting, weaknesses
Management revolution, 227 f. Proiec mn
Management trends, 63 f. t manaement, 58 f.
Manager, job of, 216 ff. Project manager, 60 ff.
Manpower cnd Reserve component affairs, Project 100, 70

149 ff. Project PRIME, 214, 216
Manpower management, 151 ff., 232 ff.
Marginal reasoning, 15 f. Quantification in management, 64
Matrix, 3-dimensional planning, 44 if.
Michelangelo, 286
Miles. Laurence D., 241 Racial discrimination in hou'ing, 138 if.,
Military District of Washington, 135 ft. 289 ff.
Military personnel policy, 154 ff. Radar, miss;le-detecion see Missii.-

MILSTRIP, 113 detection radar
Missile-detection radar, 175 f. Readiness, unit, 236 F.
Missile systems, 202 Recidiness System, Contingency see

Model building (combat simulation), 81 if. CONREDS
Redstooe Arsenal, Alabama, 123 if.Models (systems analysis), 20 ff.Regosprrm,14

Modular Force Plarning Syttem, 241 f.
Motion economy, 148 Requests for proposals. 204
M-113 ormored pe-sonnel carrier, 99 Resoi, Stanley R., Hon., 211, 213

Resource Management System, 207,M-16 rifle, 93 f., 11, 76 if. 213 ff., 224

Resources, allocation of scarce, 13 F.
National Copital Planning Commission, 147 Reston, Jo; s, 278
Noa I Postgraduate School, 4 Retention in service 135
Negro military personnel- -lousing, 138 ff., Review and analysis. 62 f

292 q. RMS see Resource Management System

105-rnm howitzr-r, 99 Sam-D weapon system, 184 f.
17 5-mm gun, 99 Savings hands program, 148
O.,en housing, 138 ff., 289 ff. Sentinel missile system, 18b,
Operation & r,.aintencince funds, 212 Shaw, George Bernard, 282
Operation, & Training, Di',ector of, 115 f. Simeuation, system, 219 ff.
Operatioss research, I ff., 27 ff. Single mnnager system, 70 f.
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Special Proce'sing Detachment, 93 ff. Trade-offs, 23 f.
Special-purpose Infantry weapon, 78 f. Training, 21 f., 97 f.
Special Services program (Ft. Belvoir), 140 Transportation, 103 ff., 47 ff.
Standardization in management, 65
Stockade operations, 93 f USAMS see Aimy Management School
Strategic force structuring, 79 fe. USCONARC see C,,ntinental Army
Structuring, force, 75 ff. Command, U. S.
Sun Tzu, 7
Supply management see Logistics

management Value engineering, 241 ff.
Support service, 123 ff. Value engineering defined, 241 f.
System simiulation see Simulation, system Vance, Cyrus R., 296 f., 298
Systems analysis, I ff., 11 if., 27 ff., Viet Nam War, 5, 42, 76, 78 f., 83 ff.,

3 ff., 27 ff. 110 ff., 209 212, 228, 295, 15 ff.,
Systems analysis, Sias in, 32, 34 158 ff.
Systems ancj~ysis, courses in, 4
Systems analysis, elements of, 20 f. V/arehouse Gross Performance Measure-
Systems analysis, military judgment in, men' System, 206 f.

a ff. Wars of national liberation, 15 ff.
Systems analysis, problems amendable to, Weapons systems, 103

17 ff. Weapons systems, acquisition of, 2 f.,Systems analysis defined, 4 f., 11 18 f.
Systems analysis in transportation Welfare economics, 7, 10

studies, 47 fa . Westmoreland, Gen. William C., 100, 7Systems analysis models, 5 ff. Whitehead, Alfred North, 279
Systems analysis studies, 27 ff. Work count, 197 f.
Systems analyst, functions of, 28 ff. Work distribution, 197Systems effe-:.veness, measurement of, Work Measurement Program, 129 f.,

22 ff., 29 f., 33 205 ff.

Work Simplification Program. 195 ff.
TAADS, 243 f., 231 Workload & Resources Correlation Analys
Tobles of distribution and allowanco;, Technique, 209

231 ff.
TACFIRE, 171 ff.
Tactical alternatives, choice of, 18 Xenon sea,ochlight. 100

Tactical Operations System, 174 ff.
Television, closed-circuit educational, 133 Zero Defects Program, 195 ff.
Threat Forecast Group, 55
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